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Aid talks begin on Monday

U.S. asks slowdown

of Israel’s economy
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By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

The U.S. is openlyandunashamed-
ly expecting Israel to Implement
Steps aimed at contracting the
economy to lessen dependence on
American foreign aid, a senior
government source told The
Jerusalem Post yesterday.

The source added that the
American demands Include internal
aspects as well, such as cutting infla-
tion and expanding exports to im-
prove Israel's balance of payments.

Next week, Israel will have to
clarify its aid request, which as
presented so far, asks only that its

deficit, military and civilian, be
covered. On Monday, the head of the
U.S. AID agency, together with the
official in charge of aid to Israel, are
scheduled to arrive in the country for

an initial working meeting with local

Treasury figures.

Finance Ministry Director-
General Amiram Siyan and the
finance minister’s economic adviser
Ephraim Dovrat yesterday sub-
mitted the Israeli aid document to

Sam Hart, economic adviser at the
U.S. embassy. It was also submitted
in Washington by Israel Ambassador
Ephraim Evron to the American
Departments of State. Defence and
Treasury.
Sivan yesterday explained that no

specific sum was mentioned In the
request. Rather, be said, it asked the
U.S. to prepare an aid package for
Israel taking into consideration the
grave consequences for the country
and its security that would result
from failure to cover its deficit. The
amount necessary for this purpose
would be 83.45b., of which R.Sb.
would go towards non-military short-
falls.

Treasury sources point out that
were it not for world fuel prices
rises, Israel’s total civilian deficit
would have stood at $2b. in real
terms over the next several years.
But Israel’s oil purchases, $800m.
this year, will rise to -an anticipated
81.25b. next year and 91.9b. in 1981.
The U.S. has promised financial

help to Israelto meet its oil shortage
following return of the Abu Rodeis
and Alma oil fields to Egypt.

Prices up 52% this year

August index

rise put at 8%

U.S. officials here next week
to study Israel’s aid request

Interior Minister Yosef Burg (right) and U.S. special envoy Robert Strauss answer
reporters'

'
questions yesterday at the Prime Minister's Office in Jerusalem as

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon looks on. (Oded stopnitzky)

Three-month 'politicians’ recess’

as technicians negotiate autonomy
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By ANAN SAPADI
Post Mideast Affairs Editor

U.S. presidential Middle East en-
voy, Robert Strauss, yesterday
appeared to have successfully
steered both Israel and Egypt Into
confining their autonomy
negotiations to technical groups
rather than political teams.
Strauss is due to leave Jerusalem

for Washington today after a five-
day Middle East swing during which
he discussed with Egyptian and
Israeli leaders ways of accelerating
the negotiations for West Bank and
Gaza Strip autonomy.
The American trouble-shooter

seems to have won Egyptian and
Israeli consent to suspend for three
months the ministerial negotiating
teams following their

,
pleneary ses-

sion in Alexandria on September 25.
The recess is to pave the way for the
technical groups to deal with sub-
stantive autonomy issues “in
depth.'*
He suggested that the plenary ses-

sion lay .out what he described as a
work programme to guide the
iechHfcar totonk for the reat ofthe'
year.' ;

* / .

'

Strauss, toldIsraeli editors that the
the plenary session wouldbe coaven-

6 dead, 17 hurt

as Etna eruption

hits tourist bus
CATANIA. Sicily (Renter). — At
least six people died and 17 were in-

jured when lava from Mount Etna
showered their tourist bus last night,

police said.

Many of the casualties were
reported to be tourists making an ex-

pedition to the summit of Europe's
largest active volcano.
Lava erupted from the southeast

crater about 6:45 p-m.. police said.

Guides and cable-car workers
were bringing the victims to hospital

in Catania, according to first

reports.
"There was no warning. One mo-

ment they were wandering around!
the crater and the next it erupted,” a
guide told Reuters by telephone from
his hut half-way up the mountain. -

"There may be more than four

dead,”, he said.

There was no indication of Uie'

nationality of the victims. .

Arida selling off

ite jet airplanes
EILAT. — The jet age elided yester-

day for Arida when the first of the in-

land airline’s two BAC-111 jets was
flown to England to be put up for

sale.

The company’s second Jet will

follow the first tomorrow.
Demoralized Arida employeea-told

The Jerusalem Post yesterday that

dismissal letters were also, being-

prepared, The workers said they ex-

pected the letters along with their

traditional Rosh Hashana gifts.

ed to tackle reports, adding that he
anticipated that by the beginning of

1980. there will be “no longer words
but actions" to show the world that
the peace process is working.
This new approach appeared — at

least on the surface .— to reflect

Strauss' agreement with both Egyp-
tian President Anwar Sadat and
Premier Menahem Begin that the
negotiations take their course, at
their own time, on a technical level.

But at the same time it could mean
shifting the responsibility for the
negotiations to technocrats and get-
ting politicians out of the way, at
least for three months.

Strauss said that the aim of the
new approach was to' outline a
general overall strategy between
now and the end of the year, on how
to discuss in greater detail file most
difficult issues related to autonomy.
Strauss met yesterday with the

ministerial negotiating team, then
made farewell calls on Premier
Begin and Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan.
At his briefing with local editors.

Strauss decled fbat tie had.tried to
push positions or to rush, the
autonomy negotiations. He stressed
that his visit here was to check what

pace Israel and Egypt were in-

terested in.

He added that hla call for "shifting
into second gear” did not mean
rushing the negotiations, but only
starting to talk on a technical level.

The American politician said that
the parties were "not under any
driving need for dramatic cracking
of Issues." noting that the autonomy
negotiations were not behind
schedule.
He said that if the autonomy

negotiating teams bad failed in
anything it was in their inabilitiy "to
let the public know just how much
progress has been made."

Strauss' remarks coincided with
the conclusion of four days of
negotiations by two Israell-Egyptian
working groups at Herzliya on ap-
proaches to the projected West Bank
and Gasa autonomy.
The Israeli, Egyptian and

American government experts,
charged with exploring questions of

election procedures and the powers
and responsibilities of a governing
council in the territories, yesterday
reported substantial .progress. -.The

groups will submit a Joint report to

the forthcoming plenary session in -

Alexandria.

By WOLF BLITZEB
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — The director of

the U.S. government's Agency for

International Development (AID).
Douglas Bennett, has scheduled a
visit to Israel next week to study
Israel's latest $3.45 billion economic
and military aid request for the com-
ing fiscal year.
Announcement of the visit follow-

ed a meeting yesterday at the State
Department between Bennett and
two representatives from the Israeli

embassy who formally presented
the request to him.
The Israeli officials, embassy

minister Ta'acov Nuchushtan and
economic minister Dan Halperin,
are scheduled to BUbmit the aid re-

quest to the Office for Management
and Budget today. On Tuesday, Am-
bassador Ephraim Evron presented
the aid request to Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance.
The request, which Includes some

$1-Bb. in military aid alone and the
balance in economic assistance, will

now be considered by the Carter Ad-
ministration before a decision is

made on the final worldwide foreign
aid programme to be sent to
Congress.
Most observers here expect a sub-

stantia] reduction In the request,
wbich is nearly double the amount
approved for Israel during each of

the last three years.
Egypt is also seeking Increased

economic and military assistance
from the U.S. Visiting Vice Presi-
dent Hus ill Mubarek has been press-

ing this point during meetings here
this week with Vance, national
security adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinski and other officials.

In addition to the increased Israeli
aid request, Jerusalem is also asking
Washington to convert the recent
$2. 2b. loan included as part of the
Israel-Egyptian peace treaty
supplemental aid package to an out-
right grant. Israeli economic of-

ficials fear that Israel will be unable
to meet the repayment terms of the
loan during the coming years.
Defence Minister Ezer Welzman,

meanwhile, begins discussions with
Defence Secretary Harold Brown to-

day. Those talks, Israeli officials

said, will focus on Israel's pending
arms requests as well as on an
Israeli proposal to win co-production
rights for the new F-18 fighter, still

on the drawing boards.
Tomorrow Welzman is scheduled

to see Vance at tbe State Depart-
ment. He has been invited tq appear
on ABC's "Issues and Answers”
television interview programme on
Sunday and to address the House
Foreign Affairs Committee on Mon-
day.
Next Week, Foreign Minister

Moshe Dayan arrives in Washington
for talks with Vance and Egyptian
Defence Minister Kama! Hassan All.

They will be trying to reach agree-
ment on the still-unresolved matter
of UN peacekeepers in Sinai.

In addition, Vance and Dayan will

hold separate bilateral discussions
on such issues as aid, Lebanon and
the autonomy negotiations.

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

With the August consumer
price Index due to be published
tomorrow. Treasury and Bank of
Israel estimates are that prices
rose daring August by some 8
per cent. The steep rise Is ex-
plained by a combination of fac-
tors: price rises for fuel, elec-
tricity and basic foodstuffs, and
the cost-of-living Increment paid
at the start of August on July
salaries.

If Treasury estimates are cor-
rect, then there has been a 52 per
cent price rise so far this year.
Yesterday, Histadrut sources said

that if prices are rising at such an
alarming rate, they will demand
cost-of-living increments every two
months in an endeavour to ensure
that workers' wages keep pace with
Inflation.

The extent of the October cost-of-
living increment will be determined
by tomorrow's index figure for
August. The Histadrut has already
demanded that the increment cover
more than 70 per cent of the rise In

prices, up 36 per cent since the last

regular increment in April.

Both the Treasury and the
employers seem likely to go along
with the Histadrut’s demand, at
least to the extent of paying in-

crements that will cover 80 per cent
of the Index rise.

The October C-o-L allowance will
be paid at the rate of at least 25.5 per
cent, assuming that compensation Is

given for only 70 per cent of the index
rise, and 29 per cent if the rate of
compensation is raised to 80 per
cent.

The allowance will be paid on
salaries up to a ceiling of IL17.400
per month. But it seems that the
Histadrut will seek to raise the ceil-
ing to IL20.000 so as to include the
last special C*o-L increments and the
special 6.2 per cent special produc-
tivity bonus paid in April.
The maximum gross C-o-L

allowance paid in October will thus
be somewhere between IL4.300 and
IL5.000 on a salary of up to IU 7,400;
but a maximum of IL2.Q3Q will be
deducted for the special increments
that have already been paid.

The Histadrut Is also asking that
tax brackets be fully linked to the in-

dex as of this October. But the
-Ministerial Economic Committee
has already said that the full linkage
will only go Into effect in April 3980.
The present agreement between

the Treasury and the Histadrut
provides for updating only the two
lowest tax brackets, which are to be
linked 100 per cent to the index. But
it seems there is likely to be a battle
over this, with the State Revenue Ad-
ministrator. Uriel Lynn known to
support full linkage for all tax
brackets in October.

If the present arrangement holds,
the 25 per cent tax bracket will apply
to October salaries (to be paid in
November; of up to IL1 1,600 (IL8.500
at present). The 35 per cent bracket
will take in earnings between ILli,-
603 and EL21.300 (instead of up to
IL15.600, previously). Earnings of
IL21.301 to IL23.110 (IL18.400
previously) will fall within the 4fi per
cent bracket. Wages between IL23,-
130 and XL29.500 (IL24.100 previous-
ly) will be taxed at 50 per cent, and
over this a rate of 60 per cent is

payable.

Bonn denies relations worse,

contrary to Dayan’s account

Armenian-Uhristian violence

simmers in Beirut, 30 dead

Post Diplomatic Reporter
and Agencies

The West German government
denied yesterday that relations with
Israel have worsened. But they in-
sisted that the Palestinian right to
self-determination was a substantial
element for peace In the Middle
East.
The denial followed charges by

Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, who
said on winding up a three-day visit
to Bonn Tuesday that West Ger-
many's Middle East policy had
taken a turn for the worse because of
its insistence that Palestinians be
granted the right to self-
determination.
Dayan’s visit had many positive

aspects, said deputy government

for self-determination by the
Palestinians.
Contrary to Dayan's "rigid

denial," Gruenewald emphasized
the Palestinian right to self-
determination because the German
people "could not deny anyone the
right they demand for their own
divided people.”
Foreign Ministry officials in Israel

were busy explaining yesterday why
Dayan said at the airport on his
return from Bonn that the Israeli
operations in Southern Lebanon, and
thenew settlements in the areas, had
not come up at all in his discussions
with German leaders.
Dayan's statement In reply to a

reporter's question raised hackles in
Bonn, where officials hurried to in-

sist that these two controversialspokesman Armln Gruenewald. mat inese two controversial

Misunderstandings were cleared iro._ topics had certainly been aired. ..

and the accep-'jncu oi ..-cnunueu oi.v _ J eru*K‘ 1 - .-a«
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Sentenced to death for

aiding Iranian Kurds
TEHERAN

' (Reuter) . — Six Iraqis
have been sentenced to death for tak-
ing part in Iran’s Kurdish rebellion,
the evening newspaper "Etelaat"
reported yesterday.

'But the newspaper quoted roving
Islamic Judge Sadeq KhaJkhall as
saying the six would be sent to

Teheran for a final decision on their

fate. "It Is possible that the Interests

of the Islamic republic will not
recommend the executions,” he was
quoted as saying.
. The report said the six were cap-
tured near the border town of Sar-
dasht. It was presumed the six were
Iraqi Kurds who had crossed -the

border to belp the rebels.

Tbe Iraqi embassy in Teheran said

that it had not been officially notified

of the sentences on the six and there
was no confirmation available of the
"Etelaat" report.
An embassy spokesman, commen-

ting .on the- report, said: “We con-
firm our stated policy of not Interfer-

ing 'in the internal affairs of other
countries In general, and In those of
our neighbours in particular."

.
Sources close to the Iraqi embassy

said that if the report was accurate it

almost certainly referred to Iraqi

Kurds already in revolt against the

Baghdad government and that Iraq

would, be unlikely to come to their

defence.
Meanwhile, the unofficial head of

state, Ayatollah Huh oilah Khomeini,
speaking to a group of Kurdish
tribesmen from the central border
area yesterday, accused foreign

news agencies of reporting Uiat

orthodox Sunni Kurds were being

discriminated against.
The Iranians yesterday ordered

the expulsion of a three-man televi-

sion crew from West Germany’s
-ARD network and gave them 48

hours to leave the country yester-

day.
The official Pars news agency said

the team was guilty of biased repor-

ting on mourning ceremonies for the
leading Iranian clergyman.
Ayatollah Mahmoud Taleghani, who
'died last Monday.

Iran's post-revolutionary govern-
ment has so far ordered the expul-

sion of 37 foreign newsmen.

BEIRUT. — Feuding Armenians
and Christian militiamen agreed to
an immediate cease-fire last night
after 72 hours of heavy fighting In
which at least 30 people died, the
Phalanglst radio reported. It was the
third cease-fire in 24 hours. But gun-
fire still crackled in the city despite
the announcement.
The radio said representatives of

the Armenian Taahnaq Party and
the Phalangist and National Liberal
Parties agreed to a halt in the
fighting.

The bloodshed began after the
militias accused the Armenians of

firing on a Phalangist patrol taking
part in & crackdown on illegal

gambling and drug dens.
The radio said both sides had

agreed to exchange prisoners and
would mount Joint patrols to enforce
the peace.
The first cease-fire went unheeded

on Tuesday night and the second,
declared shortly before dawn yester-
day. was greeted with a hall of
machinegun and rifle fire between
the Armenian quarter of Borj Ham-
moud and the militia-dominated

neighbourhood of Nabaa.
Each side accused the other of

violating the cease-fire.

Since the Lebanese civil war broke
out in April 1975, the term cease-fire

has gone down as a byword for

stepped-up fighting, a Christian

militia leader said. "Cease-fire
arrangements are invariably
greeted with escalated violence."

The outbreak of armed hostilities

pitted militiamen of the powerful
Phalange Party and the National
Liberal Party on one side and Arme-
nian gunmen on another.
What triggered the neighbourhood

fighting has not been independently
ascertained. But the Phalange-run
Voice of Lebanon radio called it a
"war on gamblers, narcotics
pushers and brothels" in the Arme-
nian quarter.

Phalange and National Liberal
leaders have critized the
Armenians for shunning the 3975-76

civil war between Maronite Chris-

tian militias and a Palestinian-leftist

Moslem coalition. (Reuter, AP)

Strike to close Bank Leumi

Hijacker gives up toy gun:

only wanted ‘better world’

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — All of Bank Leumi 's

270 branches will be closed today and
tomorrow.
The bank's employees will assem-

ble today at seven points throughout
the coratry to hear reports from
their workers committee on the
breakdown of negotiations with
management.

"Although this is not officially a
strike, we cannot advise customers
to try to utilize the bank's services
since we are not sure that any of the

bank's branches will open at all, and
we cannot guarantee when meetings
of the workers will be finished,"
Nissixn Bar-Ness, acting head of the
workers committee said yesterday.

(Continued on page 2, col. 7)

Saudis seek Austrian'

military equipment

VIENNA .
(UPI) . -r Saudi Arabian

Defence Minister Prince Sultan Ibp

.

Abdul-Aziz arrived here yesterday

for a three-day official visit to -dis-

cuss the purchase of army equip?

ment.
Government sources said the

minlstercaxne only after Chancellor

Bruno Kreisky assured Saudi Ara-

bian Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki

Yaraanl that Austria will not

purchase Israel-made Kffr fighter

jets.

Austria has- delivered ..trucks to

Saudi Arabia valued at-JMm. In the

past few years.

Morocco accepts

Sahara talk offer

tABAT (UJPI). — Morocco has

accepted a Tunisian invitation to at-

end a summit in Tunis with Algeria

o discuss the Moroccan-Algerian

Bspolc- over the Sahara, govern-

ncrxl officials »aW yesterday- King

ssan readily, accepted a sugges-

ts of Tunisian president Habib
loumriba to comotoTunls to meet

President RenjedldiatodU,

COLOGNE. —: A young man who hi-

jacked a Lufthansa airliner deman-
ding a better

1

world yesterday sur-

rendered to the authorities, turning
over the toy pistol with which he had
held the plane and 128 people on
board for nearly seven hours.

He was talked out of the hijacking,
which according to :a Lufthansa
spokesman “-ended.. happily after

he was promised an opportunity to

record a message for West German
television. . _

The hijacker seized the Boeing 727

airliner shortly after it. left

Frankfurt for Cologne and demand-
ed

-

the right td' present his case to

West German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt.
According to West German radio,

he wanted to end military conscrip-

tion, call a plebiscite on the use of
:

nuclear energy, take better care of

children and start the school day
later.

An airline spokesman said the hi-

jacker, still aboard the plane at
Cologne airport yesterday evening,
was "apparently a crazy crank."
Passengers said he wore a black

suit and carried & suitcase. As the

airliner stood on. the airport runway,
government officials bargained with
him for hours from the control

tower, using the pilot as go-between.
Police sharpshooters — similar to

commandos who stormed a hijacked
Lufthansa airliner at Mogadishu in

1977 — stood by as officials tried to

reason with the hijacker. -

The aircraft landed at the airfield

on schedule at 10:25 a.m. The hi-

jacker allowed the passengers to

leave at 5 p.m, after he was allowed
to make a tape recording of a

message for a West German radio
station. .

The last sentence of the message
was: “I want a world in which one
can live with dignity. (Reuter, UPI)

Major Ramot clash looming
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Secular and religious residents in

northern Jerusalem are preparing
for the possibility of a major clash on
the Ramot road this Sabbath.
Religious elements are reported to

have armed themselves with tear
gas canisters. A Natorei Karta source
also said that demonstrators will

hold services on the road on Satur-

day morning. Previously, Sabbath
demonstrations have generally been
staged on Friday nights and Satur-

day afternoons.
Secular residents of Ramot are

also organizing. The neighbourhood

committee announced that
residents, supported by the League
Against Religious Coercion and
others, will patrol the road on Satur-
day and react in kind to any stone-
throwing. The committee said that

the police had proved incapable of

ensuring safe passage for cars on the
Sabbath.
Jerusalem police commander Zvi

Ben-Eliahu warned both sides
against violence, adding that the

police would not hesitate to make
arrests. Police reinforcements are
expected on the road throughout the
Sabbath.

agreement was Increased, he said.

Foreign Minister Kans-Dietrich
Genscher had called the talks good
and constructive and was at a loss to

understand why Dayan arrived at
the conclusion that .

relations had
worsened, Gruenewald said, adding
that the Bonn government was not
happy about the controversy laid at
its doorstep that way.
He denied German press reports

that there was a difference ofopinion
between Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
and Genscher, who In a dinner
speech had called the right of Israel

to exist within safe borders just as
much a precondition for lasting
peace In the Middle East as the right

Four security

men blown up
in Damascus
BEIRUT (Reuter). — Four Syrian
government security men were kill-

ed when their vehicle was blown up
by a landmine in Damascus last
night, well-informed sources said in
Beirut yesterday.

They could give no further details,
but travellers arriving from the
Syrian capital confirmed the explo-
sion.

The attack came a few days aftera
week of sectarian fighting in the
Syrian port of Lataltia, a main power
base of President Hafez Assad.

Western diplomatic sources in
Beirut said at least 40 people have
been killed in clashes between
AJawite and Sunni Moslems follow-
ing the murder of an Alawite
religious leaderin Latakia on August
30.

The violence is attributed to grow-
ing Sunni resentment of the minority
Aiawfte sect's effective supremacy
in the country.

Syrian officials have denied the
reports of fighting as hostile
propaganda and blamed the Moslem
Brotherhood, an ultra-conservative
Sunni organization, for a mounting
wave of assassinations and bomb at-
tacks against leading Alawites.

A bomb blasted the main sales of-

fice of the state-owned Syrian
Airlines in Damascus last Saturday,
but nobody was injured.

Dayan and his West German
counterpart.' Genscher, had mutual-
ly agreed that the only official reflec-
tion o? their countries' positions in
the talks would be in their formal
speeches-, which they had cleared
with each other beforehand.
That being so, Jerusalem explain-

ed, since settlement in the areas and
Southern Lebanon, were not men-
tioned In the formal speeches, they
had never been discussed.

Officials said in Jerusalem that
while Bonn's refusal to consider a
state for the Palestinians was a
satisfactory development in the
wake of the talks, its call for Palesti-
nian self-determination left the gap
with Jerusalem as wide as ever.

DM council holds off coalition crisis
JernsUetn. Post Reportey

- The shadow of the. Democratic
Movement’s near-crisis with the
coalition over recent settlement ac-

tivity in the administered areas hung
over its party council as It convened

.. in Jerusalem, yesterday.
However. It was decided 1 without

objections that the DM’a complaints

about government malfunctioning.

. and the DATs call to restrict settle-

ment in the areas to sites remote
’ from dense.Arab populations, would
be sired ;only at a second council

meeting in two more weeks.
"A significant body .of the '.council

said yesterday that it would demand
a three-month time limit, for the
coalition to achieve various

. economic and social goals. The
Liberal wing of the Likud has issued

a similar ultimatum.

The council also agreed yesterday
that internal elections for all party-

posts would be held after SuccoL.

The DM leader. Deputy Premier.
Yigacl Yadin. also surveyed what
the three DM ministers had achieved
in- their departments and in the

cabinet since the split In the
Democratic Movement for Cbange;

.(Picture — Page *)

Technicians suspected of lifting

elevator company parts arrested
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter
TEL AVIV— A complaint lodged by
One of the country's largest elevator
companies about the theft of spare
parts led to the airest yesterday of
nine lift technicians, suspected of

stealing millions of pounds worth of -

equipment.
Just after dawn yesterday, 20

policemen from Tel Aviv's central
district raided the houses of five per-
sons in Klron, Bat Yam, Tel Aviv,
Bnci Brak and Holon. Simultaneous-
ly, police forces raided the homes of

three other suspects in Kf&r Sava
and the home of another suspect in
Pctah Tikva.
In each home the police found

elevator spare parts worth millions
of pounds, suspected to be stolen.
Some homes contained elevator
building plans, which are considered
highly secret in the industry.
The Jerusalem Post has learned

that the firm that complained was
running into severe financial dif-

ficulties, as ‘maintenance-contract
clients had recently begun leaving it,

telling the elevator firm that they

were getting cheaper service
elsewhere. Then the firm discovered
that spare parts worth millions of

pounds had disappeared from its

warehouses.
A police source told The Pust

yesterday that the police have also
received complaints from clients
whose elevators malfunctioned as a
result of service by the nine
technicians.
Throe of the suspects will be

brought to court today for remand;
the other six will be brought to court
tomorrow.



JERUSALEM ARTS LANE
KHUTZOT HOYOTZER

opposite Jaffa Gate

A rich selection of .

'< Quality Israeli art and handicrafts

One stop gift shopping

at reasonable prices

VISIT THE ARTISTS AT WORK

Open daily from 10:00 a.m.
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* For the latest matter conflUons. contact
Swtnilr

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda, St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228368/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. <04)84655

THE WEATHER g

Yesterday’s Yesterday’s Today's
Humidity Min-Max Max

Jerusalem 29 18—23 28
Golan 83 18—81 80
Naharlya 61 20—29 29
Safad fi3 18—28 28
Haifa Port 66 25—28 28
Tiberias 33 22—35 35
Nazareth 53 19—29 29
Afula 58 20—81 31
Samaria 54 18—27 28
Tel Aviv 66 22—29 28
B-G Airport 57 > 22—83 33

Jericho 45 25—37 88
Gaza 66 22—28 28
Beersheba 45 20—81 8

1

Eilat 30 27—83 37
Tiran Straits 32 24—86 86

SOCIAL & PERSONAL B

President Y.ItsshAk‘.Nairbii yefitC

received journalist HaWv Kanaan in
Beit Hanassi as a token of his ap-
preciation forKanaan *8 efforts to br-

' ing Nazi war criminal Pieter Menten
to justice.

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir
met yesterday in his office with the
new ambassador from Panama.
Marina Mayo, and the departingam-
bassador of Venezuela. Napoleon
Gimenez.

The consul-general of Monaco. Edith
Rojansky, yesterday evening gave a
reception at her Tel Aviv residence
for members of the Davis Cup tennis
teams from Zsrael and Monaco.
Among those present was Catullo
Bergamasco, the official referee for
the match, on behalf of the Inter-
nationa] Tennis Federation.

Today’s meeting of the Tel Aviv-
Jaffa Rotary Club will be at 1:15 at
the Tel Aviv Hilton. Mattftyahu
Klair, director of the Tel Aviv Fund
for Culture and the Arts, will speak,
on the contribution of the fund to the
city’s cultural life.

Boy, 6, killed by car

in his own front yard
ACRE. — A six-year-old boy was
struck and killed by a car yesterday
while playing in the yard of his home
in Abu Slnan village near here.
The car was thrown into the yard,

where it killed Linus Samir Jiryis,
after colliding head-on with a bus in i

the village. Four passengers of the
car, driven by Abdullah Salim. 32, of
Abu Sinan.were injured. They were
later released from the government
hospital in Nahartya.
A total of four persons were killed

and 37 injured in 15 accidents on the
country's roads during the 24 hours
which ended yesterday morning.
The largest number of accidents —
six, causing two deaths and 21 in*
Juries — occurred in the South.
Thirteen of those hurt were said to

have suffered serious or moderate
injuries.

HOME NEWS

W. Bank land closed

for IDF training area

Thursday, September 13, 1979

By IAN BLACK
and DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporters

The military authorities have clos-
ed off some 15.000 dunams of lend in
the West Bank village of Deir Istya
near Nablus to serve as an IDF
training area.

The chairman of the village coun-
cil, Mohammed Amin al-Qadi, was
informed by the military governor of
Tulkarm on Tuesday that the area
was henceforth closed to local
residents.

The East Jerusalem dally "AI-
Quds" reported under a huge front-

page banner headline yesterday that
the Deir Istya landowners plan to
send telegrams to Defence Minister
Ezer Weizman and to the West Bank
military government protesting the
decision.

The IDF spokesman confirmed to

The Jerusalem Post that the area
has been designated as suitable for
military manoeuvres and has been
closed accordingly.

The spokesman added that most of
the area was rocky and uncultivated
and that the owners of the few
cultivated plots would be permitted
to continue to work their land subject
to military approval.

In another West Bank land case
villagers from Anata. east of
Jerusalem, will this morning apply
to the High Court of Justice for in-

junctions requiring the military
authorities to explain the seizure of
7,000 dungms for the establishment
of Ma’aleh Adumim “B".
The legal advisers to the

applicants, who are headed by
village Mukhtar Mussa Abdel-Salam

Salam a, say that preparatory work
has already begun cm the site.

Two hundred and sixty dunams of

fertile agricultural land are the
private property of the mukhtar. The
rest belongs to the village and is

partly pasture and partly rocky and
unfit ton cultivation.

Today the High Court of Justice
will continue its hearing of the
application against the seizure of

land for the Gosh Emuuim settle-

ment at EUon Moreh, near Nablus.
In related developments, residents

of Idna, a village north of Hebron,
claim that the authorities have clos-

ed off 700 dunams of cultivated land
for the planned "Trans-Judea
Highway" near Gush Etzlon.
Villagers from Beit Qad. near

Jenin, say that the military govern-
ment has seized several hundred
dunams of land In the area for settle-

ment purposes. But IDF sources in-

sist that the area has been closed for

the construction of a 'military in-

stallation.

"Al-Qudfl” devoted its editorial

yesterday to settlement in the ad-
ministered territories and com-
mented sarcastically that there was
no significance to the dispute
between Agriculture Minister Ariel
Sharon and Deputy Premier Yigael
Yudin.

“It is not true, God forbid, that one
supports settlement and the other
opposes it. Settlement activity is

continuing apace." The article
questions whether settlement is not a
“barrier to peace” despite the grow-
ing friendship between Premier
Menahem Begin and Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat. The
editorial was entitled “Settlement,
Peace and Friendship."

Low demand stabilizing

prices of new apartments
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Treasury economists are predic-.
ting stabilization of the price of new
flats after the Central Bureau of
Statistics yesterday released figures
showing that there has been an 11
per cent decline in the* number of

new flats sold during the period April
to June of this year, compared to the
previous quarter.
But the sales slowdown does not

foreshadow lower prices, the
Treasury officials said.
The slowdown in sales reached the

lowest rate since the beginn&g of
1977, according to the statistics,
which also showed that during the
past two years there has been a diz-
zying spiral of increasing housing
prices.

Economic observers note that the
slowdown hit hardest those housing
starts that are still at the building
skeleton stage. The observers said
thC neatest flats..are .i>nppt affected ..

since .their prices,are-linked, to .the

rising costa of building materials,
the prices of which are climbing
even faster than the cost of living.

In 21 cities around the country, the
number of new flats sold on the

private market was 2,400, compared
to 3.200 last year.
As opposed to new housing starts,

sales of nearly completed new flats

and completed buildings have in-

creased.
As a result of the slowdown, and

the continuation of construction,
there has been an increase in the
availability of flats, to a record 5.400,

as opposed to fewer than 5,000 in the
recent months. Of those 5,400
available flats, nearly 85 per cent
are in the first stages of construc-
tion.

It appears that many new home
buyers are waiting for construction
companies to sell flats unlinked to

the materials cost — if the current
trends continue.
Economists In the Treasury are

also predicting a “technical price
rise” in the cost of second-hand flats,

since new flat prices are con-
siderably higher than second-hand
ones. • • - -• •*-»

The statistics show that tbe sales
declines hit most of the cities, except
for Beersheba, Holon, Bat Yam,
Kfar Sava, Netanya and Rehovot.
Stability was recorded in Tel Aviv
and AshdocL

Four civil servants face

charges in Lagiya affair
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Attorney-General Yitzhak Zamir
has instructed the Jerusalem district

prosecutor’s office to~prep&re
charges against four civil servants,
to be brought before the Civil Service
Commission's disciplinary court, for
their role in the Lagiya Beduln lands
affair.

Zamir found that the action of the
four officials — Yitzhak Vardlmon.
(the Interior Ministry’s represen-
tative in the Southern District),
Yehuda Ziv (Southern District direc-
tor of the Israel Lands Ad-
ministration), Arye Bar (deputy
director of the Southern District in

the Housing and Construction
Ministry), and Dan Levanon (area
controller of the Lands Administra-
tion) — had been gravely remiss in

the tight of a court injunction, and
recommended that they be brought
before the disciplinary court.

In April this year Zamir establish-

ed, after an intensive Investigation
— a report ofwhich was submitted to
the High Court of Justice — that the
four officials were involved in order-
ing tbe construction of a road on land
expropriated from the Beduln at
Lagiya in the Northern Negev,
despite a court injunction to stop all

work pending the outcome of the
court's hearing. At the time, the
president of the Supreme Court,
Justice Yoel Sussman. severely cen-
sured the government for contempt
of court.
The commission conducted its own

investigation based on the attorney-
general's recommendations. Its fin-

dings have been submitted to the
prosecutor’s office.

Zamir at the time also asked police

Inspector-General Haim Tavori to

look into any seeming Illegalities on
the part of the local police who had
summoned the men of the Beduin
village to the Arad police station on
allegations that pro-PLO leaflets had
been distributed in the village. It was
believed that this was a pretext to

remove the men from the area and
ensure unhindered construction of

the road could get under way.
The police probe concluded that

there had been no breach of law, but
found instances of faulty judgment
on the part of the commander of the
Negev police district. The file was
turned over to the attorney-general.

1973 war victim

Yitzhak Tuval buried
TEL AVIV (Itixn). — Bav-Turai
Yitzhak Mosbe Tuval, killed at the
“Mezah” stronghold on the Suez
Canal in the Tom KJppur War of
1973, was buried yesterday at the
Kiryat Shaui military cemetery. The
remains of Tuval ’s body and four
others were recently identified.

1 The funeral procession went from
the deceased’s home in Bnei Brak
and passed by several
neighbourhood synagogues, where
he was eulogized by rabbis and
public figures.

The military burial service was
also attended by the fallen soldier's
commander and fellow fighters.

Agudat Yisrael youthand many Bnei
Brak residents. .

Another ‘Persian Connection’ link jailed
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The smuggling ring
was called the “Persian Connec-
tion,*' and it would have brought
nearly 50,000 doses of heroin into the
streets of the country. But yesterday
the Tel Aviv District Court sentenc-
ed one of the men who tried smuggl-
ing 568 grams of Iranian heroin,
worth some H*30m M to four years in
jail.

Levian Fargula had been watched
by the police for a long time. When
the 58-year-old addict from the

Hatikva Quarter landed at Ben-
Gurion Airport in May. police were
waiting.

Samal Moshe Finkelsteln search-
ed the suspect. “When we began
searching. Fargula was calm,"
Finkelsteln told the Tel Aviv District
Court. “But after 1 found a false bot-
tom in a large cardboard box he was
carrying, he stopped me.”

Finkelsteln then recounted how
Fargula offered the police sergeant
ILSO.OOO “for my silence." Finkels-
.tein remained honest and Fargula
quickly broke down under police In-

Oathe second anniversary of his death, there will be a

Gathering of Volunteers
who marched under the banner of

YAAC0V MAIM0N
k

and Of those who follow in his footsteps

Sunday. September is, 1979, 6 p.m.

Wise Auditorium, The Hebrew University, Givat Ram. Jerusalem.
In the -presence of Mayor Teddy Kollek.

Come and bring the others!

terrogation, revealing links to a man
identified only as Mansour. and to a
businessman and dancer girlfriend

who were later picked up in posses-
sion of 360 grams of the deadly white

drug.
“This was lop quality heroin," an

expert doctor, testifying for the
prosecution, told the court.

The doctor said that the dope
Fargula was trying to smuggle into

the country was 85 percent pure, and
that a 0.06 gram dose of the drug

“could kill a person unaccustomed to
it.

“A person becomes addicted after

seven injections of morphine, and a
dose of heroin is five times more
potent." the doctor explained.
Fargula's lawyer. Aryc Sharabi.

appealed to the court's mercy for his

client.

“This junkie was merely the envoy
of a drug dealer.’* Sharabi said. “He
was going to be paid only IL10.OOO
and 10 grams of heroin for persona)
use." and Judge Menahem Ilan Con-

ceded that Fargula had helped the

police.

Ilan called
-

on the prison
authorities to guarantee Fargula get
treatment for his addiction in a
medical institution during his Jail

sentence.

Spff
'lift'#

1

Democratic Movement ministers and one of the party's MKs appear glum last nightas
they meet to discuss their future in the coalition. Fran left to right theDM leaden are

,
Ministers Israel Katz, Yigael Yadin, Shmuel Tamir andMKAJdva Nof. ’ (DanLasdau)

German terrorists to be freed in 15 months
a

Jerusalem Post Staff

The two West German terrorists

who received 10-year prison
sentences in a military court in Lod
on Tuesday will likely be released In

15 months, The Jerusalem Post has
learned.
The prosecution has agreed to the

expulsion of the two from Israel at
the end of five- years from their
transfer here from Kenya In 1976.

This is reportedly a result of
protracted plea-bargaining between
the defence attorney and the state
prosecution and of mounting inter-

national pressure on Israel.

Defendants Brigitte Schultz and
Thomas Reuter, held with three
Arab suspects, had been suspected
of plotting to attack an El Ai airliner
with shoulder-launched missiles as
the place was landing. The two
pleaded guilty to reduced charges.
Maximum sentence for the original
charges is life Imprisonment.

Details of the case, which has been
shrouded in secrecy, emerged
yesterday in a Surpreme Court hear-
ing. At the hearing, the detention of
the three Arab defendants In the
case was extended.

State Attorney Gavriel Bach told
Justice David Behor that he was re-
questing the extension of their deten-
tion under the Criminal Procedure
Law, rather than employing ad-
ministrative detention orders as has
been the case until now. The original

detention order was issued, by tbe
military court which has been hear-
ing the case for some 10 months.
The defendants' attorney objected,

pointing out that the normal period
of detention under the Criminal
Procedure Law la one year and that
his clients have already been held
for nearly four years.
Behor acceded to tbe state’s re-

quest. noting that the charges were
extremely serious and that much of
the delayhad been causedby the tac-
tics of the accused.
The three defendants, who

reportedly are members of the
Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine, were arrested with
Schultz and Reuter on January 18,*

1976, near Nairobi airport in Kenya.
According to foreign reports the

five hod been under tbe surveillance

both of Kenyan and of Israeli securi-

ty agents, who arrestedthem shortly
before an El Al Boeing 707 with 150

passengers aboard was due to land
from Johannesberg. The plane was
en route to Tel Aviv. At the time of

their arrest the five were allegedly

found in possession of a Soviet anti-

aircraft missile, a SAM-7.
The same sources reported that

security agents had bad the group
under surveillance for some time
before their arrest, including during
preliminary study trips of the air-

port and Its environs.
In February of the same year Ke-

Begin aide to U.S. blacks:

We have much in common
By ASHER WALLF1SH

. Jerusalem Post Reporter
.

Dr. EHs.hu Ben-Elissar; • the
director-general at-, the Prtme
Minister’s Office, last night appeal-
ed to leaders of the black community
In the U.S. not to forget how much
Jews and blacks have In common as
oppressed peoples. "We have
differences of opinion now with some
people in the U.S. whom we
cherish," he said.

Addressing Canadian Jewish
leaders of the United Israel Appeal
at the Plaza Hotel, Jerusalem, head-
ed by Dr. Gerald Halbert, 1979 cam-
paign chairman. Ben-EUssar said
that any help — political or military
— to the Palestine Liberation
Organization meant help to the aim
of destroying the State of Israel.
"Men of good will can understand
this fact, and so show caution when
they think of launching new In-
itiatives," he said. "They will surely
take the possible repercussions of
these initiatives into account."

Ben-Elissar took issue with
Foreign Minster Moshe Dayan —
though without naming him — when
he said, "There are unfortunately
some Israelis who distinguish
between a political PLO and a
military PLO." He said there could
not exist “a moderate PLO, just as

there could not have been moderate
Nazis 30 and 40 years ago." ... ,

He sfritfc "Israel aavedjLebanq^;
Without Israel there would npt have
remained any ChVfsttank in
Lebanon, today, as a result of Syrian
andPLO policy." He chided the U.S.
for having failed to Intervene to save
the Lebanese Christians from the
PLO. "We saved thousands of Chris-
tian lives,” he declared.
Israel wants the independent state

!

of Lebanon to exercise sovereignty
over the entire country, Ben-EUssar
said.

He said Egypt was cooperating
closely with Israel to Implement the
peace treaty despite Israel’s settle-

ment activities in the administered
areas." "President Sadat knows we
are establishing settlements for our
security. Last week, when he flew
from Haifa to Beh-Gurlon Airport,
he and Defence Minister Kamel
Hassan All looked at tbe sea on one
side of our helicopter and at the old
Green Line on the other."
Ben-Elissar said the basic com-

munity of interests emerging
between Israel and Egypt, and the
common attitude vis a vis the U.S..
was an expression of tbe fact that
both countries — unlike the U.S. —
are right there on the spot, handling
issues which affect their very lives,

and so sometimes they "know
better."

Flomin sees massive slump

if gov’t doesn’t change line
By ALAN ELSNEK

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A dire warning of im-
pending economic catastrophe was
issued here last night by MK
Yehezkel Flomin, who resigned
several weeks ago as deputy
minister of flnancfe.

Flomin said that only by finding
the courage to give the nation the
economic leadership it needs could
the government stave off disaster.
He called for sharp budgetary cuts
and a drastic trimming of manpower
in the public sector by 5,000 to 10.000
people a year.

"We are almost totally dependent
on the U.S. Our latest request for aid
(of S3.45b.) did not make me very
proud. The truth Is we're beggars
and we will soon come under enor-

mous pressure to make unaccep-

table political concessions,” Flomin
said.

Calling the government's
economic performance "an almost
total disaster,” Flomin said be bad
resigned so that he could fight for
realisticlpolicies from outside. “This
is the last year before election year
In which we can do something. The
government has not read tbe writing
on the wall. If nothing is done and it

carries on as It is doing now. we will

not have tbe foreign currency tobuy
raw materials, and we will slide into

a massive slump," Flomin warned.
Terming tills week’s government

decision to sell 200,000 dunams of
state-owned land for building pur-
poses “not serious,’’. Flomin said
“When not one dunam was sold until

now, the lack of proportion must cast
doubt on (the new decision)."

New laws to give Tel Aviv

buildings better, lasting finish
By MfCHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The unsightly look of
cracking, peeling paint may soon
disappear from the streets of Tel
Aviv. A joint municipal and contrac-
tors committee yesterday began for-
mulating regulations forbidding the
usual cement-and-whllewash
building finish and setting standards
for improved construction and
building exteriors.

The committee will determine the
building materials to be used, the
quality of building, and the type of

finish to be used in building fronts,

fences and yards. It will also lay'

down conditions for Installing air-

conditioning and solar heating in-

stallation that will pay attention to

aesthetics.

The committee, headed by Yitzhak

Caspl. a member of the Municipal
executive and head of the construc-
tion and environment quality sec-

tions, also Includes Gllad Opaz, an
architect in the city's engineering
administration, and engineers
Kalman Mins and Albert Ben-DavM.
of the Contractors Association.

Tel Aviv’s run-down ageing look

derives at least partially from the

cheap finish contractors use on their

buildings, acting municipality
spokesman Avncr Halevi said
yesterday. The new regulations will

require contractors to use a lasting,

high-quality, better-looking finish,

he said.

In another project, the Tel Aviv
Municipality Is renovating the city's

more dilapidated streets- and old
buildings with historical
associations.

nyan President Jomo Kenyatta ask-
ed that the suspects be transferred to

.
Israel. .

Since then the five have been held
incommunicado somewhere in

- Israel. At first official Israeli
sources were reluctant to confirm
that tbe five were being hel«L Later,
in response to pressure from the
West German government, the
parents of the two Germans were

<

allowed to visit them. Tbe Foreign
1

Ministry In Bonn protested at the :

time that it had not been informed of
their arrest or of their transport to

Israel. Protests were' also received'
from Amnesty International.

Israeli authorities have consistent-
ly declined to divulge details of the
case or even to publish the charge
sheet. The trial was held in camera
in the Lod military court, although
an observer from the West German
embassy in Tel Aviv and the legal
observer of the International Com-

’ mittee of the Red Cross were ad-
. mltted to the proceedings.

News of the sentences was greeted
with "surprise" by the Foreign
Ministry in Bonn. A spokesman said
that they had been informed of the
sentences soon after Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan left Germany
after.Ur three-day visit.

The parents of thetwo claimed ina
press conference that Schultz and
Reuter had been tortured during
their detention.

Canadian

envoy sees

Nayon, Burg

.

i Diplomatic Reporter-"*'
President Yitzhak Navon yester-

day received Canadian ambassador-
at-large, Robert “Bob” Stanfield,
who is touring the Middle East on
behalf of Prime Minister Joe Clark
and studying among other things the
pros and cons of Canada moving its

embassy to Jerusalem. . .

Stanfield also heard Interim1

Minister Yosef Burg explain why a
Palestinian political entity west of

the Jordan River would not he viable
and would be a springboard forcom-
munism.
The envoy is due to see Prime.

Minister Menahem Begin and
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan to-

day.
Stanfield also met yesterday with

Mohammed Milhem, the pro-PLO
mayor of the West Bank town of
HaihouL Milhem is a well-known
figure abroad and a persuasive
speaker, unpopular with the military
authorities here.
In Baghdad, a semi-official Iraqi

newspaper denounced Stanfield's
fact-finding tour, saying the Cana-
dian government should know In ad-
vance the firm position of Arab
states regarding its pledge to move
.Its embassy from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem.

Mental patient tries .

to behead his parents
1 TIBERIAS (film). — A mental
patient -on leave from hospital to

visit his elderly parents tried on
Tuesday to saw off their heads. The
80-year-old father was taken to
hospital in critical condition and his

- wife was in good condition.
Police, who came after neighbours

'

heard the victims’ screams, find
arrested the man. 38. but called in

doctors when his answers to in-

vestigators* questions were un-
intelligible.

The Jerusalem Post^S:

; (Oaatinoed lra » v>
“Tomorrow, we plan to strike all

the branches. On Sunday, thebanks
wil 1 reopen.pendingdevelopments,'.'
he said.- :

Negotiations, with management
hlew-up- earlier this week, Dr.
Zalman Segal, assistant to the chair-

man of the Leunrf Board, blamed
"the impossible demands of the
workers4or the breakdown." These
demands were a 100 per cent wage
increase, plus alt increases in cost-

of-living allowances, plus one-grade
promotions.
The bank is apparently willing to

offer only about a 22.5 per centwage
increase, plus all allowances, bat the
bank has not taken a final stand on
its offer.

.
Bar-Ness pointed out that for the

past few weeks the Leumi -workers
have been holding mild sanctions
following management's decision to
dock the workers pay for the time
they, took off during a recent
“workers assembly.” These sanc-
tions consist of working a continuous
day. and thus shortening the time the

bank is open to the public. What
touched off this argument was
management's decision to charge
the workers 80 per cent interest on
overdrafts, instead of 18 to 24 per
cent as previously.
As for the-labour-management dif-

ficulties at Bank Discount, the
Hlstadrut has arranged for a
meeting between both sides on Sun-
day.. Thus.^, the Discount workers
committee yesterday decided not to
strike any of the banka until “After
we see bow matters develop on Sun-
day," Yosef Ben-Yehuda, head of the
Discount workers committee said
yesterday.

Top harp prizes to

Americans, Israeli
' Jerusalem Post Reporter

TwoAmericana and an Israeli took
the top prizes in the 7th International
Harp Contest in Jerusalem last
wight .

•-

First prize -of a Lyon and Healy
grand concert harp was awarded to •

Mary Emily Mitchell of the U.S. Se- .

ctmd prize (82 ,000 ) went to Barbara
Allen, also of the U.S. Irena
Kaganovaky of Israel won third prize .

(81,500).
•* Fourth prize (fl,250> went to
' Devorah Hoffman, U.S.; fifth prize

(8750) to Pierre Vlgneau, France;
sixth prize (8500). to Geoz-gl&nne .

Cassat, U.S.
At a closing concert tonight at 8:80

at the Jerusalem Theatre, tbe top

three prize-winners will perform and
the prizes and certificates will be
awarded.

Trimitnre’ JTlem

bomb causes

no damage
By BENNY MORRIS

" Jerusalem P6st Reporter
A small bomb exploded in

Jerusalem's Mahaneh -‘Yehuda
yesterday morning but caused no .

dainage or Injuries.
At U;15. Rahel Shameli, an 80-

year-old resident, of Jerusalem’s
Zichron Yosef neighbourhood,.-
bought some grapes from an Arab .

woman fruit vendor sitting on the
pavement In the “Little (Iraqi)’'
Market” which adjoins M&faaneh

*

Yehuda.
- About five minutes later, a small

.

. bomb exploded In her shopping bag.
Police later ruled out the possibility
-that the vendorhad placed the bomb
in the shopper's bag. ...
Tbe bomb wax described by police

as weighing 100 grams, and as being
'

“primitive". .

Immediately following the explo- .

’

slon, a passing police officer, :

Me fakeah Mordechal Sushan,
cleared tbe area and a thorough
search was made for further bomba.
None were found, and "within
minutes," the Little Market was
reopened for shopping, a police
spokesman said. -

- Police made no arrests.

Mapam’s December' meet,

to focus on Alignment .

Post Political Reporter
TEL AVIV. • — The Mapam
secretariat yesterday decided that
the party's upcoming convention
would begin on December 27.

' The convention will take three
days, and its agenda is expected
be dominated' by'discussions ‘about ,\

relations between Mapam and its
7

senior Alignment partner. Labour.
Some fo Mapam are seeking a looser \
tie to Labour, while others advocate •;

.

a closer union.
' V

The convention wtH also be trusted -

with electing, a new secretary

-

general for tbe party In place ot Melr *

Talmi, who wishes to step down. I

The Government of

deeply mourns tbe death of

MORDECHAI BARON
who was injured in the explosion set by heinous murderers]

Jerusalem on September 5, 1978, ' — - -
. f- \ J

and offers condolences to the bereaved family-
1 m

. _ lb) Avtv CslyesMty .

.

The OvenwaStudeidProgram-.

extends its deepest sympathy:to

Rivka Hadart and her family

J onthe passing of hermother

MIRIAM SILVERMAN
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Revenue chief opposes
travel tax as ‘pointless’

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Foal Economic Reporter \

There’s no point in retiaposing
travel lax because of agreements.
Israel has with other countries and
with the International Air Transport
Association, says State Revenue Ad-
ministrator Uriel Lynn;
In an interview with The

Jerusalem Post. Lynn also said that
If a new travel tax were imposed, he-
would recommend a Oat rate, plus
value added tax on the cost of the
ticket — "so as not to discriminate
against travellers to nearby coun-
tries."
Treasury sources yesterday

charged that any form of travel tax .

would hit hardest at the lrfwer
classes, who have only in the past
two years managed to save enough
for trips to nearby Rhodes, Cyprus,

or other Mediterranean ports of call.

Lynn said he would prefer impost-

.

tion of VAT on tourists, since Israel

is the only country in the world today'

that does not charge tourists VAT.
Hb'said that the 30,900 Israelis With,

foreign. passports could alL use the
loophole offered tourists, and, by
paying hi foreign Currency, avoid
VAT.
Meanwhile. Revenue Administra-

tion economist Toram Gabai has
prepared an internal document out-

lining the department's opposition to

travel tax. The document says that
no IATA member, except Israel, im-
poses travel taxes. It also argues
that imposition of the tax frill result

]

in pressures from various . in-
stitutions and persons for exemp-
tions from the tax, which in turn
would lead to more bureaucracy.

Labour platform urges

nuclear power stations
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV.— The Labour Party will
favour .several nuclear power
stations as an alternative to -im-
ported oil if Labour is voted Into of-
fice in the 1981 general elections.
Adi Amoral, coordinator of the

Labour faction In the Knesset
Finance Committee, revealed Ehta

yesterday as he unveiled the Party's
"economic platform." He claimed
the plan had the full support of party
chairman Shimon Peres.
Calling the Likud economic

programme a failure, Amoral also
said that Labour would reverse
many Likud measures.
Included would be restoring

foreign currency controls in all sec-
tors, though not as severely as under,
the last Labour-led coalition. Amoral
said.

The average citizen would be able
to buy foreign currency tor a trip
abroad, but the amount would
probably be less than the present 33,-

000, Amoral said. Moreover. Labour
would impose strict restric-
tions on the flow of foreign currency
out of Israel.

Amoral's economic platform
would also tax travelling abroad,
probably at 13 per cent (VAT)'.
Amor&i stressed that the platform

Is only a basis for discussion of prin-
ciples by the various organs of the
Labour Party, with details to be
determined later.

Chief among these principles is

curbing "destructive inflation." Im-

proving- the balance of payments,
and increasing productivity to
achieve economic Independence,
Amoral said.

All this would he done, he said, “by
self-tightening of the belt," in both
the private and’ public sectors, and
by the government, the Hlatadrut
and the employers, fixing a two-year
agreement regulating profits,
prices, taxes and wages. Wages
would rise only if productivity rose.
Amoral said.
The programme also states that:

• Services, with the exception of
education and health, would be
frozen:
• There would be "no compromise"'
on paying honest taxes, and the war
against black capital would be
stepped up; -

• Stress would be placed on shifting

workers from the services to produc-
tion; -

• There would be no dismissals in
the services, but there would also be
no replacements for retirees: .

• Incentives would be given to step
up tourism and exports:
• Nuclear stations would be plann-
ed. and solar energy and the
Mediterranean-Dead Sea canal
would be given priority;

. National pension and health
schemes within the framework of ex-
isting schemes would be introduced;
• State-owned land would be.made
available for housing projects for
young couples, large families, and
newcomers.

BaflAvnduun (In uniform for reserves duty) and Nahna (third from right) with some of
their children. fYoniZunir)

Post housing story nets family $25,000

Power strike kept

olim centres closed
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Recent sanctions by Electric Cor-

.
poratlon workers have delayed the
opening of absorption centres in

Shlomi, Ma'&Iot and Sderot.
Yehuda Dominitz, director-

general of the Jewish Agency's Aliya
Department, said yesterday that he
hoped the necessary work would be
completed this week to allow power
to be supplied to the centres.
By the end of this month, the agen-

cy will also open an absorption cen-
tre in the Miramar Hotel in the
Sharon region. The four new centres
will bring the number around the
country to 44, and the total of tem-
porary housing facilities tor olim —
Including hostels — to 84.

The tour new centres will increase
the number of beds by 1,200 this
month.

4
mifai hapayi

New cholera cases
AMMAN (Reuter). — Three new
cholera cases were reported in Jor-
dan on Tuesday, bringing the total to
20 reported cases of the disease since
late last month.
The Health Ministry said that

cholera had hit three children in the
Amman area. They were admitted to

hospital and their condition was now
satisfactory, it added.
In Iran, eight people were reported

dead from cholera during the past
week.

Horev: Aliya authority still

the answer, 3 years later

By HAIM SHAPIRO
Jerusalem Post Reporter

At least one Jerusalem family believes In fairy god-
mothers.
They are Rafi and Naima Avraham and their seven

children, whose housing
,
problem was' the subject of a

Jerusalem Post report almost a year ago. In response to
the story, an anonymous donor has given them 829,000.
Before they fled from their village of garnishH in Syria

in 1906, both Rafi and Naima had been imprisoned for
helping other Jews cross the border into nearby Turkey.
HO was held for a year and she for a month, together with
a two-year-old daughter. The girl contracted tuberculosis
In prison and later died.

When we visited them last year, the nine family
members were living in a three-room, 99-square-metre
flat owned by.Amlgur, the Jewish Agency housing cor-
poration.- All applications to official bodies for a larger
flat were In vain. In desperation, they had broken into a
small two-room flat below their own.

A few weeks after the article appeared in The
Jerusalem Post Overseas Edition, the papier received a
call from the Tourist Division ofBank Leuml in Tel Aviv.
An anonymous donor from Canada had offered the family
825,000 on condition that the bank saw to It that the funds
went for housing.
When we visited the family to tell them of their good

fortune, we found little change In the domestic situation.

One daughter had married and left home, but Naima's
grandmother, inher 80s, had been let out of Syria and was
living with them.

"She has nowhere else to go," Rafi said simply.
When told first of their good luck, the family refused to

believe it. Later, when they began looking into the prices
of flats, they began to doubt if the money could help them
at all.

Their aspirations quickly shifted from a brand-new
large flat In a good neighbourhood, to a renovated flat not
far from where they now live in Katamon Tet.

* Later they realized that that even this would obligate
them with enormous debts. Finally they decided to
purchase the fiat which they had been renting, as well as
the downstairs dwelling which they had occupied by
force.

Amigur aet the price of the upper fiat at IL550,000, giv-
ing them a IL490.000 reduction because they were a large
family. They are still negotiating with Amigur, however,
for the downstairs flat, which could involve them in a
large linked mortgage which they hre afraid they may
not be able to pay off.

But they are still happy over their good fortune and
curious about the identity of theiranonymous benefactor.
Yehuda Shiv, manager of the Tourist Department for

Baltic Letixni, would only say that the donor is a Canadian
who la not religious but is a devoted Jew who is deeply in-
volved in Israel, both In business and by good works. The
Canadian organized a group of friends, im-indtwg one non-
Jew,- who collectively gave the money. Shiv said.
'The donor has also "adopted" several families of

soldiers killed In the Yom Kfppur War, seeing to it

the children receive a proper education.
“He is a tough businessman," Shiv said, “but very

generous when it comes to worthy causes."

Cairo trip for amateur portraitist

By YA'ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Technion president Amos
Horev yesterday asked the govern-
ment immediately to Implement the
report of the commission he headed
on immigration and absorption.
The Horev report recommended

abolishing both the Absorption
Ministry and the Jewish Agency's
Immigration and Absorption
Department, and replacing them
with an "Immigration and Absorp-
tion Authority,” charged with coor-

dinating all relevant activities and
strengthening ties between Israel
and world Jewry.
Speaking to The Jerusalem Post,

three years after presentation of the
report to the previous government in

September 1976, Horev said he was
convinced its recommendations
were still "valid." .

He noted that, unlike the previous
government, which, fell before it

could carry out the recommen-
dations, the Likud government had
committed itself to them in Its elec-

tion platform.
Horev noted that many

government-commissioned reports

ended up gathering dust.

But he said, his was "still bother-
ing the establishment, three years
after its presentation," probably
because immigration is important
for Israel and the Jewish people; and
the widely shared feeling that the
present absorption mechanism, split

between and in many ways
duplicated by the Jewish Agency and

the government, has failed to meet
the challenge.
Looking back on the work of his

commission, Horev said, "I think we
did a very thorough job and our
recommendations were unanimous.
There was no hint of politics or
political Influence In our work, and
we did the best job we could because
we realized that immigration Is

crucial for Israel." But, he added,
the Knesset's Immigration Com-
mittee had not so far found It suf-

ficiently important to ask him to

testify before It. Horev suggested
that the subject had fallen victim to

political differences.
Horev pointed out that the Absorp-

tion Ministry appears unable even to
provide housing for the 25,000 to 35,-

000 immigrants arriving each year.
Immigrants, he said, " are less than
one per cent of the population; their

numbers probably don’t greatly ex-

ceed the numbers of yordim
(emigrants). It seems incredible to

me that Israel is unable to house
them, especially If we look back to

the years when immigration was as
high as 20 per cent of the total pop-
ulation."
Horev added that even three years

ago they had found that, while the
number of immigrants had declined
by 50 per cent since the establish-

ment of the Absorption Ministry,

dropping from 40,000 to 20,000
annually, the number of absorption
officials in the often overlapping ab-
sorption offices had more than
doubled — from 913 to 1988.

New text on Egyptian geography appears

Jerusalem Post Reporter

“Egypt— A Changing Country" is

the name of a new geography text-

book commissioned by the Educa-
tion MiniriJ^^tl^ubliahedye^ter-

V'-pn I cl r • • r.

The- book, rtby fAmlram Derma,*
was ordered after the signing of the
Israel-Egypt peace treaty. It deals
with Egypt'B various geographical
areas and with particular subjects
such as the Aswan Dam project, the

Suez Canal,
.
urbanization and the

population explosion.
The book concludes that although

Egypt still lives in the shadow of

‘.The grave sfoe^effects. of .the. pop-
1

Dlatlo^explorion," tbe?pros£efet of

J
opulation dispersal In new
ettlenterrtir-away- front"the-*Nile

Valley, and the delta, and the in-

troduction of modem technology in
agriculture and industry, will im-

.
prove the country's economy and ex-
tricate it from Its current plight.

.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

.A Herzliya ecology teacher who
painted a portrait of President
Anwar Sadat learned Friday that
she will soon fly to Cairo as a guest of
the- Egyptian government. Dafna
Margolin, a 34-year-old mother of
two, was officially invited.to Cairo a
week ago In Haifa by Hassan Kamel, .

chief .of Sadafa bureau; after the
^gyptiA^J^sldent Vfls presented...

^Eulffi^^ElUsar, Wi&Sr- '

general of the Prime Minister's of-

fice, is handling Margolin's travel
arrangements.
Margolin generally paints

"earthscapes" that demonstrate the
effects of pollution on the environ-
ment. She only occasionally does
portraits — her version of Golda
Meir hangs in the office of
Milwaukee's mayor; her painting of
Menahem Begin hangs In his
secretary !s office.
When Sada±-decided to visit Israel

emotions about peace into a portrait

of the Egyptian leader. She chose to

paint him praying In Jerusalem's Al-

Aksa mosque. But never allowed to

study Sadat at close quartern, she
based , her interpretation on
newspaper photographers and
television.
- "When I met Sadat at the Dan
Cazmel Hotel last week, he told me:
T -am astonished and I thank you
from the' bottom of my heart.- You

Advisers want prosecutors’ pay

in ’ November 1977, a friend' " have captured my personality. You
suggested that Margolin channel her must come to Cairo.”'

2 fined as 5-year gem theft case ends
TEL AVIV (Itim). — A diamond
theft case uncovered more than five

years ago finally came to an end
yesterday in district court here with
the conviction of two diamond
merchants and acquittal of two
others.
Nlsslzn Mizrahi, 45, and - Moshe

Mizrahi, 40, both of Jerusalem, were
convicted of having knowingly
purchased stolen gems, and were
sentenced ' to' one-year suspended
sentences and fines of HA0.000 and
3L30.000 respectively. The court ex-

plained Its relative lenience by the

long time that had elapsed since the

crime and the two defendants ' clean

records before and since the thefts.

Acquitted were Han Asbet, 27. of

Ramat HahayaL, and Yosef Leri, 35.

of Bat Yam. Judge Menaham"I3an
explained that he had been con-

vinced that the two had not known

New Israel envoy

takes up UK post
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

LONDON. — Shlomo Argov, former-

ly Israel's ambassador to The
Hague, has taken up bis duties as the
new envoy to the Court of St. James.
Argov succeeded Avraham

Kldron. who is now serving as
Israel's ambassador to Australia.

the diamonds they purchased were
stolen.

.

A chief witness at the trial was
Moshe Malka, convicted in 1975 of
having stolen the gems while work-
ing as a postal inspector. Malkawas
sentenced to seven and a half years
in prison, hut has already been
released.

Pro-establishment Labourites

prepare response to upstarts

Israeli colleagues

mourn death of

Egyptian editor
The Israel Newspaper Editors

-Committee has sent condolences to
the Egyptian Middle East. News
Agency (MENA) on the death of

"AlAhr&m" editor All H&mdl al-

GammaL
A1 Gamma], 54, died of a heart at-

tack to Washington on Tuesday. He
was covering the U.S. trip of Egyp-
tian Vice-President Hoard Mubarak.
Al-Ganunal had a dazzling career

In the Egyptian press. Be became
the editor-in-chef of "Al-Ahram"
after the murder last year of Yuasuf
Slbaei by Palestinian terrorists in

Cyprus'.
The Israeli editors* telegram ex-

pressed “shock at the sudden death
of our good friend and colleague All

Haxndi al-GammaL Please accept
our sincere Condolences.”

This is to thank most, heartily .

1

Prof. Mihael Blumenthal,

Head of the Goldshlager Eye Institute at the

Sheba-TeLHashomer Hospital for the good care

and devotion by Prof. M . “Blumenthal and his

staff during my three eye operations, which

ended with success, after long suffering,

previous to my coming to Israel. I wish

the Staff and Prof. Blumenthal

a Happy, Successful and Peaceful New. Year.

FEIJX BARANES Paris

By SABAH HON1G
.

Post“Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A counter-gathering

to the recent Beit ~Beri meeting bf
leading Labour Party figures is ex-
pected in the next few days, with an
eye to expressing confidence til the
party establishment, and. primarily
in its chairman. Shimon Peres.
The counter-meet may take place

within a week, or possibly even this

weekend, according to some reports.
Its initiators Intimate that "massive
action" is afoot, contrasting that to

the limited get-together last Satur-
day at Belt Berl. Additional un-
specified responses to the Beit Berl
events are also expected.
Those who seek the counter-

gathering argue that it Is un-
thinkable that the Belt Berl event
should go unanswered. Those who
met at Belt Berl did not for a mo-
ment suppose that they were
operating in a political vacuum, it is

said.
Prominent among those who are

active in efforts to convene the new
meeting are leadera.of the powerful
Tel Aviv branch of the party, headed
by MK Eliahu Speiser and Labour
Council chairman Dov Ben-Meir.
Also expected to take part are

some Mosbav Movement leaders,
mostly representatives of what are
known as the "new moshavim," led
by MK Yehezkel Zakai — as against
the old moshavim, represented by
Arye NahamJdn. Relations between
the two groups have been so strained
of late that there .is some fear of a
split In the .Mosbav. Movement.
Nehamkln took part In the Saturday
gathering at Beit Berl, although he
said be only came to hear what was
being'said.

'

There Is, nevertheless, some op-
position even - among Peres sup-?

porters to a counter-gathering, on
tiie grounds that it would result in a

deepening rift til the party. The beat
medicine, to their mind, is to let
things blow over quietly. These
circles are now attempting to dis-
suade the would-be organizers from
holding a meeting.
Should the planned counter-

gathering take place, it would not
merely express confidence in the
present party leadership, but would
also exert pressure against the
organizers of the Beit Berl meeting
by illustrating the danger of .the

threat of resurgent divislveness to
the party.

Two missing volunteers
thought held by Syria
ACRE (Itim). — Two German
volunteers missing since August 21
are apparently being held by the
Syrian authorities after accidentally
crossing the border from the Golan
Heights.
Franz Josef Schwartz, 28. and

Joachin Mueller, 22, left Kibbutz Sde
Nehemia, where they had worked as
volunteers, for a hike In the Golan
area. Reported missing, they were
sought by police trackers and Air
Force helicopters; but the operation
was called off after information was
received that they were apparently
being held in Damascus.

Man dies falling off

Old City ramparts
A 60-year-old East Jerusalem resi-

dent was killed early yesterday mor-
ning when he fell from the ramp&rta
above the Jaffa Gate entrance to the

Old CHy.
Police said the man was apparent-

ly drunk and was walking in an area

considered dangerous “even for the
sober." •

Peace—she’s

beautiful
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Peace will hopefully
put its best foot forward at the Mann
Auditorium, next Tuesday when 18
belles picked out of a bevy of 130, will

vie for the title of Miss Peace 1979.

Dressed in the national colours of

Egypt and Israel for the opening and
barely dressed in bathing suits by
Diva for the finale, the contestants
will be competing for a de luxe
sightseeing trip to Egypt. The
runner-up is also due to get a
whirlwind tour of the Land of the
Nile.

The latest beauty contest follows
hot on the heels of the "Girl Most
Like Farrah Fawcett" contest, the

Israel beauty queen contest. Miss
Israel pageant, and the Teenage
Princess competition.

Nonetheless the initiators,
brothers Dror and Petahya Weins-
tein. publishers of "Hahodesh"
(municipal) news weekly, are hop-
ing to fill the 2,600-seat Mann
Auditorium. The sponsors Include
the Israel-Egypt Friendship League.
The venue Is said to have the

whole-hearted support of Egyptian
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs

Butros Ghali, contacted with the
help of an old friend of the Ghali
family, Mrs. Luna Najar Bikriss of

Bat Yam.
The would-be peace queens

responded to advertisements in the

local press, including Arabic dailies

and weeklies. "Some Arab girls call-

ed us back and asked questions. But
none of them would participate.
Borne thought public appearances in

bathing suits were immoral.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

State proseucutors last night sign-

ed an agreement with the govern-
ment giving them a IL6,000 increase
in their monthly salaries.

Attorneys and jurists who act as
.ministry advisers but who do -not,

appear in court meanwhile held a
protest meeting yesterday morning
demanding that they receive the
same Increments.
The prosecutors' increase is called

a "signing grant," and is in return
for an agreement to work for the
state for three-years. The agreement
followed a protracted dispute with
the government accompanied by
sanctions which severely affected

-the courts.
Some. 2,000 lawyers and Jurists in

state employ who do not aet as
prosecutors set up an action com-
mittee to promote their demands at
the meeting yesterday.
' Officials in., the Justice Ministry
favour introducing a-syatem of open
contracts that -would draw the best
students from the country's three

'

,law faculties. It would allow either
party to terminate the contract with
three months' notice. This would
help- the Ministry attract quality
manpower and do away with the
necessity of providing all of them
with the benefits and rights provided
by the civil service.

Path of Bliss’ leads to Haifa
By MARY HIR8CHFIELD
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — While the founder of the
controversial An&nda Marg
religious movement meditated
yesterday In a central Carmel flat,

one of his aides met with Israeli

adherents to the movement.
Founder P.R. Sarkar, who served

seven years for murder in an Indian
jail before an eventual acquittal, and
six supporters arrived In Israel on
Tuesday for a four-day visit as part
of a world tour to explain the
movement’s beliefs.

A spokesman in bright orange robe
and turban told The Jerusalem Post
that "Ananda Marg — Path of Bliss
— hopes to encourage understanding
between people and to create the
great international brotherhood."
He added that "Israelis have a

'

great feeling of history and an enor-

mous vitality which they should put
with no delay at the service of social

justice and equality." He said that
the movement was "definitely
against violence of any sort” in pur-
suit of its aims.
.The spokesman claimed that the
movement has "some four million

followers In more than SO countries,"
and that a few thousand followers

meet weekly at the group's Haifa
centre.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT. — A
kiosk owner, Eitan Zahari, 37, was
yesterday given a symbolic IU.0 fine
for slapping the face of a 15-year-old
boy who bad pestered him and others
at the Efal swimming pool. The Tel
Aviv district court overturned the
magistrate's decision fining Zahari
IL1.000.

Geographical Tours Ltd.

Tel 285880, 280025

Succot Safari
15 days in Kenya

Departure October 7, 1979.

Himalayan Treks

Departure on November 5, 1979

; 31 days in Nepal and India.

\ Printed brochures and further details . ..

at oar office:. 20 Behov Shalom Aleichem, Tel Aviv.

MAGEN
DAVID
ADOM
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m FIRSTM
StRRKlS
Ttf. 19/

(IN THE AAAIN CITIES)

• V VISIT
; OUR CENTERS
PHONE: 03-330222

INTERNATIONAL DEPT..

Doctor issa Shukri Kanawati

Bethlehem — Mr. Shukri Saiiba Kanawati has received a letter from the

American University of Beirut informing him that his son. Doctor Issa Shukri

Kanawati. was awarded the degree of Doctor of Medicine with distinction, on

June 25. 1979.

Dr. Issa Kanawati is now at Johns Hopkins Hospital in the United States, where

he will specialize in general surgery.

On this occasion Dr. Issa's brothers and relatives wish him every success and

progress.

Tel Aviv Museum

In cooperation with the Central Library for Music and Dance

STAGE FOR DANCERS
Initiated by end under the auspices of FRED BERK.
A new framework which offers choreographers and dancers a suitable oppor-

tunity to perform their creative works (place and time for rehearsals, publicity

and a performance before audience and cnties).

The dancers aiid/or choreographers will' be auditioned by a panel of experts on

November 5. 1979. between 10 a.m.-4 p..m. a( the Tel Aviv Museum Applica-

tions will not be accepted after October 15. 1979. For registration and further

information please contact the Central Library for Music and Dance. 26 Bialik

St.. Tel Aviv. Tel. 58106. or the Tel Aviv Museum. Dept, of Programmes

and Cultural Events.



WORLD NEWS

340,000 ordered out

of hurricane’s path
MIAMI (AP). — At least 340,000 per-
sons were ordered evacuated yester-
day in four states as Hurricane
Frederic, described as "extremely
dangerous," roared toward the
southern U.S. coast with winds of 2X0
kph pushing tides of three to four
metres.
The U.S. Navy and Air Force

ordered some 300 of their planes
flown from seven Florida. Mississip-
pi and Louisiana bases to avoid the
hurricane.

In Cuba, more than 34,000 people
have been evacuated from Havana
and another 20,000 from Finer del
Rio. The Yugoslav news agency
Tanjug reported that the hurricane
caused serious damage to Cuba and
marooned a number of chiefs of

developing nations in Havana after
their non-aligned summit.
Forecasters in Miami warned that

Frederic could become the most
vicious hurricane to hit the area
since Camille caused widespread
death and destruction a decade ago.

Civil defence officials said about

100.000 persons were being
evacuated along the Mississippi Gulf

coast Where Camille left 200 dead
and millions of dollars in damage In

1969.
v

In neighbouringAlabama, another
70.000 were ordered to leave and urg-

ed to go to one of about 40 emergency
shelters set up at schools and
National Guard armouries in Mobile
and Baldwin County.
The National Guard was called out

in the Florida panhandle and schools
were closed in three states.

One man was killed and another
was reported missing as 2,000
offshore oilfield workers were leav-

ing rigs in the path of the Btorm.
The storm, picking up strength,

was approaching no. 4 on the Miami
National Hurricane Centre's 1-9

scale. Camille, one of the two
strongest U.S. storms in this cen-
tury, was a no. 5, a "catastrophic"
hurricane.

Carter says SALT defeat may
end disarmament efforts
WASHINGTON. — President Carter
told a breakfast gathering of
religious leaders yesterday that re-
jection of the SALT n treaty could
end "efforts to find a way to
eliminate nuclear weapons from the
face of the earth,"

He briefed representatives of 40
church groups at the White House
before travelling to Connecticut and
Ohio.
The President said he believes the

treaty is in the nation's best Interests
— based on "moral and ethical" con-
siderations as well as political ones.
"Your voice can be extremely im-

portant In shaping policies in this
country," Carter told the group.

Senate ratification of the treaty
has been jeopardized by the recent
disclosure that a Soviet combat
brigade Is in Cuba.
Without the pact, Carter said,

localized disagreements with the
Soviets "which we can now weather
successfully...would be magnified."

Rejection of SALT II would
prompt Western European allies "to
pick another leader" or to modify
their relations with the U.S. "as a
kind of insurance policy," he said.

The President expressed concern
that efforts to urge other nations not
to produce nuclear explosives would
fail if the treaty is rejected.

The Soviet ambassador in
Washington, Anatoly Dobrynin, was
to meet Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance again yesterday In a second
attempt in two days to settle the dis-

pute over Soviet troops In Cuba. On
Tuesday night Vance gave an hour-
long briefing on his previous talks

with Dobrynin to Senator Frank
Church, chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, and Jacob
Javits, the senior Republican Party
member on the committee.
Both senators told reporters

afterwards they would not disclose

details of what Vance said, since to

do so could jeopardise the U.S.-
Soviet talks.

European defence debate ires

French Gaullists, Communists
PARIS (UPI). — A major political

controversy rocked France yester-

day following the Europan
Parliament’s decision to open a
debate on Europe's defence
problems.
The Communist oppositionand the

Gaullist majority factions angrily
protested the decision, charging the
European Parliament can discuss

economic Issues only and has no
right to start discussing defence
problems and military strategy.

'The two groups demanded that
Simone Veil, the French president of

the nine-nation parliament, veto any
such debate.

Veil promptly, and tartly remark-
ed that the parliament's debate
would deal with European arms
production, that the majority -of the
parliament's bureau came out in

favor of the debate and that she pad
no right to overrule the bureau's
decision.

The outspoken French woman
politician, who was one of the most
popular members of the French
cabinet until her election to the
parliament's presidency two months
ago, charged French politicians
were hurting their country's
credibility by dragging domestic
quarrels into the European arena.
The coming European charter's

defence debate rekindled Gaullist
and Communist accusations that
President Valery Giscard d’Estaing
may be trying to lead France in-
directly back into the fold of the
American-led NATO alliance from
whose integrated commands the late
president Charles De Gaulle had
withdrawn France in 1967.

French paras bolster Zaire manoeuvres
PARIS (Reuter). — French
paratroops yesterday flew to join

manoeuvres in Zaire's Shaba
province, where they Intervened last

yeai* against a rebel Invasion.
'

-ifcbout 30Q to 400 men are to join the

week-long exercises to test newly
fdrined Zaire paratroop battalions,

t]ie defence ministry said.

Diplomats in Paris said Zaire's
^President Mobutu Sese Seko Is stag-

flhg the manoeuvres with French
participation in a bid to deter any

possible aggressor following the re-
cent withdrawal ofan African peace-
keeping force which included Moroc-
can, Togolese, Senegalese and Ivory
Coast troops.

TAXIS. — Greece's taxi drivers
yesterday locked up their 2,600 cabs
for a nation-wide two-day protest
demonstration for butane gas or
diesel oil as alternative fuels to cut
their running coats.

Rome kidnappers

get fuel supplier
ROME (Reuter). — An armed gang
has kidnapped one ofRome's biggest
petrol suppliers.
Police said Angelo Jacoroasi, 48,

was driving to his home in southern
Rome late Tuesday night when an
armed gang fired at his tires and
forced him into their vehicle.
With his three brothers, Jacorossi

runs one of the largest petrol and
domestic fuel supply firms In the
Rome region.

Meanwhile, magistrates in
Perugia on Tuesday froze the assets
of the father of 13-year-old Guido
Freddi, who was kidnapped last
month.
Freddi was told of the legal move,

aimed at blocking a ransom pay-
ment, when he tried to withdraw
about $120,000 from Ms local bank.

El Salvadorans

hold anti-gov’t

demonstration
SAN SALVADOR (UPI). — Some 1,-

000 angry anti-government
demonstrators burned Salvadoran
flags and marched to protest govern-
ment repression on Tuesday as El
Salvador approached its 158th in-

dependence day.
An evening torchlight parade

scheduled to follow the demonstra-
tion was rained out, but some
demonstrators said it might be held

late last night.

The demonstrators, wearing
masks made of the red and black
handkerchiefs of ' Nicaraguan San-
dinista guerrillas, marched some
five kilometres from Soyapango, an
industrial complex on the outskirts
of San Salvador, to the capital's

cathedral.
Dozens of demonstrators —

! members of the Revolutionary
School Student Actftra and United
Popular Action Front — brandished
pistols after reports circulated that

police were approaching, but no
shots were fired.

The demonstrators, a mix of

students, workers and peasants,
painted slogans on cars, buses and
buildings along the route and ripped
flags from downtown buildings hung
In observance of El Salvador’s In-

dependence day Saturday. They
carried banners and placards bear-
ing pictures of Che Guevara and
alleged government kidnap victims.

Waiting for an

Arafat invitation

CHICAGO (AP). — The Rev. Jesse
Jackson says he plans to meet soon
with PLO leader Yasser Arafat "to
contribute as a private citizen" to
help resolve the Middle East con-
flict.

In a statement yesterday, Jackson
said PUSH, his Chicago-based civil

.

rights organization, "is concerned .

about both the security of Israel and •

the human rights of the
Palestinians."
But he said a written invitation

from Arafat would be necessary
before he could respond formally.

Life boat saves

15 in Bay of Bengal
RANGOON. Burma (AP). — A
Calcutta-bound freighter, the MV
Ohdai. out of Singapore, has sunk In

the Bay of Bengal near Bassein, but
all crew members including the cap-
tain escaped In a life boat, the state-

owned "Vanguard Daily" reported
yesterday’
The captain and 14 crew members

of the stricken ship, which sank on
Saturday, reached Diamond Island
near Bassein on the mouth of the
Irrawaddy river in a life boat and
authorities left for the island to bring
back the crew for repatriation to
Singapore, the paper added.

Increases in National Insurance Allotments
During the month of September there was an increase in the allotments paid by the National In-

surance Institute, in the wake of the special cost-of-living allowance increase paid to wage earners.

Allotments, as of September 1979, are as follows (IL per month):

F»n»j|jr sir®

Single

Couple

ang'e + child

Single + 2 children

°*JDle + child

It + 2 children

Redramaru - and
Survivors' Pensions

(5% increase)

Retirement end Survivors*
Pensions

Wprk Disability and
Dependants* Pensions

with social benefit and alimony
(17.7% increase)

100% Disability
Pension

(17.7% increase)

Upkeep for orphans at secondary school — JL9 12 per month.
Sums in this culumn do -not include seniority and delayed pension increments.

J
he m°nth|y medical insurance deduction from the allotment has not changed, and is as follows

(minus a IL2 per person deduction ior medicaments):
H79 for individual, widow/er. with or without children living with him/her.
N.117 per person with dependants (excluding widow/er).
hadron's allotments for September are as follows:

No. of children Family allotment Family + army service
allotment

I

Sad*
additional child

. |

453 1.032

There have been no changes in the maximum sums for maternity,

injuries anti unemployment payments.
This month, payment of pensions and allowances will be advanced as follows: retirement — 17th:
wofK disability,

disability, transportation for the disabled, and survivors — 13th.

National Insurance Institute
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There’s more than one way to beat the heat as 8an Diego Sea World
animal trainer Jannlne Vincent demonstrates with Sh&mu, a'killer

whale which leaps over her. (UFI telephoto)

Refugees swamping Somalia,

international aid requested
NAIROBI (AP). — Somalia has
declared a "state of emergency"
and appealed for International relief

efforts to help cope with refugees
fleeing from Ethiopia's embattled
southern and southeastern
territories, the Somali national news
agency reported yesterday.
The agency dispatch, received in

Nairobi, sold the announcement was
made on Tuesday night in a press
conference by M&j.-Gen. Jama
Mohomed Ghallb, minister for local

government and mral development.
The minister reportedly sold about

309,991 refugees were currently
housed In 21 special camps in
Somalia and that their number was
Increasing by about 1,000 persons
daily.

“We have the biggest number of
refugees In camps in Africa and
maybe in the whole world," the news

.

agency quoted the minister. "This Is

a situation which cannot be coped
with by Somalia alone and without
concerted International efforts the
plight of these refugees will be In
very great jeopardy." He estimated
their number at about one million.

Refugees have been fleeing to

Somalia in large numbers since 1977
when Somalia sent troops into
Ethiopia’s disputed Ogaden. Bale
and Sid&mo regions to backup rebels

seeking independence from Ethio-

pian rule.

Although the Ogaden war ended
with Somalia’s defeat last year,
guerrilla activity is reportedly still

continuing in southern, and
southeastern Ethiopia. Each hew
major clash reportedly results in a
fresh influx of refugees seeking safe-

ty in Somalia. «

China seeking UN assistance

to resettle Vietnam refugees
GENEVA. — China has asked the
UN for help in resettling tens of

thousands of Vietnamese refugees.
Peking's first such request to the
world body, the UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
announced, yesterday.
The refugee organization Is study-

ing the Chinese request: There are
no' indications yet Of ‘the total cost.

UNHCR officials ,told a news, con-
ference.
About 100,000 of the mainly ethnic

Chinese refugees have already been
resettled in China, and 100,000 others
are In the process of finding new
homes there. But some 11,000
fishermen and 43.000 unskilled
peasants still have to be absorbed.
Refugee High Commissioner Poul

Hartllng toured China last May and
a Peking delegate filed the aid re-

quest at last June’s meeting of the
UNHCR executive council — the
first time China had attended such a
meeting.
Peking, which pledged a contribu-

tion of $973,000 dollars at the Geneva
meetings, has also agreed to take
10,000 of the Indochinese refugees at
present In Thailand, UNHCR of-,

flcials added.

Meanwhile, Hanoi accused
Chinese troops yesterday of stepping
up armed provocations on the tense

.

Stno-'Vietnamese, border sj^ijfarq;
than SO smalhftcale attaekrtlnce the
beginning of September.

Radio Hanoi described most of the
attacks as mortar and heavy
machine gun fire from across the

border.
The broadcast also claimed

Chinese troops had crossed into Viet-

namese territory on & number of oc-

casions, "plotting to kill and kidnap
Vietnamese border soldiers."

The most serious Incident, It said,

came at midnight September 7 with
a three-pronged attack by a Chinese
company about two kilometres in-

side Hoang Uen Son province, 190

km. north of Hanoi. (Reuter, UPI)

Chinese find well-equipped

tombs 2,000 years old
TOKYO (AP). — Chinese scientists
have found 260 tombs with more than
3,300 historical relics dating back 1,-

800 to 2,200 years in southern and
central Hunan province, Peking's of-

ficial New China News Agency
reported yesterday.

It sold the tombs In Zlxing county
In southern Hunan are under funeral
mounds — mounds with vertical pits

and passages. In some coses several
corpses were buried in a single pit

and several pits were often in one
mound, the report said.

Unarthed were funerary objects

Including pottery vessels, especially
cooking vessels, boxes, pitchers,

jars, bowls, cauldrons, vessels for

steaming food, fiat pitchers and
tube-shaped vases.

NGNA said the ironware Included
spears, swords and circular-headed
knives and among the bronze objects
were arrowheads, plates, cauldrons
and - seals. Bronze coins were also
discovered.

Short-necked tube-shaped vases
and flat pottery pitchers are rare
finds In Hun&n province.

Property divided by bulldozer
SYDNEY (AP). — A Sydney man
used a novel solution yesterday to
settle a property dispute with his es-
tranged wife.

Police said that Ken Richardson
hired a bulldozer to demolish his
$85,000 house, leaving It a mass of
rubble after 30 minutes.
The house had been vacant for five

weeks after the couple and their
three children moved out. FoUce
said the couple apparently were
separated and couldn't agree on how
to divide their property.

Next-door neighbour. Bernard

Wallace said that he woke up at 7.80

a.m. and heard the motor of a
bulldozer idling in a vacant lot next
to the house.
Wallace sold: '"The driver lifted

the back corner of the house from its

foundations and dropped It, causing
the roof to collapse.
"He mashed into the back of the

house at least half a dozen times.
"As the driver slammed away, the

owner stood by directing the
bulldozer.

"They left after about 80 minutes.

The house is a write-off."

SHEBA MEDICAL CENTRE
TELHASHOMER

CLOSING OF
EXTERNAL CLINICS

Daring the transfer of clinics to the new clinics building in
the new hospital

there will be no reception of the public

Sept. 12 — Oct. 2, 1979

The clinics affected:

Internal medicine
Gastroenterology
Joints
Neurology
Nephrology
Ear, nose and throat

Deep-seated Infections

Allergy
Surgery— general, blood vessels,

plastic, chest
Urology
Fain

LONDON (Reuter). — A com-
promise formula drawn up during a
strategic coffee break yesterday
looked -like solving a procedural
wrangle plaguing the Rhodesian con-
stitutional conference.

A conference spokesmanIndicated
that Britain, chairman of the talks,

and the warring Patriotic-Front and
Salisbury government had all given

some ground in the search for a plan
which would allow hard negotiations

to begin.

The key compromise formula on
the order In which talks should
proceed was proposed by Britain

duringa coffee break called after an
hour-long morning session on the
third day of the talks at Lancaster
House.
"There was a good deal of

handshaking and informal discus-
sion between &U three delegations,"
said conference spokesman Nicholas
Fenn.
No details of the plan were releas-

ed. The British and the Salisbury

delegation- led by • Premier- Abel -

,

;
Mnzorewa want priority lo be given >.

to discussion of a Hew constitution

for black majorityjrule and legal in-

. dependence for
. the. .breakaway

colony.

, But the Patriotic 'Front wanted
first to discuss transitional
arrangements.

' ’ -

“If the chair wishes that .the con-

stitution be discussed first that Is

okay by us so long as it was agreed
that the other matters to be discuss-

ed’ Include the. matters on the
Patriotic Front agenda," :

said a
. spokesman for ' guerrilla leaders

Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe.
The Front had indicated on Tues-

day that ‘ it was - challenging the

authority of the British chairman,
Lord Carrington, to decide on

- procedure. •

In Salisbury, meanwhile, 33 per-

sons, including 12 black civilians,
' were reported slain In the 24-hour
period ending yesterday afternoon in
guerrilla fighting.

Angolans asked to keep calm

as successor to Neto sought
LISBON (AP). — Angola's com*
muniat officials called on their coun-
trymen to "maintain discipline and
militant vigilance" as the search
began for a successor to president
Agostinho Neto.
ANOP, Portugal's national news

agency, reported here 'yesterday
that Neto"a ruling MPLA party
issued a nationwide announcement
from the capital Luanda calling for
cooperation "to truly honour the
memory of President Agostinho
Neto’wlth dignity."

Neto, aged 56, died at a Moscow
hospital on Monday following sur-
gery for a cancerous pancreas. The
president, a poet and physician
known for his powers of soft-spoken
persuasion, had led Angola unrivall-
ed since the end of a three-way civil

War in 1976, a year after the country
received independence from Por-
tugal.

' Sources In Portugal, which places
high priority, on improving relations
with the southern African nation, In-

dicated two contenders for the va-

cant presidency coulcf be Defence
Minister Iko Carreira and MPLA
Secretary-General Luclo.Lara.
Both men were considered ln-

' timates of Neto’s and principal
members of his liberal faction within
the party. Carreira is believed to
have the full support of the army,
which is backed up by Cuban units
and East German advisers, while
the MPLA party structure is thought
to favour Lara.
Neto was reported to have brought

his government more closely under
MPLA reins In the past few months.
The agency earlier reported that

Planning Minister Jose Eduardo do*
Santos, left to head the government
in Neto’a absence, had been picked
as interim president following the of-

ficial announcement on Tuesday of
the leader's death.
In Moscow, Soviet President

Leonid Brezhnev and a delegation of
Politburo 'members' paid tribute
yesterday to Neto by observing a
minute of silence during a visit to
Angola’s embassy here.

Afghan violence mounting
ISLAMABAD. — A Swiss and a
Canadian were killed and an*
Australian was critically injured
when guerrillas ambushed a tourist

bus in Afghanistan last Sunday,
Western diplomats here said yester-

day.
First reports of the Incident

(carried also in The Jerusalem Post)
mentioned only the death, of the
Canadian, Gaetan Dion of Disraeli,

.Quebec. . • • ,

diplomats said yesterday -

that Kurt Marfurt, 26 , from Zurich, •

was also shot dead and that Russ
Anthony Shanks from Sydney was ly-

ing dangerously ill In s. hospital In
Herat, near the Iranian border.
The latest reports brought to eight

the number of foreigners known to
have died in Afghanistan In the past
week at the hands of guerrillas in
Afghanistan. On Friday six West
Germans, including two children,,

were shot dead at an archeological
site 12 km. southeast of Kabul. .

Meanwhile, Afghan sources said

guerrillas killed an Important army
commander last Saturday, following
what may have been the Soviet-

backed regime's biggest victory
over- right-wing insurgents In 2
months. ...
The defeat of entrenched rebels in

the 70'kilometre-lohg PanjshJr
Valley, north of Kabul, was so com-
plete that it touched off a Query of

rumours last
,
week that Afghan

soldiers .had resorted - to -chemical
-warfare; -- - o'SdViiilp Jii r i,«i *

' Panjshir, the* eastward' jutting
' p&nhandle of Parrfhn province, had
been held for three months by
Moslem tribesmen fighting to topple

' president Nur Mohammed Taraid’s
Marxist regime.

In an unrelated incident, the com-
manding officer of the elite Central
Corps was kffled in a guerrilla am-
bush along; with three bodyguards
and the driver of his Russian jeep in

Loghar province, south of the
Afghan capital, the sources said.

(Reuter. APT

Investigation of Manila leader stopped
MANILA (UPI). — In & surprise
move, Philippines President Ferdi-
nand Marcos yesterday stopped the
pre-trial investigation of former
president Diosdado Macapagal on
charges oftocitement to sedition.

Military lawyers earlier sum-
moned the 88-year-old opposition
leader to appear at a hearing before
a four-man, military panel, but a
presidential palace announcement
said Marcos ordered the hearing
stopped.
The announcementgave no reason

for the halt to the investigation. But

the palace press office stressed
however that the charges against
Macapagal were not being dropped.
The sedition charges against

Macapagal, whom Marcos beat in
the 1965 elections; stemmed from the
translation into the local Filipino
language ofon English book written
by* the former president in 1976,
whichurged the armed forces to rise
against Marcos.
After the publication of the book in

English, Macapagal sought asylum
in the U.S. embassy but was turned
down.

Near ‘great* quake

shakes New Guinea
JAKARTA (UPI).. — A major
earthquake measuring 7,9 on the
open-ended Richter scale rocked toe
Indonesian province ofWest Irian an
the Island of New Guinea yesterday,
officials said.
There were no Immediate reports

of Injuries or damage from the
massive tremor in West Irian, about
3,200 km. east ot the todone*iazf:
capital of Jakarta.
The Bandung meteorological tor

stltute on the main Indonesian Island
of Java first measured the strength
of the quake at' 8.0 bn' the. Richter
scale but later ' corrected the
measurement to 7JL

’

A measurement of8 ormore would .

have put the tremor, fa tft« categdxr

of "great earthquakes,"so classified
because they are .capable of doing
massive damage to popuiated areas

.

Xi was felt strongly on Blak Island,
about 100 km. north, of West Irian,
where 1wo-metre-hfgh waves
slammed ashore but caused no
damage.- officials said.
_ .Blak has an estimated population
Of leas than 5,000 people: ;

*

Meanwhile, geologists Inspecting
the effects of last week's eruption or
Mt. Aso in southern Japan sold they
had found.a rock weighing about SO -

tons which, had been hurled 280
metres from the crater.
'

"Frightening.” was the word
applied to thediscoveryby one of the
geologists.
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THE CIsjvtjkAL TntelUgmcfl Agency
considered its spying1 on American
political and civil rights leader* sutsh
an Sen. Robert F. Kennedy and Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. a#Having the
same high priority as Us
Intelligence-gathering on the Soviet
Union and Communist China, accor-
ding to CIA Dies.
The previously undisclosed CIA

files, obtained by “The Washington
Post" last week,- were declassified
about two years ago by the CIA and
turned over to plaintiffs in a civil
lawsuit challenging the legality of
the CIA 'a “Operation Chaos"
domestic spying programme in the
late 1960s and early 1970s.
The documents are among ap-

proximately 200 pages of such
material scheduled for public
release this week.
The documents, being released by

the Centre for National Security
Studies, a private group exploring
alleged intelligence service abuses,
Include some that might not have
been disclosed to two government
entitles that probed the Chaos
programme after It was made public
In late 1975, according to lawyers
familiar with those investigations.
Persons who have had access to all

the documents turned over to the
plaintiffs said that while much of the
material is not new in terms of basic

A FIERCE row Is about to break out
in Britain over a proposal that Lon-
don should seek to host

,
the 1988

Olympic Games. The argument
little to do with sport, and nothing
with the Ideals of peace and
brotherhood that the games are
meant to promote.
When London staged its second

Olympics In 1848, peace was at a
premium as the world struggled to
forget the nightmare of World War
XL The overall cost then was a mere
$2m. Nowadays people talk In terms
of billions.

The citizens of Montreal will not
have paid off the net $1.10b. cost of
the 1976 Games until 1980.. -sufficient

argument In itself,' opponents
believe, to discourage any such
potentially ruinous project in Britain
today.
But the man behind the scheme,

London’s political boas Sir Horace
Cutler, has other Ideas, and he
seems willing to risk his own future
as Conservative leader of the
Greater London Council in a do-or-
dle attempt to gain popular support.
He sees the Olympics as a heaven-

sent opportunity to revive the semi- .

derelict Dockland area of London’s
'

East End — and believes that the
wealth that revival could create
would more than pay for the Gomes.
The fight. In fact, is about fun-

damental problems of. city planning.

How the CIA spied on America
information, it places many
elements of the programme in anew
light and details for the first time the
extent of opposition within the CIA
itself to the domestic spying activity

and the priority given the mission.
For example, the CIA's inspector-

general reported In a memorandum
that Chaos cable traffic to one CIA
post “was destroyed immediately
after reading so as to avoid any
possibility of its somehow tolling into
the hands of a black officer” who
might object to the programme.
Various CIA officials questioned

the legality of the programme at the
time, and voiced their concerns at
the highest levels of the agency.
" However, according to another
memo, CIA Director Richard Helms
decreed that it should not be stopped
"simply because some members of.

the organisation do not like this ac-

tivity.’*

OPERATION CHAOS was begun in

196
7
'whan President Johnson asked

the CIA to determine whether anti-

The 30 square kilometres or so of

Docklands — once the hub of world
trade — have for decades been'
declining as traditional Industrial
have contracted or moved
elsewhere, and a strategic plan to

revive the area by providing In-

dustrial sites, housing and transport
la years behind schedule.

. Britain and foreign industrialists
have shown tittle enthusiasm for In-

vesting in the biggest inner city
redevelopment scheme In the world,
and are unlikely to do so until the
government itself has sufficient faith

to back the construction ofnew roads
and underground railways that
would provide rapid links with Lon-
don's West End and Britain's
motorway network.

Martin Luther King

war activity was being financially or
otherwise backed by foreign coun-

tries. It was disclosed publicly In the

"New York Times” in late 1975, and
was probed at length by a presiden-
tial commission headed by Vice
President Nelson Rockefeller and a
Senate select committee headed by

By TIMOTHY ROBINSON
Washington

Frank Church, Democrat-Idaho.
The programme apparently inten-

sified in May 1969, when Helms in-

structed that “operationalpriority of
MHChaos (the CIA code name) ac-

tivities in the field is in the highest

category, ranking with the Soviet

and CWcom (Chinese Communist)
data,” according to a CIA memo.
The CIA has contended that the

Chaos programme was always a
minor part of its activities, with later

CIA director William Colby once

describing it to President Ford ae a
"low-cost collection programme.”
Within a year after the Helms

high-priority instructions, a CIA
field office head Informed superiors

that “I do not think It is the sort of
thing we should be Involved In,” ac-

cording to a CIA memo.
He said that even If it were con-

sidered “passive” intelligence

Robert Kennedy

collecting, "there is a natural
tendency when an interesting report
is received to request additional

details, then the action begins. “He
said the domestic collection of data
on U.S. citizens is "clearly the func-
tion” of the FBI and not the CIA, and
“I think we would find it difficult to

British row looms
over Games venue

By TONY CRAIG / London

THE REMEDY, Cutler argues, is a
project -that Is dramatic enough to
engage world attention and depends
on a deadline that will Irrevocably
commit the public authorities to the
needed investment.

An open-air stadium and a covered
sports arena with related training

faculties, built on the site of the

Royal Victoria Dock about 7
kilometres downstream from the
Tower of London, would be the focus
for the Games. Other events would
be' staged in . existing sports arenas'

like Earls Court and Crystal Palace,
some of which would need to be im-
proved.
The idea of a catalyst springs from

the experience many politicians and
planners have had in the post-war
development of new towns. The
hardest part has always been to ob-
tain the first commitment from In-

dustry while the plana are still on
paper.

Critics, on the other hand, believe

that building a major international

sports complex Would drain time,

energy and resources from the wider
problem of reviving employment In

East London by fostering traditional

industries.

Britain’s sports community Is —
on balance — in favour of a
Docklands sports complex providing

SCIENTISTS .have found the
chemical precursors of life in two
rare meteorites discovered In An-
tarctica, giving strength to the Idea

.

that life could have developed
somewhere besides earth, they say.
Dr. Cyril Ponnamperuma, direc-

tor of the University of Maryland's .

laboratory of . chemical evolution, -

also said the findings add weight to
the theory that life on earth began
-through a chemical percolation In
oceans billions of years ago.

i In results reported this week at
the national meeting of the
American Chemical Society, Pon--
namperuma and Jtlz coBeaguea also
said they have evidence there may
have been life on earth as early as •

3.83 billion years ago.
Organic compounds called

hydrocarbons have been discovered
In sedimentary rocks found in the

Iaua region ot Greenland. This 3.83

billion-year-old material la more
than 400 million years older than
previous evidence of me.found In

rocks in South Africaand Canada, he
sold.

“We think we have found the

oldest evidence for me on earth,’’ he

A PARIS court will be the setting for

the most important horse racing con-

test in French history when the Aga
Khan and an American mlDtonairs

publicly dispute the ownership of'

'France's finest bloodstock..

The case, -which opened yesterday,

is being called a battle between the

Prince and the Cowboy. It arises

from the sale of horses from. Marcel
Boossac’s bankrupt stud; farm,
which contained manyof the world's

noblest thoroughbreds.
Few people ore placing beta on the

chances of the former cewboy
Wayne Murty who, with his brothers,

bought 56 of Bouasac's horses for the

bargain price of $840,000 only to see

them handed over to the Aga Khan.
Not only is he fighting one

.
of the

world's richest men but he is con-

fronted by rearguard French
nationalists who want the homes to

stay in the Prince's French stable.

The Murty brothers, who started

business with hardly a cftrt, and.

eventually established stud farms in

Kentucky, Florida and New York
State, are not giving up without a
fight. They have been buying homes
In France for more than 10: year*

When Marcel Boussac’* cotton em-
pire began crumbling, they seized

the chance to buy the cream of his

stud farm at Chantilly before it was
liquidated.

The 88-year-old businessman was

Fresh clues to
• •

•Mil -* 1 -a -e»i

By WARREN IfAREY / Washington

told a news briefing, “and that oldest
evidence is In the oldest rock yet
found-" -

This means me could have started
- Barber in earth's history than many
scientists previously beheyed, he
added.

.

Speaking of the other findings,
Ponnamperuma said the well-
preserved Antarctic meteorites con-
tained amino adds carbon com-
pounds that are the budding blocks
of proteins — that are not of
biological orgln.
The scientist said the rare

meteorites, called carbonaceous
chondrites, are 4.6 billion yearn old

— the same age as the solar system
and the earth. These apace rocks,

which fell to earth, are remnants of

the same material from which the
solar system evolved, he added.
Ponnamperuma said some of the

amino acids found In the meteorites
are chemically different from the
types that make up proteins In living

organisms, showing that they did not

come from known living processes.

“The finding gives credence to the

Idea that the chemical evolutionary

process postulated for earth has
taken place elsewhere," he told the

briefing.

“Amino acids don't definitely

it can be paid for. This means in

practice either that the revenue
from the Games (from coins,
stamps, lotteries, franchise con-
tracts, TV rights and gate money)
would meet all or a substantial part
of the cost, or that private capital
can be attracted to pay for' it; and
that In either case a local authority
or a business would undertake to run
the complex after the Games were
over.

While most sports administrators
would prefer a more central London
site, they feel Docklands la accep-

table. "As a nation," says Dickie

Jeeps, chairman of the Sports Coun-
cil, “we’re In the fourth division for

top-class sports faculties. Wembley
Stadium la more than 60 years old.

Almost every other capital city In

mean there is life somewhere else,

but it Increases the chances of there

being life somewhere else," he

added.

EVIDENCE of pre-blologleal
processes building complex

. chemicaljm^lecuies ati$#gihenjLtbe
"prfmardial , soup" theory, which
holds that lifeless chemicals came
together In polls on early earth and
may have formed pre-life molecules
with the aid of lightning or another
stimulant, Ponnamperuma said.

The first physical evidence of

amino acids developing In outer
space came in the Murchison
meteorite, which fell In Australia in

1969. Although recovered soon after

its fall, the samplewas partially con-

taminated by earth material, which
caused some initial questions about
the origin of the amino acids.

The Antarctic meteorites, dis-

covered in 1974 and 1976, which con-

firmed the Murchison findings, ore
particularly valuable because they
were preserved In pristine form by
the deep-freeze conditions on that

continent.
(The Associated Press)

Cowboy takes on
the Aga Khan

By PAUL WEBSTER / Paris

France's most successful post-war
owner and French breeders claim
hset bis stud farm had the highest

concentration of* race-proven
thoroughbreds In the world.

. Even the fact that Boussac was a
close friend of Britain's Queen
Elizabeth and of the most Important
figures In- Trench society could not

.save him from the humiliation of-

bankruptcy. But Wayne Murty acted
before the receivers were sent in. On
July 6 last year he chose 56 of
Bouasac's most famous breeding
horses, paid half the promised $840,-

000 and received the certificates of

ownership. The balance was due to

be paid a week later.
:

In July the Aga Khan's horse
broker contacted Boussac, offering

to buy the 56 horses and making It

clear that the Prince, hod the in-

fluence to stop their export to the

U.S. Boubsoc insisted that the sale

was already complete but the
Ministry of Agriculture refused an
export licence.

Even so, Murty was so sure of his

legal right of ownership that he paid
over the balance of the money. He
didn't take Into account the speed
with which the usually laborious
French judicial system can move
when there Is pressure from above.
The same day that the money was
handed over, the Paris Commercial
Tribunal ordered the liquidation of
Bouasac's personal property and put
the horses in the hands of a govern-
ment trustee.

AS THE Aga Khan had the backing
of President Giscard d’Estaing, the
French Jockey Club, other breeders
and the National Stud, few people
would have given Murty even the
hope of getting hls case before a
tribunal. Because the liquidation

procedure was accelerated he even
lost H20,000, the first payment on the

horses, which was Included in

Bouasac's assets being paid out to

hla creditors.
But the creditors ore among those

who have put pressure on the
judiciary to hear his case because
they consider that Influence from
above has cost them money. The Aga
Khan eventually offered the trustee

6.5 million francs for the 56 horses,

roughly double Murty ’s first price

However, the American breeder im
mediately offered an extra million

franCB to out-bid the prince.

As the highest bidder Murty would
automatically have been adjudged
the horses under French law.
Instead, on receiving hls offer, the

trustee sent an armada of horse vans
and receivers to the Boussac estate

and seized all the horses to hand
them over to the Aga Khan.
Murty, who has set up secretariats

in New York and Paris to publicize

hls case, Is convinced he Is the legal

owner and that the court will rule

that the trustee broke the law In

accepting the lower hid. He has
engaged France's best-known ad-

vocate, Georges Badlnter, to argue
his case in the Paris Commercial
Tribunal, which will be asked to

cancel the deal with the Aga Khan
and reopen bidding.

(Observer Foreign News Service)

Human rights spotlight on Timerman

~4aoebe Timerman

^COMMISSION investigating alleg-

ed widespread violations of human
rights in Argentina has been looking

into the case of Jacobo Timerman,
whose detention has aroused Inter-

national concern.
The investigators — of the

Organization of American States —
met "with Timerman for more than
two hours on Monday. It was one of

the longest Interviews they havehad
sofar iatheir probe into charges that
Argentina's military Junta has

. violated human rights.

“It was a very long,' friendly and
Interesting conversation,”- said a
Costa Rican member of the com-
mission as he left the downtown
Buenos Aires apartment where
Ttmermlfo Is being held under house
arrest. ,
" Thnerman, a 56-year-ofai Jew who
came to Argentina from Russia
when he was a chad, has been held

on orders of the junta since April

1977, The junta has accused him- of

haring close ties to guerilla groups

In the country. Both military and

By JOHN BEIGEBTZ
Buenos Aires

civilian courts have ruled that there
is not enough evidence to convict

Timerman, the former publisher of

the newspaper "La Opinion," on any
charge.
Timerman is being held under the

Constitutional Responsibility Act, a
special decree of the military junta

that allows them to hold indefinitely

people accused of harming “the
higher interests of the nation."
Military sources have said that

Tlmerraan’s newspaper was a
breeding ground for leftist activities.

Hls-case has attracted more inter-

national attention than any other

single human rights Issue in Argen-

tina, where human rights groups es-

timate that between 6,000 and 15.000

people have disappeared since the
military government that overthrew
President Isabel Peron came to

power in March 1978.

A series of human rights
organizations, governments and in-

ternational figures have urged the

military government to free Timer-

man. The most recent call was made
in August by Israel's Ambassador in

Argentina, Ram Nirgad, prompting

a sharp rebuke by the foreign

ministry.

“Timerman should be freed."

Nirgad said. “I am not a judge but

you have to respect the Argentine

judges. Timerman has been
declared Innocent by both military

and civilian courts."

The OAS Investigators are spen-

ding two weeks in Argentina examin-

ing the human rights conditions oi

the nation of 26 million people.

Thousands of Argentinians have

lined up In front of the commission s

headquarters to present complaints,

most of them regarding the dis-

appearance of relatives after they

were abducted by men claiming to

be members of security forces.

(United Press International)

Europe has an up-to-date Inter-

national stadium."

BUT TED CROKER, general
secretary of the English Football
Association, says there Is little

chance that the FA would be
prepared to transfer England's in-

ternational matches from Wembley
to a new stadium In the Docklands.

“It's the last place I would wish to
build' a new national stadium," he
said. "The area won't change ap-

'

preciably for 20 to 30 years, and at a
time of financial restraint it seems
incredible to talk of spending hun-
dreds of millions of pounds in
Docklands when a few million could
transform Wembley. A lot of people
are trying to talk themselves Into
something indefensible, and. there

justify what we're doing.”

. The CIA Inspector-General's
report two years later re-
emphasized what It. called
“njimerous signs of uneasiness over
the agency's role" because Chaos
"appeared to constitute a monitor-
ing of the political views and ac-
tivities of Americans not known to be
or suspected of being Involved in es-
pionage."
"Some rather strong language was

used in describing what was un-
derstood to be the thrust of
MHChaos, and several officers said
they wanted no part of It." the
Inspector-General said. He said
many officers felt the agency would
“find itself confronting a major
crisis” if the programme became
known publicly.
Helms' reaction, according to

another CIA memo, was to suggest
that the person heading the
programme "become Identified with
the subject of terrorism" rather than
domestic spying activities, while
continuing the same operation.

are dangers In people building
monuments to themselves that
others will later have to live in.

"

The Greater London Council will

shortly publish its own cost-benefit
analysis, but even if the figures look
persuasive Cutler faces three
obstacles. First, there la a mood of
deep popular distrust of large-scale
public investment projects, with
their almost inevitable cost
overruns, and the complacency with
which huge deficits are explained
away. As Sen. Everett Dlrksen of
Illinois used to say: “A billion here,
a billion there, and pretty soon It

adds up to real money."
Secondly, the British cabinet is

determined to transfer resources
from the public to the private sector.
When existing services like health
and education are being cut.
•anything with the slightest whiff of
risk about it will be vulnerable. .

The third obstacle Is simply the
lesson of Montreal. An initial $3i0m.
estimate, which would all be covered
by Olympic revenue, ended up at
31. 5b., and over $lb. even after
revenue was deducted.
On the other hand, many Mon-

trealers think the magnificent sports
facilities they've inherited are well
worth the hassle and the higher tax
assessments. And they had in Mayor
Jean Drapeau the handicap of a
great enthusiast who was also an ln-

THERe HAVE been previous
reports that the CIA kept files on 10,-
000 Americans and some data on
300,000 others. The recently disclos-
ed materials appear to confirm for
the first time the names of some of
those watched.

Among those listed in a computer
printout were formerHouse member
Bella Abzug, Democrat-N.Y.. and
Rep. Ronald Dellums, Democrat-
Califomia, as well as Kennedy and
King.

In addition to the names located on
the computer, the CIA also main-
tained what it called "sensitive
files" on Abzug concerning her anti-
Vietnam war activities in Europe, on
King and on King's widow, Coretta
King.

An attempt by the plaintiffs to
make. these documents public In
January 1877 was blocked by a
federal judge when she was in-

formed that they planned a news
conference concerning the material.
The plaintiffs, represented by the

American Civil Liberties Union, had
U.S. District Judge June L. Green
reversed by the U.S. Court of
Appeals, which said her order
preventing disclosure of the
materials presented serious First
Amendment problems.

(Washington Post News Service)

curable tinkerer. Paul Howell, one of
the Montreal Gomes administrators,
summed up this problem: “You Just
can't have the composer rewriting
the scherzo once the orchestra's
begun playing the symphony.'*

ADVOCATES of a London bid take
more comfort from Munich's ex-
periences In 1972. Although the
modest Initial estimates represented
only a quarter of the final gross costs
revenue, too, was much higher than
forecast. The total bill fib. was
offset by Income ofmore than $600m.
The difference provided Munich with
a new subway, new roads, a recrea-
tion park and modern sports
facilities at a fraction of the cost —
and years sooner — than would
otherwise have been possible.
Such a bargain, Cutler believes,

could prove the salvation of Lon-
don's Docklands. But he faces for-

midable opposition, even within his
own party.
And even if he can convince his

own political colleagues and the
government to back hls proposal, the
International Olympic Committee,
when it meets to consider the 1988 -

bids in May, 1981, would be unlikely
to look favourably on London unless
the Labour opposition party— which
could take over power beforq.1988 —
is also prepared to support the Idea.

(Observer Foreign News Service)

BUYAFLAT
FROM AFRICA

AFRICA — ISRAEL INVESTMENTS Ltd.

Africa

. Israel Investments

offer yon the opportunity . \
* w "*/i

*o join some good neighbours at a

good location — Glvat Savyon, near Savyon.

A neighbourhood planned by the best architects

Infrastructure development, gardens, lawns, shopping

centre and supermarket. And all to give you a good place

to live, and a high quality of life.

Africa — Israel Investments Ltd.

13 Itchov Ahad lla’am, ’IV I Aviv, Tel 502KJ.

Savyon: Shopping Centro, Tel. 73 1 TyU).
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Keough’s win streak ends at 1

as A’s lose to Brewers 5-0
NEW YORK (API. - Matt Keogh'8
victory string: ended almost as soon
AS It began.
The Oakland A’s right-hander,

who defeated the Milwaukee
Brewer* in his last outing, lost to the

Brewers 5-0 on Tuesday night. The
defeat dropped Keough's record tol-
ls this season and was his lflth In his

last 30 decisions.

Cecil Cooper slammed his 32nd
home run of the season and added a
sacrifice fly to lead Milwaukee’s vic-

tory. Jim Slaton, 14*8, scattered five

hits to gain the victory and snap a
four-game Brewer losing streak.

Elsewhere In the American
League, Reggie Jackson doubled
home the tying run, then slammed a
two-run homer to pace the NewYork
Yankees to an 6-3 victory over the
Boston Red Sox.
Boston's Carl Yastrsemsbi, who

tailed for the second straight game
to get his 3.000th major league hit,

made a wild throw to home plate In
the eighth Inning, allowing the tie-

breaking run to score. Yastrxexnskl
went hltless In three official at-bats.
Tom Underwood scattered nine

hits and Rico Carty cracked his 10th
homer of the season as the Toronto
Blue Jays snapped a 16-game
winless streak against Baltimore,
defeating the Orioles 3-1.

Danny Goodwin had two hits and
scored twice to lead the Minnesota
Twins past the Kansas City Royals 3-

1. Jason Thompson doubled home
three runs to key an eight-run
Detroit first inning as the Tigers
bombed the Clex'eland Indians 14-1.

Jim Morrison smacked a pair of
solo home runs and Alan Bannister
delivered a tie-breaking single in the
sixth Inning to give the Chicago
White Sox an 8-7 victory over the
California Angels.

In the National League. WUIie
Stargell slammed a two-run homer
and relief pitcher Dave Roberts
earned the victory on his 35th birth-

day aa the Pittsburgh Pirates down-
ed the St. Louis Cardinals 7-3.

Andre Dawson drove In three runs
while Dave Cash and Larry Parrish

chased home two runs each to give
the Montreal Expos an 8-8 victory
over the Chicago Cubs In the first

game of their twl-nlght
doubleheader. In the second game.
Cash singled home Warren Cromar-
tie In the fifth Inning to lift Montreal
to a 3-2 victory and a sweep of the
twln-bllL It was the Expos’ 11th i

triumph In their last IB games. I

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East

W L Pot. OB
Baltimore 94 43 .882

Milwaukee M 60 A83 11

Boston 80 61 .867 13tf

New York 78 H .653 15U
Detroit 77 86 .631 l*tt

Cleveland 74 70 .814 n
Toronto 40 9B .818 49Mr

West
California 60 88 .883 —
Kansas City 76 69 .824 4

Minnesota 74 70 .514 64
Texas 72 73 .497 8

Chicago 02 82 .481 174
Seattle 61 88 .418 194
Oakland 80 96 .348 30

Spiegel to lead Ramat Gan against Netanya

Tuesday's games: New York 8. Boston I;

Toronto S, Baltimore l! Detroit 14.
Cleveland 1; Milwaukee S, Oakland 0s

Chicago S. California 7; Minnesota 9, Kan-
sas City l; Texas o. Seattle l.

Steve Krulevlts practises for today’s Israel's Davis Cop challenge
when he faces Loots Borflga of Monaco at the Israel Tennis Gemtre
at Ramat Haaharon. Shlomo Glidestein meets Bernard Balleret In
this afternoon’s second singles. Flay continues through Saturday,
starting dally at t pan. {Alexander Suenklad)

By PAUL BOHN
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Two sway winners on
the opening day of league soccer last

Saturday clash In Netanya this week
when Netanya Maccabi plays hostto
Ramat Gan Hakoah. newcomers to
the National League.
Hakoah scored an impressive 8-2

win in Beersheba, Giora Spiegel
proving the kingpin of hla new team.
Besides scoring two goals the 33-

year-old schemer, who transferred
from Tel Aviv Maccabi in the off

season, set the blue shirts of Hakoah
alight.

If Hakoah continue to play as hard
for every ball as they did opposite
Beersheba Hapoel, every team In the

1
first division will know they have a
match on their hands.
Netanya Maccabi beat Ramat

Amldar 2-1, but were considered
lucky to win both points. Gad
Machness la likely to return to the

team after Injury.
Tel Aviv Shlmshon will be given a

Mg hand by their supporters when
they take the field In Glvotayim
after their smashing 5-1 win over
Haifa Hapoel last week. The
Shimshorn team looks stronger than
for many years with the addition of

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East

India bowls out Aussies for 390

Montreal
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Chicago
Philadelphia
New York

Cincinnati
Houston
Lob Angeled
San Francisco
San Diego
Atlanta

W L Pet. GB
S3 63 MIX _
88 87 .601 4
73 68 .039 9
74 68 .an UK
72 71 .303 14

85 86 .390 80

West
82 63 .666 —
81 63 .868 4
68 76 .472 134
63 82 .434 19
82 S3 .428 20

86 87 .392 25

Tuesday ’a games : Montreal 8-8. Chicago
8-2; Pittsburgh 7. 81. Louis 9; Cincinnati 9,

Houston 8: Philadelphia 8, New York 2;

San Diego 3, Lot Angeles 1; Atlanta 2, Son
Francisco 1.

MADRAS (Reuter). — India got off

to a good start in their pursuit of

Australia’s first innings score of 390,

reaching 80 for one at close of play on
the second day of the flrat cricket

test match yesterday.
Captain Sunil Gavaakar, fresh

from a brilliant 221 against England
lost week, put on an unbeaten 44

before the close of play to get within

nine runs of 5,000 in his test-cricket

career.
Much of Gavaskar's score was

against Australia's danger man
Rodney Hogg, off whom he hit three

boundaries In the first over. Hogg
was often erratic and had trouble
with hla run-up as he conceded 34

runs in six overs.

Leg spinner Jim Higgs claimed
Chet&n Chauhan in the last minutes

of the day. getting him to snick a
catch to wicket-keeper Kevin
Wright.

Highlights of the day were cen-

turies by Allan Border and Kim
Hughes and fine bowling by Indian

spinner Dilip Doshl, who took six

wickets in his first teat match.
Border finished with 182 when he

was run out.

SAILING. — Despite the loss of a
mainsail in the fifth race, Felle
Petteraon of Sweden won hla second
straight six-metre World Cup sailing
crown In Seattle, Washington, on
Tuesday.

More radio sports *

TEL AVIV. — Sports coverage by
Kol Ylsrael radio on Saturdays has
been considerably extended with the
start of the league soccer season.
The three-hour “Shlrlm

Ushe’arlm” programme from 8 p.m.
to. 6 p.m. on the radio's Snd
programme will Include reports live

from all National League games and
from now will also Include commen-
tary, Interviews, anecdotes and
forecasts.

Saturday sports are also covered
by an hour-long End of the Game
show on army radio at 6p.m. In addi-
tion there will be a daily sports
magazine at 8.88 p.m. on the 2nd
programme. On Fridays, a new half-

hour sports programme will be aired
at 12.30 on the 2nd programme.
The army radio pitches in with

short daily sports wrapUpa at . 8.45
a.m. t and 0.45 p.m.

the still dangerous striker Yehoahua

Feigenbaum. „ .

However, they are likely to find

Yehud’s defence a much tougher

proposition ‘ and will be facing

Israel's best keeper In Arieh Haviv.

Yehud could be the team to apring-

a surprise result. Once their new
signings — Gary Rosendoren and

Uri Luzon —settle In they are bound

to strengthen Yehud considerably-

Tel Aviv Betar meet Haifa Hapoel

at the Jaffa Maccabi ground.

League champions Tel Aviv Mac- -

cabi will be the main attraction at

Bloomfield Stadium, when they play

Beersheba Hapoel. Maccabi h>°kea

good in the league opener in Petah
#

Tikva, which they won 3-2.

Moahe Schweitzer, Vicky Peretr,

Benny Tabak and Yehuda Katsav all

played well. On similar form Tel

Aviv Maccabi at home must be

favoured to win both points, though
Beersheba Hapoel have a strong

team on paper with Melr Barad,
Efralm Zvi, Rafl Eliahu and Alon

Ben-Fedor in their lineup.

Betar return to Jerusalem for

their first home game with Petah
Tikva Hapoel as visitors. The newly
promoted Petah Tikva eleven are.

strongest in defence.
Jerusalem Betar are not the same

team without midfield general Uri
Malmllllan and Danny Neuman Is

not as effective when Uri is absent.

Shlomo Kirat has left the club and it

may take Betar some weeks before

the team, la as strong as they were
last season. At home, though, Ell

Mialy, Yosef Avrahami ana Neuman
should lead Betar' to a narrow win.

In the second division, Jerusalem
Hapoel travel to Tiberias and should
emerge with at least one point. New-
comers Herzliya Hapoel play -their

second home game, and following

their 1-0 win over Risbon Lesion,

Hapoel, should start confidently
against Hoion Hapoel.
No punier managed to mark cor-

rectly all 18. results on the Sportoto

football-pool coupon last week,
resulting in a possible bumper pay-
out after this week's games. Sportoto
announced it will pay IL6m. to those
getting all right lines this week, from
a total kitty of 3L7.Bm.

Twelve persona who acored 12

riSt last week. wiU receive cheques

for IL86,000. Those who guea*^£
inWoptlv won IL8,000 and 10 results

toto resultsnow costsXLBper line..

Sportoto guide

Netanya Maccabi v. H**®** ^ }
Tel Aviv MM. [
jTlem Betar v. Petah TlkvaBnp. .^ X
Sbimshon v. Yehud Bipw
Tel Aviv Betar V. Haifa «*P;.

.
. jj

Petah Tikva Mac. v. Bael Yehuda a
patwat Amldar v. Tel Aviv Hap. »

Bat Yam Hap; v..Hadara Hap. Z

Acre Hap. v. Nazareth Hap. ?

Lod Hap. v. Tirol Carmel Hap. J
Tiberias Hhp. v. Jerusalem Hap. X

BenUya Hapoel v. Helen Hapoel • *

European Soccer ....

ATHENS (Reuter). — Greece beat

the Soviet Union 1-0 in aEuropean

Soccer, championship Grou^Bix
Qualifying match here yesterday.

Denmark was scheduledlast bight to

meet England in Group Onfraction in

London, and Norway was to face

Belgium In Oslo in Group Four.

Irish officials refuse

answer on Barbarians

DUBLIN (Reuter). — Irish govern-

ment officials yesterday refused to

confirm or deny reports that It would

stop the Barbarians Rugby Union

team of South Africa touring the’

republic next month by withholding

entry visas.
British and Irish newspapers

speculated ,
yesterday that the,

government, which, has said It will

take steps to stop the visit, would In-

troduce legislation requiring South

Africans to apply for visas to enter

the republic.

No such legislation exists at pre-

sent. But Rugby commentators said

this could be one ‘way of stopping the

controversial tour.

Irish Foreign Minister Michael

O'Kennedy said this
.
week that he

would "take action to stop the team
coming to the country." He did not

elaborate.
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Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Opening Exhibition:
Yehoshua Ellras. One-man exhibition us-

ing fabric to make flexible soulptursl con-
structions ranging from the stark to the
expressive. Made possible .through the

Ayala Zaoks-Abvamov Fund. - -

: Cloth Pictures by Tamar Eyt&n.
Children at play-in Jerusalem; sculptor
working mainly in wood. Valerio Adaml,
Paintings. Large canvasses by one of

Italy's bestknown contemporarypointers.

and 21 am. from Administration Building.

Givat Rom Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours 12.00 am. from the

Reception Centre Administration
Building. Buses 8 and 28 to last stop.

Further details: Tel. 883810.

Emunah — Notional HeUgfoua Women's
Orgnnfootlon, Tourist Centra, 28 Rebov
Ben Molmon. Tel. 02-883488, 880820, 812888.

American MUracbi Women. Free Morning
Tours — 18b Keren Hayesod ,

Street,

Jerusalem’, TeL 3827B8.

MISCELLANEOUS ...

Plant a Tree with your Own Hands with

!&£-- •

J
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HASSIF1EDS

TELEVISION
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:

EDUCATIONAL:
8.10 Math 7. 8.90 English 6. 9.00
Specie I Education — Our Hour. 9JO
Language and Communication 3-0.

10.10 English 9. 10.90 Math/Geometry
5. 10 .*8 Programme for
Kindergarteners. 11.10 English 7.

1130 Music 4-9. 12.00 Advice snd
Guidance 7-9. 12.20 Math 8. 12.40

Literature 10-12. 13.10 French. 18.00

Geometry 8-8- English 7-8. French
repeats). 18.00 11111 Is It— live youth
magazine. 18.50 Thunderblrda.

37.30 RItcb-Ratch — children’s enter-

tainment
19.00 What’s Up? — People and
Events In the news

AHABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
19.30 News roundup
18.92 Flipper: The escapades of
F!lpper the dolphin
18.00 I Have a Question — a panel
answers questions from the audience
— programme dealing with citizens'

complaints
18.90 News

HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Match of the

Week
20. BO Programme Trailer
31,00 Mabat newsreel
21.98 Documentary: second of three
programmes about Belt-Sbemesh
22.30 Behind the Headlines
29.10 Soap
23.49 Almost Midnight — news
JORDAN TV (unofficial):

17.10 Cartoons. 18.30 French Hour.
tJTV 31 19.00 Holmes and Yo-Yo.
19.30 News in Hebrew. 20.00 News In

Arabic. 20.30 Selwyn. 21.10 Flam-
bards. 22.00 News in English. 22.18

Movie of the Week.

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper: S p-m. on Wednesday, For Sunday’a paper: 9 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon, two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 12 noon Thursday.
Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognised advertising agencies.
Weekday rates: Minimum charge of XL132.00 for eight words'; IL19.00 for each ddditionSQ’’

word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge at XL215.20 for eight words:
IL28.80 for each additional word. All rates include VAT.

DWELLINGS

Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania, UJLA.
Turner and the Bible . Colour at the Youth

, of day prior to publication. For Friday's Wing. Selection from the Dept, of Art
paper: 9 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and Photography. New Buildings in Old En-
daya prior to publication. For Sunday's - viromnents. Display of Mexican Gains.

Nash Old Masters GsJlery — Special
Jem Post (for addresses see masthead on Display. Art In Palestine In the 19th Can-
' agencies. tury. From Still Life to Object. Yocheved
Cor eight words'; IL19.00 for each additions'' Welnfeld : Forma of Visual Images. Words
turn charge of XL318.20 for eight words: la Freedom. Neolithic Figurines from
idude VAT. Shaar Hogolan. Exhibit of the month:

Bilk with gold or silver weave. Outdoor

LESSONS “Wraps of Gaghdadl Jewesses., Gift of the^ Kadouri and Louise Zllkha family. Statue

lillflllllllllfillllllillllllllillllllllllllllillilimil «* “ IMs. encasing the mummy of the

SCHOOL OF DANCING, Raaziana, Cheryl Bacred b,rd - HOT*. **h century, B.C.E.,

Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania. UR.A. Stalactite Cave everySunday®or-

Turner and the Bible .Sr tn£i Youth Ple“*
nn.. «.wi« Am* COD: 02-888281. ext. 18 or 03-284449.

Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, -Schneller Wood.
Romema. TeL 814822, 7.80 a.m.— 7 pan.

1st
••

fiirr.ci :
'

se-.rrb.

JCRL BALtm RemUck R.A.D. (Ballot), Instructor de Bolle wood “ld bronze. Presented by Mr. Anwar
(Spanish), beginners and advanced classes Pre»W«mto: Egypt, to Prof- Ylgael

FOR RENT, immediate, lovely 24 room flat from 8 year olds. TeL 08-4141884. From 7 p.m. ™“, Deputy Prime Minister of Israel,

in Klryat Yovel. Furnished, phone, heating. — 082-08829. on W* recent visit to Egypt. Rockefeller

First Programme

7.07 Bach: Brandenburg Concerto
No-2; Giuliani: Sonata for Violin and
C'.'lMr (Perlna-i. Williams):
Massenet: Fantasy fa. v.ewo and
Orchestra (SUberateln, Banynge)
8.00 Purcell: Songs and Pieces for

Orchestra: Britten: Slnrcmla Op.l;

Salnt-Sacns: Symphony No.3: Bach:
French Suite No 4 ( Glen Gould) ; Bar-
tok: Violin Co- :crto No.2 (Josef
SUbentdn, LclnsJorff)

10.08 Radio story

10.18 Elementary School Broadcasts
10.40 Lesson In spoken Arabic
11.15 Elementary School broadcasts

11.88 Folk music
22.08 (Stereo): Uri Pianka, violin:

Yoesi Gutman, viola: Michao! Haran,
cello — Beethoven: Violin Sonata

No. 7 in C Minor. Op. 30, No.2;
Schoenberg: String Trio, Op.45

18.00 Purcell: Suite for Orchestra;

Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye (Boulez);

D'Engelber: Harpsichord Suite In G
Minor
14.10 Children's programmes
13.28 Speaker's Podium — with A.B.
Yehoshua
18.08 (Stereo): Shoshana Rudlakor,
piano, with the Jerusalem Symphony
Orbeetra — Mozart; Fantasy In C
Minor, K.47B; Beethoven: 32
Variations In C Minor: Weber:
Konxertatueck (Sidney Harth);
Scriabin: Fantasy Opus 38;
Rachmaninoff: Plano Concerto No.2
(Ostrovsky)
20.00 Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman's University

n.30 Talmud Lesaon
21.00 Introduction to the Oral Law
22.03 (Stereo) Murray Perahla, piano

recital — Mozart: Sonata In D Major.
K.678: Chapin: 9 Impromptus, Op-29.

38. Si: Schubert: Sonata In A Major.
Op.120; Schubert: Impromptu In E-

flat Major
23.23 (Stereo): Jazz x 37

00.10 (Stereo!: Musical Miniatures

Army

separate entrance, quiet street. IL4.000, not
linked, until June, with possibility longer.
Call 418422, Thursday afternoon, and
ShabbaL PURCHASE/SALE

2nd Programme
7JH) This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
with Rlvka Michael!
10.43 Travis McGee — radio thriller

erics
13.08 Midday — news commentary,
music
14JO Stage and Screen — songs from
screen musicals
16.00 Sephardi songs — recordings of

, a live performance
28.10 Any Questions
17.10 Travis McGee - omnibus edi-

tion of the dally thriller serial

18.09 One People — magazine on the

Jewish world
18.38 Sports roundup
18.48 Bible Roadlng — Nebemlah 9,

8

29.00 Today — people and events In

the news
20.10 Free Time — magazine for hob-
bles and recreation
21.08 Folksongs
22.08 "Close to my Heart"
28.06 Just Between Us — Listeners air

their problems

7.07 "707" — Alex Anaki presents
elections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.08 IDF morning newsreel
9.03 Israeli Summer — with Eli
YIsraeli

11.08 Favourites — familiar eangs,
tunes and skits

13.08 With Love — special regards
from artillery soldiers

14.06 Two Hours — music and talk

magazine
16.06 Open Line — with Emmanuel
Shcfer, coach of the Israeli football

team
17.08 IDF evening newsreel
18.08 Economic magazine
18.48 Israeli Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.36 Hebrew songs
22.08 Bestseller — "In Light Blue" by
Amos Oz
23.08 Light Classical Music
23.49 IDF Midnight newsreel
00.03 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Yoram Kaniuk

WANTED FLATMATE (f) for 8 room fur-

nished flat in Neve Yaakov. Available im-

i i t m mi m i m m
OPPORTUNITY! B A O Stereo, tuner,

271. QT 984143. 48 x 2. Tel. 054-72881, 054-57071.

on his recent visit to Egypt. Rockefeller
Museum: Exhibit of the month: Sculp-
tured basalt stands from Chalcollthic sites

on the Golan Heights. 4th mllL B.C.S.
(from Sept. 10). Rare bronze vessels from
a Persian period tomb, beg. Mb century
B.CJE. Special exhibition: Islamic Arte.
Visiting Hours — Israel Museum: Sun.,
MOn.. Wed.. Thura.10 ajn.m p.m. ; Tue. 4-

10 p.m. ; Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat. 10 a,m.-3

SPECIAL — "LUXURY TEAK DESK + 9 P-«i- Shrine pf the Beck, Billy Rom Art
AVIV drawerset, bookcases, filing cabinets— 2 dr., Garden: Sun,, Mon., Wed., Thur. 10 a.m.-0

~~****-+*~*~~~**—**--*»--*»'*'*****+***** IBM Typewrlter-exec reg. + chairs. p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.; FW. and Sat. 10

NORTH, EXQUISITELY FURNISHED bedroom set complete — new. Marantz a.m.-2 pm. Rockefeller Museum: Sucu-

gnrden penthouse. Breathtaking view. Tel. Stereo rec. + speakers 4- changer. TeL 02- Thur. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.: FrL. Sat. 10 a.m.-9

03-456*14. 812814. P-nt. Tickets for Sat. and holidays must be03406414. 812814. P-Ut. Tickets for Sat. and .holidays must be
- — — '

- purchased in advance at- the Mtiseum,
2M FURNISHED rooms near DIsengoff + I BUY furniture, electrical appliances, 11- wafm or major Jerusalem hotels; In Tel
another room. TeL 08-328888. quldatone. Inheritances, etc. TeL 08-888671. Aviv at Rococo. Hadran and Kaatel. Free

11(111 III III Mill M III III ml (1 III II Mil 111

VILLA FOR SALE or rent In Herzliya
Pltuah. "Oran," TeL 08-988096.

SITUATIONS VACANT

Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and Kaatel. Free
guided .tours In English, at the Israel
Museum only. Sun., Wed., Thun., 11.00
a,m., Tubs. 4.80 p.m. from upper entrance
halL

Tel Aviv
•.MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv

. Museum, Sderot fihaul
Hamelecfa. Exhibitions — Maryan 1937-
1977, Retrospective. Drawings from

,

Museum Collection. Opening of
Mayerovits Exhibition, Wed., Sept. -10, 7
p.m. Helena Rubineteln Pavilion —
"There is something In It, after all" :—
exhibition-worksbop on buildings In Tel
Aviv. »

Visiting hours: Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m*40
p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat. 7-11 p.m , Sat
morning, 10 a.m.-l p.m. FREE. Helena
Rubinstein Pavilion: Sun. —Thur. 9 a.m.-l
p.m.; 4-7 p.m. Fri. 9 a.m.-l p.xn. Sat. clos-
ed.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah— National Religious Women.
166 Xbn GaUrol. Tel. 440818, 788942, 708440,
OBT Israel: For visits please contact:
ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. '233281, 778181: ORT
Jerusalem. TeL 838141: ORT Netanya.
Tel. 83744.

American MtoraoM Women. Guest Tours— Tel Aviv — TeL 220187, 243106.
Pioneer Women Na’junat. Morning
tours. Call for reservations: Tel Aviv,
288098. - -

Plant a Tree with your Own Hands, with
the Jewish National Fund every Tuesday-
morning- For details and reservations call
03-284449 or 09-698261. 'ext. 18.
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Hadazsah Tourism- Office, Room 804.
Sheraton Hotel, Tel. 03-389784.

NETANYA

HAVATZELBT HASHARON villa for sale.
Excellent condition. Sea view. 8190,000.
Kohn, Tel. 03-088884.

WANTED EXPERIENCED METAFBLET
for 7 month old baby, from 8 q.m. to 2 p.m. In

North Jerusalem area. Tel. 02-882344.

Museum of Potential Holocaust, exhibit of
massive currant Nasi Jew-hatred Mt, and
nativities In the U.S. Sun.-Thure., 2.30-8
p.m.: Sun. and Wed., Ull 8 p.m., 31
Uielehkln SL, Jerusalem, 02-661994.

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS

INSURANCE

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 34 hours a day,

Newa broadcasts: Weekdays —
hourly 7.00 a.m.-18.00 p.m.: 33.00-

24.00, Saturdays 9 a.m.-18.00 p.m.;

22.00-34.00.

1299 klloHertz;
8-6 and 8-8.30 a.m. — Daily

breakfast show with news, popular
music snd Interviews.
11-13 p.m. — Newa, analysis and

topical reporta.
791 kiloHeriz:

8-

8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.

9-

io p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Amrrlcana. science and cultural
news, roundup of newa.

BEFORE RENEWING household. ^ '° r_
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. 08- BEAUTIFUL B.M.W. 1602, excellent condi-

imiminmiimmirmirMimmimiKiiuiruim oonduoied tours
Hadassah Tours

VEHICLES 1- Medical Centre, in lOryat Hadaosafa.
Tours In English at 9, 20. 11 ajn. and 12

IIIIFIIIIllllilllllillllllllilillllllilllllllllllllllilll noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
FOR SALE, passport to passport. Renault 12 Tour includes Chagall. Windows. No
TL 78- Tel. 09-633417. charge. On Friday tours begin .at 8 a.m. —

Haifa.
Haifa Museum, National Maritime, Tel.
698822. Illegal Immigration, Tel. 888249.
Japanese Art, Tel. 88684. Mane Hats, Tel:
83482. Dagon Grain Collection, Tel. 864221.
Music. Tel 644488. Artists' House, Tel.
622388.

KNtV'- 5 -

6* firr -

V-" .

krcH

I’ait- --

717811. Jerusalem 02-719178. tion, passport or otherwise. TeL 02-711828.

FLIGHTS

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM, 4, 7, 9.

Eden: The Desperate Ones; Edison:
Avalanche; Hablrah: Suor
Emanuellc: Kflrs The Warriors:

MUehell: Get Out Your
Handkerchiefs. 7, 9; Orgll:
Maonraker. 4, 6.45, 9; Orion: Ice

CastIra; Ornu: Sybil; Ron; The Deer
Hunter, 4. 8; Semadar: Gamma
Raya. T. 9.15; Small Auditorium
Binvrnpl Hx'ooma: Internationa!

Velvet. 7, 9.15; Cinema 1; The ^&dven-

tures of Picasso ”, 0.15

TEL AVIV. 4.30, 7.15, 0.90

AUrnbv: The Champ; Ben-Yefaoda:

Norma Rac; Chen: Puppet on a
Chain; Cinema One; Van Nuys
Boulevard; Cinema Two: Coming
Home; Drkel: The China Syndrome.

7. 9.30; Drive-In Cinema: Hooper.

7.18; Driver. 9.30: Esther: The Dog;
GhI! Tigers In Lipstick: Gordon; Lost

and Found; Hod: Escape to Athens;
Llmor: Z Love my Wife: Maxim:
Midnight Express, 7.18. 9.30; Mat at

4.30, The Muppets; MograM: The
Deer Hunter,- 8, 8.30; Ophlr: The
China Syndrome. 4.30. 7, 6.30; Orly:
Movie Movie: Paris: Wedding. 10, 12,

2, 4, 7.18, 9.80; Peer: The Main
Event: Riunal Aviv: Julia; Royal:
Jambe on L'Air a Bangkok. 10, 32, 2,

4, 7.30. 9.30; Shahoff: Going Steady;
Studio: Wife Mlatress; Tchelet; Days
of Heaven; Tel Aviv; Moonraker; Tel

Aviv Mumrum: Those Wonderful Men
with the Crank ; Zafon: Get Out Your
Handkerchiefs, 4.30, 7.», o.is

Orion: Island ofa Thousand Delights,
6 non-stop ports; Orly: Same Time.
Next Year, 8.45. 9 Peer: International
Velvet, 4, 8.30, 6; Ron: Going Steady;
Shavlt: La Cage aux FoJlei. 8.45. 9-

TMa schedule Is rubfeet to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

Ben-Ovrion Airport Flight Information.

W) 97U61S-3 for 03-X99W lor El Al
Jlighle onty) for changer lx times of

Arrivals and Departures.

THURSDAY

RAMAT GAN, 7.18, 9.30

Armon: The Magnificent Seven, 4, 7,

9.30; Hadnr: The Boys from Brazil;
Lily: See How She Runs; Oasts:
Autumn Sonata: Ordea: Going
Steady; Rama: Coming Homs, 7.18,

9.30. Mon. Wed. also at 4.30; Ramat
Gnn: Midnight Express, 7. 9J0

HAIFA, 4, 6.43, 9
Amphitheatre: Escape to Athens; Ar.
mon: Concorde Affair; Atsmon: The
Dog: Chen: Moonraker; Galor;
Arena, to, 2, 7; Turn the Other Cheek,
12. 4. sVflron: The Girl Is a Tramp. 8

non-stop ports ; Moriah: Girl Friends
6,43, 9; Ontfa: The Deer Hunter, 4, 8;

Ordan: The' Lacomaker. 4. 7, 9;

HOLON
MlgduJ: Midnight Express

HERZLIYA
David: Foul Play, 4, 7. 9.80

PETAH TIKVA
Bhalom: Going Steady, 7.1D, 9.Z8

NETANYA
ExUirr: Going Steady

LIVE-IN EXPERIENCED
HOUSEKEEPEfl/COMPANION

female. 30-55. Enohsh'Fronch speaking,

general housework and cooking Position

beginning November Separate nice room
and hoard. 5 and s half days weekly IL8000
monthly Tel. 02-772236, 02-712240.

DREAM FLAT
Txlbleh, Jerusalem, hut Theatre
Superb view. Spfdous 2 ft rooms;

phone. 3rd floor.

Longterm rentel/s&le.

T8L 08-28Z3M.

Etn Knrem (Jerusalem)

Exotic Villa to let
Beautiful, quiet, large arches, 2M

. rooms.
.
Big garden, splendid view.

'

Furnished; telephone.

TeL 03-282384

arrivals
0026 El Al ns London
0100 El Al 844 Athens
0146 Sterling5M
Copenhagen. Athens
0820 El Al 992 Lisbon

.

0830 Tarom 805 Bucharest -

0958 El Al 002 New York.-

1005 THY 824 Istanbul

1120 El Al 100 Montreal

1230 Sabena 308 Brussels

1305 Alitalia 738 Rome
1840 Austrian 711 Vienna

1400 El Al 888 Rome
1440 El AJ 010 New York, Montreal

r

1480 Lufthansa so* Frankfurt ..

1H0 Damtir 4i3b QotwTok

1520 SI Al MB Rhodes
1600 TWA 806 San Francisco. New York.

Paris
1020 El Al 010 New York

1640 Tarom 1348 Bucharest

less Air France 182 Paris, Lyon
1700 El Al 188 Mexico. Now York, Rome
1706 TWA 846 Washington, Boston, Romo,
Athens.

'

"Z
im xl

1

1788 cyp**lr wr.BiHWiea.

1805 Swissair 332 Zurich :

1835 El Al 3338 Amsterdam. Romo. Athens

isao British Air STB London .

1900 TWA 848 Chicago, Paris. Rome
1328 El Al 388 Frankfurt
2010 Lufthansa 60S Munich
2016 El Al 838 Amsterdam
2100 El Al 324 Paris
2120 El Al 878 Copenhagen
2150 El Al 542 Athens
DEPARTURES
0048 El A] 008 New York, Chicago
0200 El Al 8337 Athtni , Rome, Amsterdam
0245 Sterling 806 Athens, Copenhagen
0600 El Al 885 Rome
0608 TWA 847 Athens, Rome, Boston,
Washington
0630 El A) 023 Paris, New York
0700 Swissair 833 Zurich
0710 TWA 849 Rome, Paris, Chicago
0740 Olympic 302 Athens

.
0810 KLM 526 Amsterdam
0820 El Al 347 Zurich
0880 British Air 677 London
0900 13 Al 018 London, New York
0910 TWA 801 Paris, New York
0940 El Al 887 Aputerdom
1000 El Al 387 Frankfurt
1010 Tarom 806 Bucharest
1020 El Al 877 Copenhagen
1040. El A] 823 Paris
1080 THY 8%Istanbul

.. uoo El ATM7 Paris
1300 El Al AS London -

1345 Sabena 204 Brussels
1420 Alitalia 786 Rome
1440 Austrian 712 Vienna
IBM Lufthansa 608 Frankfurt
1600 Danalr 4121 London Gatwick
1710 El Al Ml Athens
1740 Tarom. 1246 Bucharest'

•
1840.. Air Franco 187 Paris ./--** .

;1|M E> 41. 671.Bucharest ’

/

'

-8TOKAI 88irt^cSrSt .

ThUt /light brfarmatUm fs'supplktd by the
Hrv-Guriau International. Airport Coor-
HhMlknt Centre.

charge. On Friday tours begin .at 8 a.m.

—

by appointment only. TeL 416888.
2.

.

The Hadassah Synagogue — Oiagall
Windows — open to the public from 1.30-

4.00 pm. Sunday-Thureday. Buses 19 and
27.

3. ML Scopua Hospital: Tours from 8.80 to
12.30 p.m. No chars*. Buses 9 and 28. Tel.
818111.

4. Morning half-day tour, of ail Hadassah
projects. 38 per peraon towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416388
Hebrew University, tours In fiagllsh at 9

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadaxsafa Tourism Office, Visit Ramat
Hadassah Szold. Phone 44-664878, 81238.
What's On In Haifa, dial 646840.

7""" V.

k!
- Of C

Rehovot
The Wehemana Institute open to public

- from 8.00 a.m. to 8.80 p.m. Visitors Invited
to see film on Institute's research ac-
tivities. shown regularly at 11,DO a.m. end
3.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 a.m. only.
Tours of fhe.Welsmann House every half
hour from 9.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. and until
noon on Friday. Nominal fee for admission
to Welzmann House.
For Tours or the House please book: TeL
054-83230. 054-83333.

•RS »?
•,V - Jr\,

“

- H »,... ,

Re-, ^ "T-

St
'

fc.'
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GENERALASSISTANCE
EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

FIRST AID

Jerusalem: Central Bus Station, 284 Yafo,
320190: Selth Hanlna, Belth Banina Rd.,
854680.

Tel Avtvt HagalU. B0 Ben' Tthuda. 223858.
Heloa:- Waot Rahel, 36 rEUat, &1751. Bat " rel3ato -

Magcn David Adorn flrat aid centres ar*
open from 8 p.m, to 7 a.m; Emergency,
home calls hy doctors at fixed rates. Blok
Fund members should enquire ..about

Yam: Halevi, ;0. Balfour.-883042. Ramat
Gan: Aasuta,--4i tfabotlnaky. ’731874.
Netanya; Trufa, 2 Hersl.,28686. Hadera:
Ncgbl, 74 Herbert Samuel. 22150. .

Haifa: Hanaasl, 33 Hanossl, 87812. -

Brenhetai Hagcsher. 7 Hayelllm, 37374;

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Had astab ^[pedllktrlos
Ophthalmology); Blkur. HoUm (Internal.
EJN.T.i, Shooro Sodok (obstetrics, sur-
gery, orthopaedies).
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatries), IchJlov
(internal, surgery).
Nrtnoya: Lnnlado (obstetrics, lUtcnuti).
Hal In: Rambam.
"Bra*" - Mental Hoalth PftstiAld, T»U.
Jerushlctn 0699U, Tel ‘Avty.'Hfitfi, Haifa
^mw:R<^hkheb(tS2M^t^« 86h^ ; -

Mhigav Lodnoh: Opon. lUc-vi p.m. every
Monday Answers 'to dbsteirles.
gynn ecological, sterility and family plan-
ning problems. Tel. 02-63336.

’ Phone numbers: Jerusalem, ’.tfst Aviv,
Haifa — 10L Dan Region- (Ramat Gan.
Bncl Beak, Glvatoylm; Klryat#'Ono> —
781111.

1

Ashdod agwa Nazareth 54333 .•

Ashkelon 23333- -Netanya 23333

Bat Yam 88SS53
1 Petah Tikva 912333 .

Boorsboba 78333 .
Rehovot 054-31333

SUM 2333 -
. .Riahon LcZlon 942338

*

Hadora 22333 '. - Baled 30333

Holon 8031M ; Tiberias 20m
' Nahariya 923338 -

•

'

Sunset 17.30; .Sunrise tomorrow 06

'

POLICE

S/JiJ
00

!.? f"
0*1 Pnrt* of the counUytiln

Tiberias dial-924144. Klryat Shmods 40444..

>v v-..- a: .15
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Unlikely pair

in union saga
CINEMA/David George

NORMA RAE: Starring Sully Field, Ron
Leibnuut sod Pai Single. Directed by
MartlnRllt.

THE' unlikely pairing (rf a
Jewish radical, and Southern
miasma is the core of "Ifornsa Rae.

"

Ron Lelbman. a New York-based
union organiser, goes to a Southern-
mil] town, not as an agitator seeking
converts to the Communist- Party,
but to tight the domination of the
workers by the mill owners,which is
no lens obvious than it was 40 years
ago.

.

On the mill floor the cacaphony is
deafening, the air thick with lint. The
pay is low. hours long and discipline
relentless. There Is not even a trace
of benevolent paternalism. The mill
is the only employment in town, and
you stagger to work as long as
there's strength enough rather thaw
risk being laid off.

Labour and management have
only one thing in common, a total
distrust of outsiders, especially
Jews, so Leibman has his work cut
out for him. He selects Norma Rae
(Sally Field) as the most likely con-
vert to the union cause.
Norma is hardly the typical

In the Supreme Court sitting as the
High Court of Justice before the
Deputy President (Justice Landau)
and Justices Shamgar and Bechor.
Petitioners: Fal&h Haasin Amira
and Others. Respondents: Minister
of Defence and Others (H.C.258/79).

THE HIGH COURT of Justice dis-

charged an order nisi calling upon
the Minister of Defence and the
Military Governor of Judea and
Samaria to show cause why their
acquisition of land In the vicinity of
Modi'in should not be disqualified.
Tie land in question— 500 dunams

in the area of the village of Na'alin,
just beyond the green line— la most-
ly barren wasteland, but a small
part of it is cultivated. The
petitioners. 10 inhabitants of the
village, claim that the land belongs
to them and challenged the Military
Governor’s acquisition in a petition
to the High Court of Justice. They
were granted an order nisi.

In defence of the Military
Government’s acquisition of. the
land, an affidavit was submitted by
Aluf Dan! Matt. In Jt Jie explained
that the land hacHjeen acquired for

the establishment of a settlement
planned to fit in with. two existing
neighbouring settlements situated

within thejgeen line. •

heroine. She takes her pleasure
where she can tomake life bearable.
She has an intermittent grubby af-

fair with a travelling salesman who
enjoys beating her occasionally, and
-she aleepa around with the -locals.

One of her children is illegitimate.

Her worthless husband died in' a
barroom brawl and she lives with
her dominating, overprotective
father (Pat Hingle).

The film actually contains two
stories..The first is Lelbxnan’s and
Field’s fightto organise a union. The
awakening of the mill hands to their

plight is well done.' suspenseful and
interesting in a nearly documentary
way. The mood of the town, the
anguish of the workers, and the
enveloping influence of the mill on
entire generations are brought out
under Martin Ritt's excellent direc-
tion. Leibman's faith In his cause is
well-tempered by his wise-cracking
humour and his sophisticated good
cheer, and Norma Rae’s conversion
to the union cause Is built upon
frustrations real enough for the
audience to understand.

THE SECOND story. Is that of Nor-
ma Rae, a spunky intelligent woman

Sally Field in a scene from “Norma Rae’

who knows that her life can be better
.
than it is. She is- not aware of the
woman's movement but feels,
despite the pressures of town and
family, that even women have needs
and abilities that should not be push-
ed aside. It is the union that seryes to
both focus and broaden her perspec-
tives.

.
Obviously the two stories are in-,

separable. Rltt was wise enough to'
avoid an open romantic entangle-
ment between country girl and city
boy and the maudlin romanticizing
and sentimentality this might entail.

The film moves at a casual pace
that might have proved terribly
grim but for the extraordinary drive
and vitality of Sally Field as Norma.
With this consummate performance,
well deserving of the Cannes Film
Festival Best Actress Award, Field
separates herself from the banality
of "The Flying Nun" and joins the
ranks of today's important cinema
actresses. The support she receives
from Leibman and Pat Hingle, In one
of his best'performances In a long ac-
ting career, add to the reality and
artfulness of the film.

"Norma Rae" goes fax beyond
"Julia," "Turning Point," "An Un-
married Woman" and other films
trying to contribute to the "woman’s
picture." It is artistically sound and
makes a solid social statement and is
one of the better films of the year.

THE CHAMP: Starring Jon Voigtt. Faye
Dunaway, Jack Warden and BIcky
Sbroder. Directed by Franco Zeffereill.

MGM’s 1931 production of "The
Champ" was a winner in nearly
every way. It was a simple movie
with an uncomplicated plot about a

prizefighter who ruined his career
by drinking but, inspired by his
young son, pulled himself together
for a comeback bout. He won the
fight and then died in his child's
arms. The film won an Oscar for

Wallace Beery and made him a ma-
jor box office attraction. It also
launched the career of youthful
Jackie Cooper.
Director Franco Zetferelli’a

remake is neither so simple nor a
winner. By reaching for every
cheap, tear-jerking effect possible,
Zefferelli succeeds only in producing

ACQUISITION OF LAND UPHELD
He explained further that the ac-

quired land was situated on high
ground approximately 12 km. from
Beh-Gurlan Airport and that the
projected settlement, together with
the two existing ones, would con-
tribute considerably, towards en-
suring the security of the airport
against anypossible hostile action or
sabotage from the rear; that a settle-

ment on the land would provide a
good observation point for* the army
to survey the coastal plain; that the
land bounded a projected cross-road
formed bythe existinghighway from
Latrunand the plannedhewhighway
to run from north Jerusalem to Ben
Shemen and a settlement on it would
help to prevent any disturbance of

traffic by hostile elements during
times ofunrest; and, finally, that the
projected settlement was Intended to
serve as part of the broad defence
system hi the area.

A counter affidavit on behalf ofthe
petitioners was submitted by Aluf
(Res,) Matti Peled. In bis affidavit
Aluf Peled rejectedAluf Matt's ex-

planations and supported the
petitioners' allegation that fictitious

military motives were being used to
cloak the establishment of a civilian

settlement in occupied territory.
• On the return day Mr.Nass&r
appeared for the petitioners and
State Attorney Gavriel Bach for the
respondents.

Judgement

JUSTICELandau, who delivered the
unanimous judgement of -the ‘High
Court noted that the land which the
petitioners claimed had never been
registered in the Jordanian Land
Registry and that the claim was bas-
ed on possession and cultivation.

However, he noted further, the
petitioners had.failed to show what
individual portion of the 500 dunams
each of them was claiming.
Furthermore, It was quite ap-

parent from the available evidence

.. u.- 3 eJ
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that the whole of the cultivated area
was far less* than that which they
claimed in general and* unappor-
tioned terms. Those facts, he held,
could have provided sufficient
justification for dismissing the peti-
tion out -of hand. But since the
petitioners had been granted an
order nisi, the High Court would not
be too meticulous on this point and -

were prepared to assume that part of
the land in question (only 20 per cent
according to the respondents) is

cultivated by at least some of the ten
petitioners.

Justice Landau then went on to

consider the petitioners’ argument
that the establishment of a civilian

settlement on the land could not be
justified either by Israel municipal
law or by international law. The
petitioners, he said, had dropped the
International law argument in view
of the High Court's decision, in H.C.
806/78 (the Beth-El case) -that

• *S- :
- ' „

...

seizure of land for military purposes
is perfectly legitimate under inter-

national law. However, they had con-
tended that the land in question was
not required for military purposes
and that this was just a cloak for
other motives.

In a dispute on the question of

military needs, he went on to hold,

the High Court would, in the absence
of any well-established judicial
notice, presume that the motives of
the respondents, who are responsible
for maintaining security both in the
administered territories and within

the green line, are honest and
sincere, and it would require very
persuasive evidence to the contrary
to rebut this presumption.

The arguments propounded by
Mr.Peled, he continued, were not
persuasive. For they completely ig-

nored any possible future danger.

which might develop from dynamic
developments in the area concerned.
Nor did they take Into account the
risk of sabotage from within and the-

contribution a civilian settlement
could make towards frustrating this.

In short, held Justice Landau, there
was no cause whatsoever for con-
cluding that the opinions of Mr. Pel-

ed outweighed the reasoning of Aluf
Matt, or that they cast any doubts on
his sincerity.

IN CONCLUSION, Justice Landau
then went on to dismiss the
petitioners' argument that it was not
the military authorities who had
decided to acquire the land in ques-
tion, but the Israeli Government,
holding that he saw nothing dis-

qualifying in the fact that the
military authorities implemented
the policy laid down by the govern-
ment. In any event, he added, there
was nothing in the evidence before
the court to indicate that the attitude
of the military was in any way at
odds with the policy of the govern-

what must be the most shmaltz-filled
film of the last 40 years.
The Champ (John Voighlj is a sim-

ple. not too intelligent man who has
taken quite a few too many blows to
the head. He works as an exercise
boy at a Florida race track. He and
son T.J. (Ricky Shroder] lead a life

full of love and the Champ's ex-
cessive gambling and drinking.

T.J. 's mother (Faye Dunaway) left'

the family seven years earlier, but
finds them again accidentally when
she visits the track with her new hus-
band.
The miscasting is beautiful. Jon

Voight ("Coming Home") makes
Sylvester Stallone look like a whiz.
Faye Dunaway (“Chinatown")
brings enough neurotic traits to the
story that nobody would pick her as
mother of the year. And Ricky
Shroder, who was selected from
more than 2,000 a5piring child ac-

tors, proves only that he can cry on
the drop of a cue.

Crying there is. An emotional
climax every five minutes ensures
that poor Ricky sheds enough tears

to keep the Kleenex company in

business for the next five years.
Perhaps as a result of the flam-

boyance of the sets, the desired
effects are missing. The horse rac-
ing scenes, completely unrelated to

the story line, are as pulse-
quickening as last week’s checkers
game at the old folks' home. The
Champ’s comeback fight fails to ex-
cite because of the deja vu feeling
that the scene could have come from
one of a dozen 1950's fight films. And.
though T.J. cries nearly ail of the
time and most everyone else in the
film cries at least part of the time,
the only tears found in the audience
are those of boredom.

operated.
.Furthermore, while the govern-

ment may certainly be presumed to

have consulted the Chief-of-Staff on
matters pertaining to professional

military assessments, the final deci-

sion in a matter In which settlement -

policy is involved had perforce to be
taken by the government Itself. In
the p&rticular case under considera-
tion, it was quite obvious, he con-
tinued, what the attitude of the
military authorities was from Aluf
Matt's affidavit; and it was equally
clear from the decision of the
Ministers Committee on settlements
and of the government, that theyhad
accepted the advice of the military

,

and had not elected to refrain from
establishing a settlement on the land
in question for political reasons,
despite the military importance of
doing so— as they could have done if

they had seen fit. In short, there was
.

nothing disqualifying in the acquisi-

tion. concluded Justice Landau,
either from the point of view of
Israeli municipal law or of inter-

national law. which constitutes part
of Israel law.

Order nisi discharged with IL2.000
costs.

Reasoned judgement given on
August 24. 1979.
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By WENDY BLCMFEELD/Spedal to The Jerusalem Post

A "HAPPENING" took place in the
Jerusalem hills recently which add--

ed depth to traditional Judaism for
.

Israelis from all over the country. -

A family camp at Ness Harim was
organized by the Movement for

Masorati Judaism (Conservative),
in conjunction with the Jewish
National Fund.
More than 150 people, including

children of all ages, participated,,

and from the moment the morning
prayers rose above the forest until

the last song or conversation at mid-
night. the day was packed with ac-

tivity.

Prof. Reuben Hammer, principal,

of the Jewish Theological Seminary
at Neve Shechter, explained that for

the first time the seminary had
organized an activity In conjunction

with the Masorati communities In

Israel.

Under the leadership of Rabbi.

Hammer and Rabbi Eddie Ram, a *

programme of study and discussion

was arranged for the campers. The
theme of study was the Holydays and
This was carried through In the con-

.

text of Bible, Midrash, Hebrew

literature, art and music.
Guest lecturers were Yarfv Ben-

Aharon, who presented material on
idolatry In its present-day meaning
of materialism, and Dr. Edna Afek,
who Illustrated the significance of
the Holydays hi the work of Agnon.
-The workshops on Midrash and
music were presented by Rabbi
Michael Graetz, RabbiHammer and
Rabbi David Haber.

*'•

MEAN WHILE, programmes and
sports were arranged for the
children with projects and hikes
lasting far Into the night.’

The JNF, which operates the camp
site, also organized swimming and
guided nature walks, highlighted by
a ,visit to the Stalagtite Cave.
While many ofthe members of the

Masorati movement are veteran
Israelis, there was a high proportion
ofhew immigrants from the U.S. and
Etagiand; some had come from -es-

tablished congregations and others
are struggling to start their own. The
relaxed atmosphere gave them an
opportunity to share experiences
and Ideas and to forge a link between'
communities across the country.
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Salute—and $100,000—for scientists
FIVE Wolf Prises, of 8100,000 each,
were awarded to 10 distinguished
scientists by President Yitzhak
Navon in the Knesset yesterday. The
annual prizes, presented yesterday
morning for the second time, were
awarded by the President, flanked
by Ricardo Wolf, representing the
Wolf family, Education Minister
Zevulun Hammer and Knesset
Speaker Yitzhak Shamir.

The „prixe for agriculture was
shared by Distinguished Professor
Jay L. Lash ofIowa State University,
Ames, (represented at the
ceremony by his daughter) for his
pioneering contributions to the
application of genetics to livestock

By BENNY MOBBIS/Jertualem Post Reporter

THIS IS one congregation where
every Jew — man, woman and child

— is getting an "aliya".
"Over 320 families have so far

signed up as
.

members of Reshit

G cula ("The Beginning of the

.
Redemption”), the reHgious aliya

movement we started," says Dr.
1 Mcnahcm Marcus, an tateraist-from

Teaneck, New Jersey, who first, ap-

proached Rabbi Shtomo Riskin with

the Idea of group aliya. "Each fami-

ly Interested In Efrat in Gush Etzlon

has paid a deposit of $1,500."

The group's aims are to make
aliya a smooth proposition by com-

ing as a group and to build s modern
Tora community In Israel. .

.

Hie Efrat group consists largely of

well-educated professionals from the

U.S. with a few from Canada And
South Africa. They range In age

from the mid-20s to the mid-T0s,;the

average age of the adult potential

settlers is about 35, and 40 per cent'af

all the eventual residents are under

10.

Ideologically, the candidates are

modem Orthodox and Zionist. Quite

a few are baalei. teshuva (penitent

Jews i who returned to Judaism un-

der the influence of Rabbi Riskin ai

his Manhattan congregation, the

Lincoln Square Synagogue. About

• one-fourth are married to Israelis.

Although the organisers want to

establish a religious community,

these are not zealots. "We will insist

only that Shabbat and festivals be

observed- publicly , -that cars not

drive through the conuaimfly
holy days." notes Dr- Marcus. > •

.

The first group observant..

but non-obscrVant Jews including

Israelis — are;invited to settle Bfratu

on adjoinlng- WSs-:Stomtuslly.;.;iby.

.

1990. Efrat

ooo people.V
.

^ v-:

By JUDY SIEGEL/Jerusalem Post Reporter

studded with rocks and thorn bushes.
- About 300 metres above sea level, it

.
has clean, clear . afr, and- weather
similar to that of Jerusalem, with a

.
glorious view of the. Judean Htils.

A case in the High Court of Justice
. has delayed infraafructure work. Ap-

. ; proved by the government and the
World Zionist Organization, Efrat Is

nevertheless a bone of contention In

.
the continuing battle over land com-
pensation.

~

Part of the land apparently
belongs to Arabs, some to Jews; mid
some is disputed. “But tills land has
never been cultivated by any

. Arabs.'* asserts'-.Rabbi .
Riskin.

- ^‘Fighting, over ownership and ap-

_ propriatioiLof lanft has become a .

sport ia recent months.. We’ve been
. assured by.government smtectifthat

everythin|c-yHil be^ right 'and .that

we wiU soon be Able"to go ahead."
The Efrfit settlers, he continues,

"don't want to take anything that
belongs to anybn^Tae.Xwantpe^ce
desperately,. ate^itekSvhave to be
token for peace/All the ministers
I'vq spoken tohave emphasized that

Gush Etzlon I* Israel’s forever, that

.it was in Jewish hands before 13*8.1

look forward to thp day when the
' sons of Israel And Ithe ' zona '-of

•rJShmael will live together in peace."
'

..
’ •“

^UNLOCK many other settlements In
.

olid Samaria. Efratia meant

to be a business and industrial centre,
and not just a "bedroom com-'
munity” for people who will work in

Jerusalem or other nearby urban
centres.

Since Efrat. has been designated
by the government a high-priority
development zone, it has plana for

commercial enterprises eligible for

low-interest loans and grants. Some
of the Industries planned include

'

electro-optics, electronics, precision

mechanics, a health resort and a
tourist vacation centre.

A few dentists who have signed up
hope to establish a dental clinic that
would be so Inexpensive for overseas
patients that they could fly here and
get treatment for less than what it

would cost them for treatment alone
abroad.

.
Having been brought up on the

idea that ecology la Important, the
potential settlers will insist on solar
energy for homes and pollution con-

trols for industry.
Residential 'buildings — whether

they are apartments, semi-
detached cottages or villas — will

be Jow so as not to disturb the
landscape. Since Efrat has been
designated os an A-l development
area,- the Absorption Ministry- will

grant the same kind of mortgages
that immigrants settling in
Jerusalem may obtain.
The most' Important concern. .

improvement and to Dr. Sir Kenneth
Blaxter of the Rowett Research
Institute, Aberdeen, Scotland for his

contributions to ruminant nutrition

and livestock production.
The prize for mathematics was

divided between Professor Emeritus
Jean Leray of the College de France,
Paris, for his pioneering work on the

development and application of

topolotical methods to the study of

differential equations and to
Professor Emeritus Andre Weil of

the Institute for Advanced Study,

Princeton, New Jersey, for his in-

however, will be Tora. Rabbi Riskin
wants to establish yeshivot on all

levels, not only for residents but also
for outsiders. A "Tora retreat cen-
tre" is also on the drawing board.
Rcshit Gcula has hired a full-time

fundraiser to collect money for the

projects.

Having watched other religious

settlements .teeter dangerously on

the edge of breakup because of in-

fighting (Moshav Elazar in Gush Et-

zlon is one) Reshit Gevla organizers
believe that Rabbi Riskin is crucial

to making Efrat work.

A YESHIVA University grad-
uate who comes from a non-

observant ' family, the 39-year-old

New York rabbi studied at Hebrew
University and at Yeshiva Kerem
BeYavneh in 1960-81. After being or-

dained from YU in 1983, he taught at

one of YU’a schools for a while and

became a doctoral student in Near
East languages and literature at

New York University.

- He then took a dying conservative

synagogue called Lincoln Square

and. working first as an unpaid

teacher, influenced the congregation

to become Orthodox.
The onec-dylng congregation now

has 500 families and 500 singles as

members.
Rabbi Riskin says that dozens of

his rabbinical colleagues are

watching the Efrat project closely,

and that if it succeeds, they will

bring their own congregations to

Israel. “Alter all, Hcrzl wrote that

Jews will come ‘Each rabbi and his

congregation'," says Rabbi Riskin.

More information about Efrat may
be obtained by' writing to the Judea
Mountains Development Company,
8 Rehov Alharlzi in Jerusalem, or by

calling Zehava Bcn-2c'ev at (02)

662568.

troduction of algebro-georaetry
methods to the theory of numbers.
The chemistry prize was awarded

to Prof. Emeritus Herman E. Mark
of the New York Polytechnic
Institute for his contributions to the
understanding of the structure and
behaviour of natural and synthetic
polymers.
The physics prize was divided

between Prof. George Uhlenbeck of

Rockefeller University, New York,
for his discovery, jointly with the
late S.A. Goudsmit, of the electron
spin, and Prof. Guiseppe Occhialini

of the University ofMilan for his con-
tributions to the discoveries of elec-
tron pair production and of the
charged Ion.

The medicine prize was shared
between Dr. Roger W. Sperry of the
California Institute of Technology.
Pasadena, Calif. lor his study of the
functional differentiation of the right
and the left hemispheres of the
brain. Dr. Arvid Carlsson of Gothen-
burg University for his work which
established the role of dopamine as a
neurotransmitter and Polish-born
Dr. Oleh Hornykiewicz of the

University of Vienna for his work on
the control of Parkinson's disease by
L-Dopa.

The prizes, established by the
Knesset's Wolf Fund Law (1975),

aroused controversy at the .time

when some Israeli scientists said
that what Israel needed was a prize

scheme for Israeli scientists rather
than a home-based duplication of the
Nobel prizes, awarded to scientists

of international fame. The prizes are
funded by the Wolf Foundation's
capital of $10m. The Foundation was
established by Ricardo Wolf, a
German-born Jewish millionaire,
formerly resident in Cuba who now
lives in Israel.

TW0-IN-0NEER0SSWQRD
Use the same diagram for either the Easy or the Cryptic puzzle.

EASY PUZZLE \2 I 13 15 H6 17 (18
ACROSS

1 previous i5>

6 Choose <5>

9 Uneasy (7)

16 Not brave f5>

Articles (5)

12 Domestic se
vanis (5)

13 UaK (7>

15 Insect c3i

17 6!»rtiy (4)

|

DOWN
. t Dried fruit (8;

I 3 Source <6>

4 Colour <3>

5 Vapour (5>

6 Obrtous <7»

7 ABowr (4)

j I Force tOi

I IS Wall painting

t (Si

13 Month <5>

24 For Stan to take me In, is a

bit of a bloomer (G)
. _

22 One's attitude to sn artist ?

<4>

24 Do you need only one In the
army 7 i3)

25 Goes and raps Ted, maybe
(7i

26 Conqueror more than mor-
tal? <SJ

27 Support you tarn trust ? (5>

28 One-man town ? (5)

29 Rant about the decimal mix-

up ? (7>

39 The fault of one found wani-

ls Heavenly bodies 1 14 Sound (5)

(6i

u Colouring
materia] <5>

29 Offhand (5)

22 Fatbrr I4>

M Shade (3»

25 Obnousir (7)

26 Not fresh (5)

27 Flower (5)

28 Deserves (5)

29 Movement down-
wards 17)

30 Beneath (5)

31 Dhnlse (5)

1 13 Started (5>

! 16 Written ccfnp>
! siiJon t5>

I U Try to catsh o»b
(5)

! IB Business asso-

date i7»
1 21 Season (9)

1 tt Bea robber (8i

1 23 Heavenly body
10/

: 25 Site (Si
26 Team (4)

1 it Terminate (3)

tag <5i

31 Like horsemen rather than
musicians (5)

DOWN
2 AN. Mali kingdom 16)

3 Shy about Tun turning np
in a forge <63

4 Number of ants accommo-
dated ? (3)

5 Unhealthy thing to do in

London (5)

6 It doesn't hurt to fight with
them (7)

*

7 Figure or one old wreck (4)

g a donkey, may go for it (6*

12 Back rents, possibly <R>

13 Individual way home <5‘

! 14 Get out of the way ! (5)

15 Garbo s reappearance as

j
Eva 7 151

16 A female's not for burning
1 (5)
' 18 Looked about Qve or a little

! older (3)

,
19 Robbed of paper money 7

! Indeed sot i (7>
1

21 Expert coming to tea ? (6)

22 Where a man tuns up after

i father (8)
23 Watched a top player

!
defeated at last <8>

25 Newspaper featuring trouble
»5)

26 Like simple huts with grand*
on the walls 7 i4>

Z8 It prevents food getting to
the front <3i

Yesterday's Easy Solution
ACROSS. — 4. Ballet. 7.

Reminder. 8. inters. 10. Colts. 13.
Knee. 14. Kale. 15. Ties. IS. Age.
17. Abet. 10. Tine. 2). Treachery.
23. East. 24. Hide. 26.- Car. fr,
Tittni. 29. Next, 32, Mean. 33.
Never, 34, Otters. 35. Tamipered.
36. Bridie.
down.

—

i, Trick. 2. smell. 3.
Ends. 4. Brine. 5. Lai*. 6. Qua**.
9. Nested, li. 0*k- J2. Tears, 13.
Kitchen. 15, Tea. 16, Any. la.
Better. 20. Irene. 21. Tar. 22.
Him. 23. Easter. 25, Axe. 28,
H isto. 30. Every. 31. Trade. 32.
iMontf. 33. Nape.

Yesterday's Cryptic Solution
ACROSS.—4, Fibber. 7. Fool-

hilL 8, Ovcrd-O. 10. EUor. IX
RoatL 14. Neap. IX Fnre. tfi.

Mj-X. H. O-pen. 19, Spa-r. 21.
Joan or Art-. 23, Aunt. 24. VHe.
26. Apt. 27, Over. 29. Spurt-ioibi

.

32. X*lcr. 33, A-slde. 34. A-cress.
35. The-Odor-E. 36, Bertha.
DOWN. -1 . Often. 2. Sonia. 3.

Sboeishooj. 4 . Floor. 5. B-R-nL
S. Ead-eer. 9. Vi«l u. Lew. 12.
Kp»«n. IX Run over. IS Fen.
16. Ma-C- IX rotate. 29. Press.
21 . Juttiandl- 22. Fir. 33. Apache.
23. Bud. 3X Vest* 39. PlV-onrevi.
II. R-EveL 32, Port. 33, At-OM.

CRYPTIC PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Waits around to get belted ?

45)

6 Unlawful arrest? (5)
9 Fabulous lwrliBiK girl swim-
mer (7)

16 Eat like an archaeologist ?
(3. 3)

11 Water used by an oner 1 15)

12 Box ol grey matter <5)
U Teach me to make a knife

(7)

15 Where a goat lost Its tail 7
13)

17 Friend from whom everybody
gets a letter (4)

16 Labours to redevelop wastes ?

(61
19 The sun does so (for various

things) 15)

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN
frost Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV, — Medium and long-
term financing: Is one of the Impor-
tant elements in the development of
the country's Industrial and
agricultural sectors. The Bank
Leumi group, with its eight com-
panies, accounts for no less than 40
per cent of the total of this financing
business. The total assets of the com-
panies, as of June 30, 1979. stood at

about IL55b.
Nearly all loans are made under

the Law for the Encouragement of
Capital Investment. The basic terms
of the law provide for the Issuing of

grants and the extension of loans.

Originally, the terms of the loans
provided that interest would be 60
per cent linkage to the index plus a
certain amount of additional in-

terest. with a maximum of 32 per
cent. Three months ago these termB
were radically changed, when the
government made the basic decision
to make these loans more expensive.

Ir. current practice, the loans
.

applied for prior to the change, are
‘

being calculated on the basis of 70
per cent linkage to the cost-of-living
index, along with Interest of up to
two per cent.
Loan requests associated with

completely new projects apparently
arc to be calculated on the basis of
100 per cent linkage, in addition to
the smaller interest rate.

Few observers of the capital scene
doubt that since the cost of capital
has been made considerably dearer.
It will have a serious and negative
effect on new Investments. This will

pose a major challenge to the bank-
ing system, which may decide to

make available a greater portion of
loans from its own means.

Otzar La'Taasiya
This bank was established four

years before the founding of the state
by Bank Leumi and the Jewish Agen-
cy. Tn 1970 the bank came under the
complete control of Bank Leumi. Ot-

zar La'Taasiya is engaged in exten-

ding medium and long-term loans to

industrial enterprises, as well as to

the settlement Industries.

Business

appointments
By MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

ARIEL EISENBEKG has been ap-

pointed director-general of Dead Sea
Bromine and Dead Sea Bromine
Compounds, two affiliates of Israel
Chemicals Ltd., replacing Zvi Wald*
man, who is leaving the employ of

ICL. Eisenbcrg served os Wald-
man'a deputy for the past three
years.

SHLOMO PELEG has taken up bis

post as director of Tambour Paints,
of Acre, replacing Uri Reiner, who
has resigned after eleven years In

-this post.

ZVTFAL, who served as head of the
mechanization unit of the Bank of

Israel for the past five year3. has
joined M.L.L. Statistics and Office
Efficiency Ltd.

EFRAIM GUZMAN has been chosen
to head the Federation of (17)

Binational Chambers of Commerce.
He replaced Eliezer Chelauc he. who
served in this post for the past four
years.

MS. DALIT LEVY has taken up her

post as head of research and
development at Fertilizers &
Chemicals, an affiliate of Israel

Chemicals Ltd.

Bank Leumi finances

industry, agriculture
In the 1950s the Treasury deposited

with the bank considerable sums
from the development budget, to
enlarge the flow of the loans to new
enterprises.

In the 19609 the company raised
most of Its funds by floating public
bond and share issues. In the past
two years there has been an increase
of funds to the bank from the
government’s development budgets.

Otzar La'Taasiya has expanded its

activities in settlement industries. In
7978. for Instance, it granted new
loans totalling ILS7Sm., compared
with IL433m. the year before. Most
of the loans w'ere at the direction of

various government bodies

Currently applications to finance
new investments arc In the order of

ILl.Sb.
Otzar also handles the payment of

grants to industry at the direction of
the government on a feel basis. In
the first half of this year it has paid
out some IL176m. ir. grants.

On June 30. 1979 the total assets of

the banking institution were
IL.12.Gb., an increase of some 36 per
cent since the end of 1978.

Bank Leumi Investment Co.
The company was founded In 1945.

Half of its own financial means arc
Invested in securities, while the
other half is used for medium and
long-term loans to local authorities

and institutions.

The bank's securities portfolio is

invested in a wide range of Israeli

shares.

In its semi-annual statement BLL
Investments' security portfolio
amounted to IHS6.9m. The value of

the securities is well in excess of

IL200m. over and above their
purchase cost.

The total sum of loans, on June 30

of this year, was IL2.9b. The invest-

ment company has rapidly expanded

the amount of bonds which it has

floated, and their recent total ex-

ceeded ILlib.

The bank's own means have also
been on the rise and total IL314m.
Total assets of the company in-

creased by 32 per cent since the end
of 1978. and were £L32.2b.

Yaad Agricultural Development
Bank
The Bonk was founded in 2922 to

encourage the expansion of
agricultural institutions. It was
originally called the Central Bank
for Cooperative Institutions in
Palestine, and this was changed to

Central Canada-Israel Bank in 1953.

Bank Leumi acquired the banka's

controlling interest in 1981, and on

the acquisition of shares by the

Israel government in 1962 the com-
pany assumed its present name. In

November 1970 Leumi acquired the

government's shares in the bank.

The bank extends loans to all sec-

tors of the agricultural economy,
private and communal, as well as to

regional enterprises and the
organizations catering to
agriculture.
The main source of lta funds is the

budget allocated by the Treasury,

earmarked for the financing of

government-directed credit.

The bank, however, also showed
an Increase In loans from its own
means and from funds administered
jointly with the Treasury, the Jewish
Agency and the settlement
movements, as well as from ear-

marked deposits of the Jewish Agen-
cy and the Bank Leumi group.
The bank's total assets at June 30,

1979 were IL12.2b. The profit picture

at Yaad Is bright. In 1978 net profit

was ILl4.4m. In the first half of the

current year the bank earned
HuO.Pm.

MimunJm, Bank Leumi Finance
Company
This company provides medium

and long-term loans to local
authorities and companies, from lta

own means and from the proceeds of

its debenture issues. Loans are
allocated either directly by the com*

.
pany or through Bank Leumi. A por-

tion of the Mimunlm debenture
Issues are quoted on the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange. On June 30 of this

year the company’s total assets

stood at ILl7.5b.

In addition to Otzar La'Taasiya,
BLL Investments, Yaad and
Mimunlm, four other companies ore
included in the group of Leumi com
panles.

The other four Include Leket, Bank
Leumi Financial Co., Leumi Leasing
(Industries) and Leumi Leasing.
The latter, formed only a year ago,

within its first six months of
operations entered into leasing con-
tracts worth IL400m.
Zvi Shor, managing director of the

eight companies, told The Jerusalem
Post that in spite of the recent
changes in the cost framework of
loans, there are new challenges and
opportunities in this field.

Balance of .credit to large
borrowers, by economic sectors In
1978

Sector Amount %
in ELm.

Mining St quarrying 834 B.O

Foods, beverages & tobacco 865 6.8

Textile clothing

& leather B07 6.6

Wood 128 0.9

Paper 247 1.8

Printing & publishing 44 0.3
Rubber & plastics 515 3.7

Chemical products 2,926 21.2

Mineral products 231 1.7

Metal products &
transport equipment 1,283 9.3

Electrical 8c

electronic equipment 372 2.7

Industrial construction 460 3.3

Kibbutz and
moshav industries 215 1.6

Electricity supplies 2,670 19.3

Other sectors 2,107 15.3

TOTAL: IL13,804m. 100.0

Engineer GaW Felgln (left) Inserts photo of a man behind bars into lab-built scanner,

where a light beam sweeps the Image. A photo-multiplier converts the reflected beam's
light Interruptions into electrical Impulses. Dr. Ben-Yosef (right) , using computer In the -

background, electronically "removes" the bars and produces a clearimage of Die man's
face on TV screen. -

HU scientists expand eye’s scope

Battle for the EEC budget
BRUSSELS (API. — Budget
ministers of European Common
Market countries yesterday fired the

first salvo in the annual community
budget battle — slashing about 20

per cent from the commission's
proposed 17.9b. Units of Account
(UA) — S25b.

The fight will go on for months
with the European Parliament,
which has power to make some
limited Increases, until the 1980

budget is finally adopted by
everyone.
The clash at the Budget Ministers

Council was once again between rich

and poor countries — Britain, Italy

and Ireland— over the regional fund
aimed at developing poorer areas.

An old agreement had set this fund
for next year at 650 million UA —
5903.5m. — but the executive com-
mission had proposed i.2b.UA —
31.0b. Compromise was tentatively
agreed on 850m. UA —31.lb., with
Italy disagreeing, however. On the
other hand, the Social Fund, propos-
ed at l.lb. UA — 31.5b. — was cut

almost In half, to 553m. UA —
3768.6m.

Ariel Eisenberg

SAMI JACOBOVITZ is replacing.
Dor Tscobovltz as director' of
Keshet Textile Industries.
Vacobovitz has been appointed
chairman of Keshet 's board of direc-

tors.

BENZION LAPIDOT was recently

appointed general manager of Tagiv
— Gypsum Industries for Building
Products.

AVRAHAM ALO.N has been ap-

pointed as head of the life insurance
department of the Hassneh In-

surance Company. Alon until recent-

ly headed the department of elec-

tronics and security equipment in

the Manufacturers Association.

Tougher stand on ship fuel surcharges
Jerusalem Post Reporter-' • - shippers an estimated IlA.lftCon anJerusalem Post Reporter^ •

HAIFA. ~ The European Shippers
Councils, which represent importers
and exporters, are to take a much
tougher stand on the fuel surcharges
being imposed by the shipping con-
ferences. The hard line was worked
out at (he convention of the body’s
executive, which took place in

Elsinore. Denmark, at the end of

August, the director of the Israel

Shippers Council. Arie Mehoulal,
said on his return yesterday.
He noted that the European con-

ferences had raised their fuel sur-

charges by from 10 to 25 per cent

during the year. Here the surcharges
have been raised by about 15 per
cent since February, costing the

-annual' basis.’ u
The meeting in Denmark decided

to call on the conferences to freeze

the surcharge until the end of the
year. In future the conferences will

have to give a month's notice, rather
than two weeks, of any proposed
rise. They will have to absorb up to

one quarter of increased fuel costs i

themselves.

In addition the shippers demand.

a

new system of calculating fuel costa,

to bring the surcharges closer in line

with actual expenses. The
calculations are also to be based on
the costs of the most efficient ship
operators.

From its beginnings in British Mandate times, through the years of World War Two, and
Israel’s turbulent 30 years of war and domestic development. The Jerusalem Post has had an
rntem8tfona/ reputation for- distinguished ioumaUsm.

Now. we are pleased to announce, in response to numerous requests, the publication of FRONT
PAGE ISRAEL nearly 300 from pages of The Jerusalem Post from 1932 until today.

Each front page is a revealing document of its times, expressed in its headlines — HerrHitlar now
German Chancellor, Arabs andJews both reject British P/an, Churchill at Helm State ofIsrael
is Born, Czechs to give Egypt Arms, right up to Smiling Sadat. Begin start talks.

This is the book that will be valued by every member of the family, for all time. By the children,

looking at 'history/ By the student, in need of facts. By the parents saying. ‘You remember
that/ First edition now on sale.

IL350 line. VAT) SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

AVAILABLE IN HOTEL BOOKSHOPS & BETTER BOOKSHOPS
EVERYWHERE OR SEND YOUR CHEQUE TO THE JERUSALEM POST,

P.O.B. 81. JERUSALEM AND WE WILL SEND IT POST FREE {SURFACE

MAIL) ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.

^Steimatzky’s

Please send me copy/copies of Front Page Israel

My cheque for IL is enclosed (IL360 per copy)

NAME

In Th» Supreme Court
of Ontario

NOTICE TO: MB. ALJ ABDUL-HADi
AYAD

A petition for divorce has been presented by

Joan Elizabeth Ayad. You may inspect the

petition at the ofrice or the Local Registrar of

this court St Kingston. If you wish to appear

or to oppose the petition, or if you seek

other relief, your appearance or answer, or

answer and countor-petition. must be

delivered in accordance with the Rules of

Court. In default of appearance or answer

you will not be entitled to notice of any

further proceedings. A copy of the petition

and notice of petition, will be mailed to you

upon receipt of a wnften request addressed

to the above named Local Registrar.

Gordon V. McDiarmid
Barrister and Solicitor

3 RidMu Street

P.O. Box 1010
Kingston. Ontario

K7L 4X8, Canada.

,
BY AARON SITTNER

}

Jerusalem Post Reporter

j "Twinkle, twinkle, little star...”

l People have been wondering about
the stars' twinkling for ages. Suitors

and children have sung rhyming
verses about the strange wavering of

the stars’ light emission, and the
more erudite gazers have come up
with theories and explanations for it.

Standing near the window at
Hebrew University's electro-optics

laboratory. Nlsslxn Ben-Yosef, direc-
tor of the applied physics division at

the School of Applied Science and
Technology, said: “We can't stop the

stars from twinkling. But that
twinkling— we call it scintillation—
helps us understand several other
natural phenomena.”
He pointed to a three-story

building across the campus, almost
a kilometre away. “Look carefully

at the top floor,” he ordered. “Do
you see a reddish light in one of the
windows?” We did.

"That's a laser generator.” he ex-
plained. “And that steel box you are
leaning on is a receiver. Out of the

'

receiver you have that cable that

feeds into a computer in the next,

'room.
' "Using ultra-sensitive opto-
electronic instruments, we measure
the slightest shift in the Intensity of
the laser beam we pick up here. The
computer “knows” that the laser’s

output level is at the source, because
Its memory has been trained. Now. it

works all day and all night long,

comparing and plotting a curve that
shows the differences between
the source ii^ensity and the ley^pf
light we plelMMfeat this eqcL Aa you
can see, iQnrthto: graph printout,. -the

correlation curve changes from hour
to hour.”

Chase ups prime

.

loan rate to 13%
NEW YORK (AP) — Chase Manhat-
tan Bank said yesterday it will raise
Its prime lending rate from 12.75 to a
record 13 per cent today, less than a •

week after it increased the rate by
half a percentage pioint.

A hank spokesman for the thlrd-
largest U.S. commercial bank refus-
ed to comment on the latest in-

crease.
The prime rate is the base interest

rate for unsecured loans to banks'
most credit-worthy corporate
borrowers. While the prime does not-

directly affect interest rates on con-
sumer loans and mortgages, it is

‘

seen as an indicator of trends in-

terest rates generally.

Brazil again devalues

its cruzeiro
RIO DE JANEIRO. (Reuter) —
Brazil Tuesday devalued the
cruzeiro by just over five per cent
against the U.S. dollar in the largest
of a series of downward adjustments

1 over two years.
The Central Bank said the new

rate of 29.1 cruzeiros to the dollar
represented a devaluation of 5.21 per
cent over the .old rate of 27.7
cruzeiros.
Foreign exchange dealers in Rio

de Janeiro said the downward ad-
justment was larger than expected
and came quickly on the heels of the
last devaluation on August 27.

The dealers said
.
the latest ad-

justments may have been prompted
by the announcement last week that
Brazil’s rate of Inflation rose by 5.8
per cent in August and now totals

38.1 per cent for the first eight
months Of 1979.
There have now been 12

devaluations so far this year, lower-
ing the value of the currency by 39.92 i

per cent.

Causing that curve is the constant-

ly changing relationship between the

temperature of the ground and that

of the air currents fluttering above
it. This bending of the light rays or,

as it is called at the electro-optics

lab, “atmospheric degradation," is

currently a prime subject of study
there.
To the uninitiated, the brainwork

in and around Ben-Yoaef's
laboratory at first appears to be too

high-brow to be of practical use. But
this assumption fades fast when you
notice the types of probtems piled at

the lab’s door.

Any image we see is, after all,

composed of reflections of light rays
bouncing back from the object to our
eyes. Now, take a deadly ray-guided
missile out yo strike its killing punch.
How effective can that punch he un-
less the image of its target is as dear
as could be? By using computer-
assisted “contrast enhancement’"
and “digital image re-creation.”
developed - in Ben-Yosef '8

laboratory, the accuracy of the
search-and-strike killer missiles is

greatly increased, to say the least.

Or, take the problem of the doctor
at Hadassah Hospital’s cancer ward
aa he peers at an X-ray of a patient's
tumour gnawing dangerously close

to the spinal cord. With a little so-

called "X-ray enhancement"
available at the Hebrew University's

'electro-optics laboratory, many an
obscure shadow on an ^X-ray film
begins to look like an eleYneirt in a
fine snapshot.

In an age when doctors transplant

fixed up — not just doctored up a bit

in the darkroom by an experienced
‘technician.

In fact, by using what they call

“digitized Image enhancement,”

•

Ben-Yosef and his boys (and a few
girls) can take hold of a photo
negative snapped by a person with
hand tremors, and make of it a print

almost as sharp as if it had been
snapped with a camera mounted
tightly on a tripod.

And, If yon soon notice uncanny
stability In TV pictures taken with,

hand-held video cameras, chances

-

are the shakes have been filtered ont

of the picture signal by a device
perfected at Hebrew University's
electro-optics laboratory.

That laboratory and the one

:

devoted to micro-electronics belong
to the applied physics division . one of
the six arms of the School of Applied

'

Science and Technology. "Between-
60 and 70 per cent of out division's
graduates go to work in Israel's in-

dustry,” Nlssim Ben-Yosef proudly
claims. '-The rest enter the teaching,
profession or spend a few more
years nailing down.a tough project
they have taken on. Very few leave
the country.".

Ben-Yosef himself begins his sab-
.. baticki year next month.' Unlike
most facility people, he will not go

' abroad. "It will be a busman’s
holiday,” he told The Jerusalem
Post

*Tiljust spend the year aa a sort of

technological vagabond, wandering .

from one industrial plant to another.

jfd&teys and re-attacfi.s^er^d limbs',1 -''- ThatEs how.LUl learn moiteabottf -they

«

thgire isno reaaqn.wtoa^imnie error
£

problems bur industrialists face.'hflctfji

such as* a“ badly takra^photograph ^ hSw' we'af the university can he^ 1

should not be capable of really being them) solve those problems.”

Having helped oust Idi Amin
Tanzania’s aid plea is snubbed
DAR ES SALAAM.— When President “exceptional assistance,” totalling

Julius Nyerere told his ministers - 3375m. in grants,

and other senior officials a few days The nine countries Tanzania ap-

ago to start riding bicycles to work. proached were Britain, Canada,
it was more from concern at Tan- Denmark, Japan, the Netherlands,

zanla's shrinking foreign reserves Ndrway. Sweden, West Germany
than his ministers';“pot bellies,” to and the U.S., all of them glad to see

use his phrase. "If you. cannot use Amin go.

such means of transport today, what But the Tanzanian appeal was
are you ‘going to use after- oil wells greeted by a atony silence- A little

dry up?" he asked his large, import support was forthcoming but
applauding audience,, as officials . no additional grants,

shuffled in embarrassment. By pegging their economic - dlf-

Tanzania's soaring import— Acuities to the coat of the war the

b£U will absorb half the country's ex-
port earnings this year. President
Nyerere’s ' remarks acknowledge
just how difficult things will be for
Tanzanians for at least two years.
Increases in oil prices and disastrous
floods are partly responsible but the
major cause is the war in Uganda.

Last October Tanzania, classified

by the UN as one of the world’s 25
poorest nations, was riding on an un-
accustomed economic high. Foreign
reserves stood at about one billion

shillings (3134m.), enough to cover
four months’ imports. Two good crop
years — after three disastrous
drought years — had left a cereal
reserve of one year in stock.
Commerce and industry were
prospering from relaxed import con-
trols.

Then, on October 30. Uganda's now
deposed tyrant, Idi Amin, Invaded
Tanzania. The unaccustomed high
gave Tanzania enough padding to

carry It through the six-month war
with Amin.

Today, ten months after the inva-

sion, Tanzania's economy is at its

lowest ebb since Independence in

1961.

In June the Tanzanians put out a
desperate plea to the nine main
Western aid donors. They needed

Tanzanian treasury appears to have
made a diplomatic blunder. Had It

simply argued -an economic case,
donors might have found It easier to.

give additional aid or to help
mobilize a banking consortium.
The direct cost of the war is put at

3500m. ; Indirect costa could at least
double that. Public signs of the cost
of the war are becoming more con-
spicuous. The arrival of a bulk
tanker to unload at the Dar es
Salaam oil terminal is now a major
story in the local Press. -

Loiig queues of buses and trucks
line up at filling-stations for fuel, and
no petrol Is on sale from 9 p.m.

.
on*

Thursday to 6 a.m. on Monday, to try
to curb sales without introducing
rationing.
Increasing shortages are becom-

ing apparent in the shops'. Much of
the. transport commandeered for the
war has not yet been returned or is

unserviceable. The movement of
crops from the rural areas for export
or to the towns Is threatened. Import *.

licences have- been severely
restricted. - :

Government development expen-
diture has been slashed, hitting .

school development programmes.
Tanzania will feel the effect of the
Uganda war for many years.
(OFNS)

ADDRESS

SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour to Sinai

.

La* l chances for Santa Catarina
Departures every Sunday

Full Board. Kosher
Price S125

for overseas students
Registration; Yehuda Tours Ltd,,

23 Rehov Hlllel, Jerusalem.
Tel. 02-227740. 233147.

Greece, Libya sign

$200m. trade pact

ATHENS (Reuter). — Greece and
Libya signed an agreement for trade
exchanges' worth 3200m. a year it

was announced here yesterday.
Apart from agricultural produce. >

mainly tobacco. -Greece will buy 15

million tons of Libyan oil In the next
five years, the announcement said.

A Greek delegation will visit Libya

in November to finalize an agree-

ment signed in January for 500.000

tons of oil this year, the announce-
ment said.

Greece, soon to become the tenth-

member of the European Common
Market, sees itself as the bridge
between the Arab world and Europe.

The Tel Aviv Museum
in cooperation with

the Austrian Embassy

Monday, Sept. 17, 8 p.m.,
Tel Aviv Museum

Prof. Friedrich Torberg, the
famous author and poet, will read
from his books:

“8usaktnd von-Trimberg” and
“Die Erben dor Xante Jolesch”

Russia’s foreign trade up 9.6%
MOSCOW (AP). — Soviet foreign

trade grew by 9.6 per cent in the first

half of this year, with substantial
rises In overall exports and trade
with Western nations, according to

statistics published this week.
Trade in .the first half totalled 19b.

rubles In exports, a 12.8 pfi* cent rise

over the same period In 1978, and 18.8

rubles In imports, a rise of 6.4 per
cent. The ruble is currently worth
51.53 at the official Soviet rate.

Among major trading partners in

the developed world, the statistics

gave overall trade with West Ger-
many as 1.9b. rubles in the first half,

with Japan 12 as 1.2b., with France
as 1.17b., with Finland as 1.18b.. and
with the U.S. as 2.08b. rubles. 1

Statistics for
1 developing countries

,

Included Iraq, 586m. rubles. India,.

379m. and Libya 19fim.

The statistics were published in

the weekly Ek6nomicheskaya
Gazeta. Total Soviet foreign trade

for ail of 1978 was 70.2b. rubles.
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TEL AVIV. — Selling pressure mounted
again yesterday as sharp losses enveloped
the share market on risingturnovers. All sec-

ton,-except commercial bank equities, took a
beating.

Turnovers also rose in the index-linked

bond market as prices generally 'declined.
Turnover in the bond market stood at
XLOOJIm. .

The Israelpound assumed a firm stance as
its price remained unchanged In relation to
the American dollar. On Monday the pound
was devalued by the relatively large sum of
19 agorot.

In many respects the current trends on the

Tel Aviv StockExchange are running against
the predictions of flnanoial experts and
analysts who had predicted sharp rises in the

prices of index-linked bonds with poor con-
ditions in the equity market. In spite of an-

ticipation of a high'August rise in tine cost-of-

Ivlng Index and similar rises for the rest of
the calendar year, there appears an inclina-

tion for investors' to stay away from com-
mitments In Index-linked bonds.
This may be partially due to the

government’s war on Inflation. While the

pressure causes sharp share losses

Stocks & bonds—
the market report

(liming Volume OtMgr

By JOSEPH MOKGENSXERBT
Pest Finance. Reporter

steps being taken by the government may be
questioned as to' their effec-
tiveness, nevertheless, they are getting promi-
nent mention in the media. This in turn gives
the Illusory Impression that real headway is

being achieved in halting the rampant infla-

tion.

The country's commertcal banks are
currently engaged In the 4,120. savings
scheme derby.” With the improved terms,
which include a 35 per cent grant, these

schemes have recently gained in. attrac-
tiveness.
The demand for foreign currency has

'leapedias the public appears to be diverting
funds away from local Investments with the

hopes of greater profitability than offered in

either Index-linked bonds or shares. .

. - In market tnuUng yesterday Bank Leumi
gained two points. Others in the group rose by
roe with the exception of Union Bank and
FEBX whose rates remained unchanged.
Among mortgage banks Tefahot (r) and

the Carmel shares were down by about 5 per
cent, while others were down by lesser

amounts.
Insurance issues were down. Phoenix IL5

continued weak and fell by 4 per cent Zur
shares were the only ones to register a gain

with the bearer sharesrisingby seven points.
- Land development and real estate shares
cameup with somemajor losers. Azorim fell

by 7.8 per cent Africa-Israel Hi by 9.5 per
cent and Bayside IL5 by 5.6 per cent. Raasco
ordinary shares were “sellera only” and their

price was lowered by 6 per cent.
Tbe industrials sectorbad a spate of shares

which fen heavily. Urd&n IU wasdown by.7.5

per cent, Afgaman pref. (b) by 5.4 per cent
Dubek (b) by 5.5 per cent
-Petrochemical* by 7J per cent

md
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NechusMan b 885.0 1-0

Elite (1x303.0 126.1

Elite opt. 3 mo &LI
Elite 20% conv. sab. 2 123.3 ’ 170.0

Arad 399.0 S.O.

Folgat "A" 597.0 0.6

Polgat ''B" 554.0 17.3

Folgat opt. 243.0 43.8

Polygon 172.0 27.0

Rim 3 660.0 A
Mm 4 363.0 14.0

Staemeo b 737.0 13.1

Taalr 249.0 88.5

Tool b 255.0 18.9

Frutarom 166.0 1,040.2

Invextrawit a Holding
Companies

Elgar r d780.0 3.8
Elgar b 07B9.0 2J5
EUern r 828.0 35.5
‘EUern b 840.0 4.7
Amissar 185.5 25.8
Azntasr opt 161.0 15.0
Central Trade 1380.0 12-0
Inv. of Fax r 389.0 • 61.1

Inv. of Faz b 368.0 53.4
WoKson i 801.0 5.0
WoNoon 10 r

.

842.0 13-3

Walloon io b 3S9.0 29.6
Amp* 588.0 12.9
Dtec. Inv. r 280.0 192.8

n.c.

—9.0
—20.0

—94
—21.0

‘nx.

—U.0
—19.0
+1.0
+20.0
—7.0
+1.0
—0.0

OX.
+3.0

Representative

bond prices

’A”

pe Closing prices on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
September 12# 1979 p**ikg vaow change

CammeroU Buka
a Bankholding Co.’s

I.DJ. pref.

LDJ3.
LD.B. "B"
LD.B. pref. ••A”
LD-B.opt. 4
XDJ3. opt. 5
LDJB. opt. 8
Union
Union opt.

Union opt. S
Union opt. 4
Union 18% ax.
Union 18% a.c. 5
Discount .

Discount "A**
Discount "A" 5% a.c.

Mizrahi r
Mizrahi b
Mizrahi opt. 1
Mizrahi opL 2
MlzraMopL I
Mizrahi opt. 4

Mizrahi U% ax. 2
Mizrahi 30% a.c. 4
Mizrahi 18% ax. 5
Mizrahi 13% a.c. 6
Mizrahi a.e. 7
Hapoahm pref.
HapoaHw r
Hapoalim b
Hapoalim 30% dlv.

HipoiaHm apt. 3
H.jwillm Qpt. 4

HspoaHm opt. 8
Hapoahm opt. 7
Hapoalim 10% a.e. 3

Hapoahm is% a.c. •
Hapoalim 18% ax. 6
(Hapoalim opt. 9
General
General 18% ax. 4
l*iiml

Leumi opt. 1
Leumi opt. 2
Leumi opt. 4

Leumi 18% ax. 8
Leumi 18% ax. T

-prirr ILIAN price

Vi

ELI

1860.0

822.0

884.0

4484
833-0

883.0

269.0
482.0
880.0

800.0

142.0

1784
1224
6784
8694
175.

0

8184
8184
8304
6744
288
3684
8824
271.0

2874
188.0

1634
887.0

887.0

8894
832.0

10884
688.0

4994
2784
840.0

2884
1694
4834
4614
152.0
441.0

9674
8474
2484
299.0

288.0

24
008.0

74
44.3

224
1464
031-1

482.0

774
1934
874
1354
83.2

7.2

174
804

1188.4

3344
24
234
21.8

1364
SO

28.4

117.7
18.0

86.9

SO
870.8

1884
114.4

+104
1.0

+24
+1.0
+3.0
n-c.
—1.0

n.c.

—94
—4.0
—5.0
—8.0
+14
+14
+1.0
+1.0
Q.C.

n.o.
n.c.

nx.
nx.
nx.
nx.

Hooting Mtg. opt. l
Housing Mtg. opt. 2
Tefahot pref. r
Tefahot pref. b
Tefahot r
’Tefahot b

2964
1974
X271-0

X269.0
X242J)

X248.0

164
22.5
40.0

L4
286.6

+14
+14
n.e.

n.-.

—184
284.0 —104

Prop. A Bldg.
Prop. A Bldg. opt. ”A”
Prop. A Bldg. 18% deb. 4
Prop. A Bldg. 18% deb.5
Bajnridtfi
Bayside 8

nx.
XLC.
—1.0
+1.0
+1.0
+14

Merav 323.0 3.0 +2.0 Ispro
Merav opt. 1 180.0 76.7 n-C. liras
Specialised Financial.

Institution*
Bhutan r 90.0

- 64.4 —1.0

Mekadrla
I£LP.
Neot Aviv

Shilton to 91.0 5.0 —3.0 PrlOr
Bhutan apt. *'A” ' 57.0 6.0 n.c. Kioto pref.
Bhutan opL “B” 88.0 90.0 —3.0 Rsaseo .

'Bhutan 18% deb. 1 67.0 66.0 • —J8 OB ExploralM
Shilton 18% deb 2 74.0 94.1 —A . on Explo. Pai
Otzar La'taaaiya r 382.0 37.4 nx. . • -tadootrtal
Otzar La’toazlya to • 858.0 • 0.0 S.C. Urdanl

‘

AmpaJ 58X0 _ — Unions
Agriculture "A" ' hbj> 19A +A Urdsaopt.
'Ipd- Dev. preL IfLO 83.7 n.c. ElMtl
Insurance Cuupiulw
Aryeh 6*88.0 . 88A —24-0

. Eltott 6
• AlUance

Aryeh opt. &1A0 3J8 —10.0 Elco 1
Haranch r 208.0 182.0 n.c. Elco 2J0 r
Hsranch to’ 210.0 49.3 —5.0 Elco 2,5 to

Heranch opt.
. 116.0 . 64.7 —2.0 - Elco opt. "A"

Phoenix 1 824.0 55.3 —ao Elco 30% deb.

214
76.7
822.7

—2.0
—8.0
—2.0

1X1.1

70.4

128.7
2624
878.6
9584
64

1784.8

36684
1854
814.7

n.c.

nx.
+14
+1.0
—4.0
+8.0
n-c.

nx.
nx.
D.C.

n-c.

Phoenix 8
Tardenia 1

Tardenia 8
Sahar

r

Sahar b -

Sahar opt.
Sahar 18% deb.

. Securitas
Securitas 80% dhr. 78
Securitas opt.

Zur r
Zur b
Commercial Services

ft UtUtles
Motor Boone
Delek r
Delek b
Delek opt 1
Delek 20% deb. 8
OoldStorage 1

840.0
'

1784
1604
267.0

2884
704
684
8X24
8074
,1184

*

-dxZIO.O

2184

80.0

7.4

68.3

8.0

8.0

1T.T

28.0

44.5

5.1

684
11.0

27.0

-10.0

—8.0
-2.0
.C.

+14

—7.0
—54
+14
+5.0
+74

600.0

dZ!7.Q
2804
a*a n

2824

8014
d204
10.0

444

—64
—11-0

—15.0
—7.0

SSeetrm 1
Electro 5
Blectraept 2
EQectra 16% deb.
Bleetrs 18% deb. 2
Blron 1Bm 2
Blron opt “A”
Argnnum pref. r
Argaman pref. b
Argmxnan r
Argamon b ,

Ata "B."
Ata “C"
Ata opt “A**
Ata opt: 8
Ata 29% deb. 2
Dubek r
Dubek b
Ferttifzera

Leunri.lWfrJdfctA^m i..; 164.0 Oil .'JIAO r n.%.;; Gold Etprage 10 ... 109.8 ' Ax. Chblear

f 0-H.H. r . dx2874k; • 12M. : n.e.\
— CSjjd fitt&sge opt.-’•AT' — rr’ootrd • ^'48.0^ —IX =

I
P.H-H. b . . dx890JD 13.0

"•

rue. ;
Cokrstorage 20% deb. 1 IMA . 368A- nXt HetfsChem. .

International 6% sxA 178JO 548.5 -n.c. • Israel Electric 250.0 45.9 —7.0 Haifa Cham. opt. 2

FXBX 04982) 275J nx. Lighterage- 974.0 12.0 n.c. Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1

— Mortgage Banka Lighterage 5 403.0 85.0 +1A Tevar
GenT Mtg. r 340.0 298.4 nx. Lighterage opt. 2 no-o 192J +2A Tev* b

f
Gen'l Mtg. to 345.0 172.2 y nx. -

. Lighterage deb. 12L5 810-1 —1.0 Tbvz opt.

\mz GenT Mtg. opt. 114 580.0 30.0 n.c. Ttapoc 1
'

448 J) 8.7 —1A Teva deb.

Gen’l Mtg. opt. 117 14X0 58.1 n.c. Ropac 5 404.0 10.0 —2.0 Lodzla 1

GenT Mtg. 13% deb. 116 103.0 88.0 n-c. Land. Building, Lodslw 4

Carmel r dxlSO.O 25.0 —31.0 Moiett

inDc. Carmel b dx274.0 ts +IM Azorim 472.0 izin —40.0 MbUcr
Carmel + opt. “A" 78.0

‘

20.0 . nx. .

• Azorim opt. ’•A" ••
. 887.0 155.5 —40.0 • Phoenicia l

Carmel 16% deb. 10 80A 20.0 —2.5 '

. Azorim 20% deb. l 16SX 276.2 —8-0 Dead Sea
-

. — -

Mortg. ft lav. 302.0 . ACrica-IzraeJ 1 1430.0 8J —180-0 Am-Ur. Paper
Dev. ft Mtg. r - 188.0 145J) —4.0 Atrico-Izrael 10 noo.o 26.0 tuc. Am-Ur. opt. "A"
Dev. ft Mtg. b 392.0 177.6 . —4.0 LL-D.a r 180.0 . 158.6 —6.5 Am-Ur. 20% deb. 1

Dev. ft Mtg. opt. 88 183X 20A —5.0 LLD.C.b 187A 58.4 —8.0 Assia

Dev. ft Mtg. opt. 90 85.0 80.0 —1.0 LLD.C. opt. "A”

.

290.0 26.0 —ISA Axsiz 20% deh. 1

Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. <7 115,0

'

14.0 —2J> LL.D.Q opL/’B” 153.5 83.0 —12A Petrochem.

Dev. ft Mtg. 13% deb. 94 81.0 2

j

—.5 LLD.C. 20% deb. 3 • 12BJB — — Petrocbem. opt. "A"
Housing Mtg. r Z74.0

'

445.2 +1.0 LLD.C. 20% deb. 4 132.0 68.6 n-e. Petrochem. 20% deb. 1

Housing Mtg. b 288.0 19.0- +1-0 „ SotefBonehb ‘ 18S0.Q 35.9 +5A Nechuahtan r.

CMog Volume c*—
Vricr U.1AM

. 403.0 510.7 —3.0
524.0 56.0 —3A
386.0

' —

1

—
298.0 29.6 —3.0
278.0 19.0 nx.
373.0 26.8 —19A
261.0 166Jl —10.0
800A 86.6 O.C.

1000.0 5.1. —10.0
1640.0 5.0 +2A
642.0 17.7 —1A-
980.0 2.0 —19A
270.0 27.1 —5.0
286.0 s.o. —15.0

USA 808.0 —2.5

856.0 54.5 —28.0
417.0 42.0 —16.0
216.0 78.0 —14.0
401.0 29.4 +1.0
408.0 8.0 —7.0
X147D.0 5J +70.0
400A 5.7 —10A.
250.0 20.1 H.C.

248.0 18.0 +5.0
112.0 84.0 —1.0
85.0 17.0 —1.6
547.0 20.0 +50.0
847A - 72.0 —9.0
846.0 66.0 —7.0
319.0 21.5 nx.
167A 31.2 nx.
695.0 10.0 —5.0
454.0 19.0 —1.0

• 1445 42.0 +.5

525.0 10.1 —29.0
525.0 5.5 —30.0
509.0 82.3 —15.0
513.0 18.7 —7.0
154.0 S5A —8A
95.0 482.9 —2.0
38.5 805.7 —1A
66A 78.7 n.c.

78A 56.8 n-C-

495.0 89.0 —25.0
618.0 M —90.0
23X0 44.8 +1A
.175.0. 80.8 -3.0
•177A- 17.4 l£K.
159.0 115.4 —3.5

*

85A 1312 —AO
54.5 107.0 n_c.

B56A 53-4 —10.0
864.0 3-0 —15.0
808.0 142 —XO
89.8 87.0 n.c.

780.0 .u —10.0
308.0 7.8 +A0
102-0 34.3 nx.
671.0 3.8 +3.0

888.0 20.7 +6.0
555.0 88.1 —A0
784.0 75.6 —24.0
317.0 148-1 —13.0
288.0 201.8 n.C.

S70A 70.0’ —19.0

227.0 ' 19.7 n.c.

UO.O 130.4 -10.0
91.0 216.0 —9.0
83A 389.0 —9.0
870.0

‘

2.5 nuc.

Disc. Inv. b
Mae. Inv. opt
Dise. Inv. opt "B"
Dtac. Inv. 30% deb. 72
Dtef. Inv. 18% deb. 130
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 183
HapTm Inv. r
Biplo Inv. b
Bap*lm Inv. opt 2
HapTm Inv. 30% deb 1
Leumi Inv.
Jordan Bbcplo.

Jordan Explo. opt
Jordan Bxplo. opt 2
Jordan Bxplo. opt 3
Mizrahi Inv. r

287.0
384.0

134.0
298.0

1924
102.0
331.0

884.0

229.0

123.8
15.1

33.7

42.2
219.0

27.3

14
34.7

—7.0
—6.0
+14
+14
nx.

8784
2884
8654
125.0

874
5*0.0

398.7
147.4

—2.0
n.c.

43.6

80.3

30.3

1.0

Mizrahi Inv. b 540.0 56.3 nx.
Mizrahi 18% deb. 48 306.0 30.0 n.c.H«mla 489.0 31.9 —4.0
Hazsuta opt. “A” 356.0 130.8 —30.0
Hzasuta 20% deb. 1 181A 95.5 —5.0
Export Inv. r 830.0 5.0 —19.0
Export Inv. b 814.0 6.0 —82.0
Knar Ind. 2490.0 11.0 +10.0
ClalRl. EsL 185.0 580.4 —15.0
Clal Rl. Ekd. opt. “A" 308.0 45.5 —A0
Clal Rl. Ezt opL "B" 98.5 140.0 —8.0
Clal RL Ezt. 20% deb 1 184.0 28.9 n.C.
n»i 610.0 272.8 —10.0
Clal bid. 450.0 441.1 —28.0
Clal Ind. z.c. opt. 990.0 30.0 —70-.0

ClaJ Ind. opt. cert. 465.0 283.0 —30.0
Clal ItuL 20% deb. 5 3S2.0 98.9 —18.0
Landeco 200.0 31.8 —A0
Oz Inv. 240.0 100.1 —13.0
Oz Inv. 10% deb. 230.0

Pama Inv. • —
Piryon Inv. dX204.0 738.7 n.c.
Plryon Inv. opt. 2 44.5 317.5 —15.0
Shorn Traded la
Foreign Currency

Adanim 569.0 — —1.0
Agricultural pref. "C" 425.0

Ind. Dev. pref. *’B” 1470.0

Ind. Dev. pref. ’*C” 1010.0
Ind. Dev. ’*CC” 600.0

Ind. Dev. “Ca” 696.0 l-s n.c.
Ind. Dev. ”D*’ 698.0 xo nx.
Gazit 481.0 —
Tourist Ind. 210.0 7.3 —4.0
UnJco "A" r 212.0 6.6 ilc.

Unico ’’A” b 117.0 —
Fuel
Naphtha 660.0 ' 2.0 —5.0
Lapidot r 684.0 — —
Lapldot b 1300.0 .8 +SA0

MlzrahUr) -

Frutarom
Leumi
Volumes
Sharestraded:
Convertibles

:

Bondar

318 214183.44
166 ELI0404 +34
441 IL9584 +24
1*4.78 114.79
IL64.4m. IL61.3m.
ILS.5m. IL7.0m.
UdO.Sm. IL37.7m.

General Share Index down 046% to 138.62

Abbreviations:
S.O.

b.O.

d

n.e. —

b —
pref. —
opt. —
conv. —
a.e.

sellers only
buyers only
without dividend
without coupon
without bonus
without rights
no change
registered
bearer
preferred
option
convertible
subordinated capital notes

These stock prices are onofficial-

Bank of Israel

representative

foreign exchange
rates— Sept. 12
Currency.
U.fi. dollar

British sterling

German mark
French franc
Dutch guilder

Swim franc
Swedish, krone -

Norwegian krone
Danish krone ’

Finnish mark
Canadian dollar
Australian dollar

South African rand
Belgian franc (30) - -

Austrian, mehilling (10)

Italian lire (1400)
Japanese yen (200)

Jordanian dinar
Lebanese lira

27.7302

614009
15.3117
8.5679

13.9369

16.9637
64069
64471
6.3067

74280
23.9387
814797
834762
9.6406

214896
84.0017
32.4883
9141
8.49

London commodities
COCOA — It has survived several

testa of the low at £1,425 and is now
pressing against the resistance evi-

dent at £1,525 and £1,550. At this

stage, the probability is that cocoa is

bottoming out prior to a recovery
move.

.

MINOSMETALS — With the excep-
tion of hismuth and selenium, the
minor 'metal* are rallying and sup-
port near current levels suggests
that this recovery wiB continue.

COFFEE — After its rally of £235
from the July low, coffee is losingup-

side momentum and now needs to

move above £1,875 to conflnUhigher
objectives.

PLATINUM — It Is the weakest
precioim metal At present and last

month’s rally faltered In the lower
region of tbe top area. A move above
£193.50 is necessary to confirm
further recovery. .

BARLEY SUGAB — Sugar has now
established a narrow trading range
between, £122 and £122.50. A move
above this price will confirm higher
objectives.

*r

nil] Hfnur ‘Win* pn
AMERICAN ISRAEL BANK LTD

FOREIGN CURRENCY
H4.lt

- • Tm*crday*t tartga exchange
rales -got—* Ike Israel peswd,

lor UJk dsflar trsiwirttom under f8966r

sad tmautton h other currencies

- eader Bm wiulUlWI Of 2699. •

Selllaf Buying

U.S4
DM

.

SwtnFr.
Sterling
FrenchPr.
DutchPL
AuitrisnSch.
Swedish Kr.
Danish Kr.

NorweglznKr.
Finnish K.
Canadian 3
Rand
Australian?
BelgianFr. (10)

Yanaan _

Italian Lit* (1000)

274280 27.6380

154844 154595
17.0892' 164228

624898 614984
' 64780 54330
18.9796 184841

24337 2.1172

6.9188 6.5785

,
54fM

74499
244101
33.4039

814896
94717
124323
344187

54831
..64258
74003

38.8462-

M1788
83j.722

94069
324467
83.9881-

nOKK^m. LONDON
SPOTBATES!

24*83/98
'£6338/38.

‘

29.06/06

44088/48
44296/06.
44300/36-
14900/06
14MV*®
83308/38
S.0010/20

22X46/1°
.00/33740

per£
perl
perg

P^*
P»*
p«-8
P***6,
per*
per*
per*
P*r$.

Ajie&im * 241w**9.. _

55 *

.. . z.. -

:

‘ '
‘

.

r.V
- -' ~r-7

V*-'9

POTATOES — Support centred on
FT21.50 continues to' contain the
.downside risk and, ’OS the chart
shows' no overhead supply, the path
of least resistance remains upwards.

COPPER — The metal fell nearly
£80 very suddenly, but this decline

• was halted by support from' the
-previous trading range centred an
£890. The present recovery may en-

counterfurther resistance near£950.
But with the backwardation widen-

. ing prices are mare likely to move
higher than lower.

WOOL— Has established a narrow
trading gauge centred on £2$ cents,

but more significantly, the substan-
tial support evident between 615

cents and. 400 cents suggests that the

next important move will be up-
wards.

TIN — Is' also moving into a
backwardation again and the three

-months price is consolidating earlier

gains in a narrow range centred on
£6 ,-800 . Amove above-£6850 will con-

firm a further recovery.

SOYABEANMEAL— Althoughsup-
port from the recent lows at £117.00

and £115 should -contain the down-
side risk, the pattern does not in-

dicate any.-upside potential at this

time.

t-bad
.

— Lead’s recovery was turn-

ed back by resistance from the £
area evident-above £870. However,
the pattern also shows a build-up of

support just below £830 and with the

indicator oversold-prices should ,re-

main steady. : .

RUBBER — Although rubber prices
have, lost downside momentum and
appear to be bottoming out; there Is

probably not enough ofa base forma-
tion to support a sustained recovery
at tMgtime. >

ALUMINiuM.— pas now establish-

ed Initial support above £700, as

earlier gains have been con-
solidated. A. move above £720 will

confirm that the next advance is un-

derway.

The weekly technical report' Is

brought courtesy of Commodity
Analysis Ltd, brae! office, 32 Behov
Ben-Yehuda. Tel Aviv. Tel. 290378.

— r»-_ t* --T>»

Tkls 250-ton generating unit destined for tbe new Hadera power sta-

tion was off-loaded from a freighter at Haifa port yesterday. The

giant dock-side crane is seen lowering it gently onto the special

mutll-axle Elm land transporter.

Cftnis export season opens in Haifa

v By YA’ACOV FBDBDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA.— The citrus export season
opened, in the port here yesterday
with the-shipment of 18,000 cases of

early-ripening grapefruit ..from the

Jordan Valley. The consignment to

Europe went on iKjard - the Qm
freighter mj. Narlda.

A second shipment of200,000 cases

<rf early Jordan Valley grapefruit la

to be shipped through the part-next

week. * »

*

~
• Renven Andoren,. si .ft* Cttrn*:-

'Marketing Board management told

; The Poet that hfa organization ex-

'pecta toexportabewt00million cases

-tfts 'seasop. about the nmwas last

'year’s total of 40.7m.

While last year’s exports fetched

|250m.. this year’s income should

climb to 0270m. or 8270m. he said.

During thissesson, which will con-

tinue until next May, fewer ghamuti
oranges are to be exported. Instead

there will be more lemons, clemen-
tines and mandarines, and probably
also more grapefruit, he added.

URANIUM. ..^ Japan started to.

enrich naturalifranlumyesterday to
produce fuel-tor ?its Unclear'power
reactors, newarepprt* saliL Japahis
the eighth coimfryln theworidtb at-,

tain the technology which also can
produce material fm-nuclear bomb*.
(APi . :

3 dunams In Haifa
sold for IL7.6m.
HAIFA. — The city yesterday sold a
three-dunam plot near the Taipiot
Market to the Levy Brothers Con-
tracting .Company, which Is to erect
a six-storey office building on the

site. The company plans to invest
IUoom. in the building, which will

have a three-storey underground
parking garage for 165' cars and
three stories for shops, cafes and of-

fices. .Construction is to be com-
pleted in three years.
" The site is occupied by the disused
Hagen David Adorn building, which
is to be razed. At yesterday’s signing

•of the contract the contractors paid
the city ILl-Sin.. one quarter of the
price of the plot.

Lufthansa keeps
fare increases down

By BARUCH SAVILLE
Jerusalem Post Aviation Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Lufthansa has raised
its fares on European routes by only
4.5 per cent, despite a recommenda-
tion by IATA, the International Air
Transport Association, that a 10 per
cent Increase on European fares
should become effective
September l.

on

Travel circles here told The Post
that as from September 1, air fares

from Israel to Europe rose an
average of 15 per cent, partly in ac-

cord with the general IATA in-

creases, and partly due to. the rising
exchange rate.

64% Deface toms
70 lAyin)

78 (Ayin Heh)
81 iPeh Alephl
90 (Teadl)

4% Gov’t development
Group 1. Yield:

Frier Change

New York
Stock

1080.0 —7.0
3049.0 —1.0
1003.0 +2.0

918.0 n.c.

3001

3007

3010

3013

Group 3. Yield:

—52.0
nx.
nx.
n-c.

—74
—4
—20.0

—19.0
—3.0
—30.0
—8.0
—7.0
n.c-

—8.0
—8.0
—8.0
-6.0

3020

3025

Group 5. Yield:

t Group 7. Yield;
3027

3032

Defence loan 88.

9 (Tel)

44 IMem Daletl
4% Gov't (99% C-O-L)

Croup 22. Yield:
3101

3106
Group 24. Yield:

mo
8118

4% Gov*l (89% C-O-L)
Group 42. Yield:

3201
2206

Group 44. Yield:
3210
3213

6% Gov’t (89% C-o-L)
Group 52. Yield:

3801

3504

7% Gov't (80% C-O-L)
Group 62. Yield

:

—149
86X4
796.0

-3.34
784.9

591.4
—1.26

603.7

8894
—149

677.1

9244

—0.1
n.c.

Exchange
Closing prices - Sept.12

+1.8
+3.6

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
870.30 up .60

Volume: 38,680,000

n.c.

—0.1
Slot*

+1.3

+1.2

782.0

640.0

+2.0
—8.0

—0.10

4434
868.4

+0.12
3594
339.9

n.e.

n.c.

—3.0
—2.9

+0.63
280.8

266.3

+040
268.3

2484

+1.0
+0.9

n.c.

n.c.

+0.68
2314
220.9

+0.7
+0.7

3522
3526

3534
3541

Group 66. Yield:

2546
3551

Group 68. Yield:

Group 70. Yield:
3554

3337

Gov’t dooMe-opUon linked
2001
2015
2083

Dollar denominated bonds
HoiKs 13
Hollis 20

7% Gen’! Mtg. 43
7% Tefahot 10
7r/r Clal Investment 2

7% Unico
640? Wollson
S. Ft. denominated bonds
6% Bank Yaad 38
54% Mimunim 5

8% Meniv 8
Bonds 190% linked to

foreign currency
3.SC4 Gov’t 6026
6CJ Isr. Electric Corp. B
5'A Dead Sea Works
Bonds 7V4% linked to

foreign currency
6003

+0.72
,212.9
197.S

+0.82
168.4

159.3

+0.80
148.2

1404
+043

129.0

1234

nx.
n.c.

n.c.

—0.2

n.c.

n.e.

—0.4
—0.4

201.6

175.3

1304

+0.3
n.c.

n.c.

97.0

914
934
100.0

98.7

96.7

88.0

—04.
—2.8

!

nx.
n.e.

n.c.

nx.
n.c. i

1074
1084
108.0

—0.8
—0.4
—0.3

1284 —4.0

1

874.0 n.C.

1880.0 B.C.

.

Allied Chemical
ASA
*Amer. Isr. Paper Mills
Avco
Boeing
Burroughs
Bran Iff

Bell ft Howell
Bally
Bausch ft Lomb
Control Data
Curtis Wright
Dow Chemical
Eastman Kodak
•Etz Lavud
Ford
General Dynamics
Gulf ft Western
Holiday Inns
Houston Oil

Honeywell Inc
Hilton
IBM
Lockheed
Litton

LTV
McDonneJJ Douglas
Merrill Lynch
MGM
Motorola
NCR
Natonas
National Semiconductor
Occidental Petroleum
Penn Central
Pan American
Polaroid
RCA
Revlon
Raytheon
Sears
Sperry Hand
"Syntex
American Tel ft Tel
Telex
Teledyne
Tyco Lab.
United Airlines
United Carbide
UVXnd.
Western Union
Westinghouse
U.S. Steel

Xerox .

Zenith
Exxon
•Elscint

ClosInK Change
price

37h
264*

3% —!4

24 ?f +*
48 +1*
70* -4
11*4 -*4
21* +4
30* +1/38
61 +4*
46* +1
16* — *4

30* + *4

55* + *4

7* -K
43* + *4

41* +S
IS n.c.

20% + H
20% —

*

79 + *
29 + *4

60* —4
25% -*i
35% + 4
8% +*4
26% +*
19* +*
18% n.c.

48*4 +*
75S +*S
57* +1*4
29*4 + *
25 + 4
16* +14
7*6

20 +1*
24*4 n.c.

50* n.c.

584 +14
19* + *fc

49* ’ +*i
41» -h
56*4 +*
5 + K

146*4 +%
23*4 -*4
25* + *4

42% +M
28* +*
19*
20*4

22*4 —

H

64«i +*
UK —‘4
86*
74 1%

! bt

In -

th

the

1 th

the!

161.0

iThe yield reflects the difference faclweec the
"theoreticsI" value of bonds — based on the date
of Issue and current C-o-L Indexes plus ac-
cumulated Interest — and the actual market
price. It la based on the assumption that future C-

o-L Index Increase! will be scro. A negative yield

Indicates bonds sold aft premium, a positive

figure bonds sold at a discount)
(Three prices are unofficial)

’(Listed on the American Bloch Exchange) 1
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Gold below record level
lmp^l

TriH*

LONDON (Reuter. AP) .— The price

of gold was fixed on the London
Bullion Market yesterday afternoon
at $337.10 an ounce, below the record
levels It has been reaching in recent
weeks during a flurry of gold-buying

as security against Inflation.

The price rose slightly from the

morning fix of $336.95 an ounce, but
the markets were reported quiet.

Some profit-taking and some clear-

ing up of positions helped to bring it

back from Its peaks of Tuesday.

At one point yesterday afternoon
gold was quoted at $339.50 an ounce
and later went Just over $340— equal
to the record prices fetched last

week.
The foreign exchange markets

were also reported by dealers to be
quiet yesterday, although sterling

found itself under pressure because
of anxiety ‘over Britain's Industrial
relations problem, dealers said.

The pound traded at $2.2200 in

Europe yesterday afternoon, down
from Tuesday's $2.2403.

Dealers said the immediate cause
of the pound's problems appeared to

be a strong selling order from the
Chicago International Monetary
Market.
Early rates for the dollar yester-

day. compared to Tuesday's late

rates:
Frankfurt — 1.8114 West German

marks, up from 1.8107; Zurich —
1.6141 Swiss francs, down from
1.62265; Paris — 4.23375 French
francs, up from 4.2300; Amsterdam
— 1.9910 guilders, up from 1.9890;

Milan — 813.625 lire, up from 813.30.

In London, one British pound cost

$2.23375, a better rate for dollar
bplders than Tuesday's $2.24185.

In Tokyo the dollar climbed
further against the Japanese yen
yesterday on word of a big jump In

Imports, and the Bank of Japan in-

tervened to try to check the yen's
decline.

avedj

deni'

ent.

BARAK'

BAREKET

BARCLAYS OIS

MIZRAHI

213.89 209.55

396.44 388.63

166.20 162.93

BROSH DISCOUNT

EGOZ DISCOUNT

EITAN HAPOALIM

ER£Z HAPOAHM
ESHEl DISCOUNT

DEKEL DISCOUNT

ODLEV DISCOUNT

GAVISH BANK LEUMI

GOREN AMER IS.

HALAMISH
'

MIZRAHI

ID1T MIZRAHI

Tnbar BANK LEUMI

LAHAT ' BANK LEUMI

LESHEM mizrahi-poalim"

MAAYAN *
F.l B.l.

MADE F.I.B.I.

MARGALiT LEUMI

224.80 220.30

162.17 158.92

403.34 395.40

178.33 377.42

130.55 127.98

288.02 282.42

211.07 206.63

144.65 141.69

169.99 166.65

283.68(1) 278.08(1)

156.50 153.42

139.43 136.22

173.56 172.75

185.04 181.37

187.45 183.78

110.03 106.79

576.54 565.12

MAROM
MEIMAD

259.69 254.48

122.81 120.39

MIVHAR GENEL (F.l B.l.)

NATIF MIZRAHI

OPHIR BANK LEUMI

OREN DISCOUNT

ORION BARCLAYS DIS

PlA BANK LEUMI

RESHEFF HAPOALIM

SELA MIZRAHI

SHAHAM MIZRAHI

SHAKEO DISCOUNT

SHAMIR BANK LEUMI

SHAVIT HAPOALIM

SHIRA GENERAL (NESUAH)

TARS H IS H BANK LEUMI

TAPU2 DISCOUNT-LEUMI

TOPAZ BANK LEUMI

TZABAR HAPOALIM
'

TZAMID BANK LEUMI

VAHALOM UNION

243.96 239.15

302.66 296.82

189.12 185.40

151.92 148.90

180.59 176.77

166.49 163.22

338.98 332.30

239.57 234.51

289.43 283.72

222.72 218.38

258.32 155.30

175.39 171.93

337.03 330.46

110.13 107.96

354.56 346.37

183.54 179.93

155.41 152.19

160.52 157.35

173.16 169-70

104.44 102.39

*Dala not Mpplied (1) E* dividends (2) Ex Bonos
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Decisions by the dozen
THE MOST active agency of the government by far this week
has without a doubt been the ministerial economic committee.

After two years of running state business as usual, somnolent-
ly allowing unchecked billions to fuel runaway inflation, while

dreaming of Israel as a Middle Eastern Switzerland, this power-
ful committee has suddenly come to life, rolling off resolutions

for economic stringency day after day.

On close inspection, however, these bold new measures turn

out for the most part to be merely old hat, when they are not
simply misconceived.
Having failed to make good its previous decision to cut a full IL5

billion from the state budget, the committee resolves to Institute

a “further” reduction of IL-4b., which if the past Is any indica-

tion will soon be filed and forgotten. Having done nothing to

check the hiring of new workers by government departments,
as it ordered be done so many times in the past, the committee
reaffirms its intention that the civil service should be closed to

new entrants.
The abolition of the travel tax was one of the most popular

measures introduced by the present administration early on.

Now, in another step back from the much-touted liberalization,

the committee wants it reimposed, effective (it seems) next
spring, and with no bonus for short distances. Socially, the weak
spot of the government has been the growing shortage of

housing; Therefore, the committee passes a measure to un-

freeze a full 300,000 dunams of state lands for housing, which
should be more than enough for the next half century.
Not to be outdone, the ministerial committee on wages takes

its own giant stride by clamping down on any wage negotiations

until the expiry of present labour contracts, next April. This is

done after the Government has granted some select workers'
group concessions to make the eyes of most others pop out —
and before it has adjusted income tax brackets fully to the in-

dex, which is tantamount to an additional. Illegal tax on the
working population.
Whoever believes that this Is the way to peace on the wage

front, w-ill believe anything.
Is the picture all bleak, then? No, not necessarily. The

ministerial economic activity also passed to the full Cabinet, for
its consideration, a suggestion by Deputy Minister Arldor,
which no doubt originated in the Treasury for a ILiOb. slash In

the budget. As some committee members rightly suspected,
this will hurt, and perhaps badly. But nothing short of such an
across-the-board cut will stave off economic disaster. If the
Cabinet adopts this proposal, there Is still hope.

Bonn zigs and zags
SOME EFFORTS to promote understanding end up producing
still more misunderstanding. This could be said, at least in part,
of Foreign Minister Dayan's trip to Bonn this week.
According to Mr. Dayan, Israel settlements in Judea and

Samaria and Israel air strikes into southern Lebanon were not
brought up during his talks with his West German opposite
number, Hana-Dietrich Genscber. This version was almost im-
mediately denied by the Federal Republic’s Foreign Ministry,
apparently on orders from Mr. Genscher himself.
This may seem to be a minor matter. But it tends to raise

suspicion about the reliability of Mr. Dayan’s rather buoyant
impression of his German visit.

One unconfirmed report credits Mr, Dayan with success In
securing for Israel a pledge of German support in some un-
disclosed but vital area. If true, this would, of course, be
welcome. But it could only be tangential to the main purpose of
Mr. Dayan's flying to Bonn, which was essentially political.
Rightly, Mr. Dayan saw Bonn's Middle East policy changing,

as he put it himself, “for the worse.’’ What must have riled him
especially was Mr. Genscher's so-called Aboukebir statement
last week, towards the end of Genscher's visit to Egypt, in which
he came out In favour of a seemingly unrestricted right of self-
determination for the Palestinians.
Later the German Foreign Minister explained .that self-

determination was of overriding importance to Bonn because of
its denial to the East Germans. This was a fatuous and irrele-

vant argument, and it hardly accounted for Bonn's total lack of
interest in self-determination for, say, the Kurds.

In any case, Mr. Genscher appears to have retracted the
statement, evidently under the influence of Mr. Dayan. Now the
Palestinians are acknowledged by the Federal Republic to
possess this right, subject to the consent of the other parties con-
cerned, meaning principally Israel and Jordan. Let us hope this
correction will not soon be recorrected.

POSTSCRIPTS
AS MANY AS 64 million adult
Americans lack the language skills

to perform everyday tasks like ad-

dressing an envelope — and federal

literacy programmes have made
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only a small dent in the problem, a
new Ford Foundation study finds.

The startling illiteracy statistic

cited by the study, "Adult Illiteracy

in the United States." Is the result of

a new. broader definition of Il-

literacy than a simple Inability to

read or write.
According to Carman St. John

Hunter, who co-authored the report
with David Harman, a person is

literate only when he or she can read
or write well enough to fill the re-
quirements they see as necessary to

their own lives.

Between 5? million and 64 million
U.S. adults have not finished high
school and four million are totally
unable to read or write. The U.S.
population is roughly 220 million.
The report also said that at least half
the adults in nine states never finish-
ed high school. The states are Ken-
tucky, South Carolina. North
Carolina. Arkansas, Georgia,
Mississippi. Alabama, Tennessee
and West Virginia.

H.B. FROM Jerusalem really woke
us up this morning with this note:
“We tried to call a neighbour about

something wc had forgotten to at-
tend to before leaving home.
Although wc knew otherwise, Infor-
mation told us there was no phone
listed for them,
“We asked for the number of

another neighbour, and again
although we knew otherwise. Infor-

mation insisted no phone was listed.

"We then asked for our own
number. We were not surprised
when Information informed us that
there was no phone listed at our ad-
dress for our name. ‘That’s funny,'
I replied, ‘that's my own home and
there's a phone right there.’ Silence
at the other ^nd."

TIME
September 17, 1979

** Sadat and Begin

INCHING AHEAD IN HAIFA

Bronfman’s Agency Ltd.

Post reporters ROBERT ROSENBERG and JUDY
SIEGEL conclude the series of articles investigating the

latest programme to rehabilitate slums in Israel.
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THE HIGH PRICE
OF FAILURE

THE FUNDAMENTAL change that
has occurred in this country's poorer
areas since the days of the
ma’abaTol, when immigrant
families from North Africa were
crowded into leaky tents, is well
known to sociologists. The genera-
tion gap In the slum quarters of
Jerusalem's K&tamonim. or Tel
Aviv's Hatikva Quarter, or Belt
She'an'g “villa" district is not the
generation gap of the 1960s in
America. It is much more insidious,
tearing fathers away from sons and
mothers away from daughters;
often, in the crush, whole families
are flung apart, losing touch with
each other and their own identities.

Ironically, the noble efforts and
aspirations of the state are partly
responsible for this situation. "Our
parents never complained — at least
not in public — because they didn't
know how to, they weren’t educated.
But we know how to he heard,” says
Black Panther Sa’adia Marciano,
who In the early 1970s helped forge
the first of the North African protest
movements that openly challenged
the patronizing attitudes of the
authorities.
The young activists were telling

the government — which viewed
them as “not very nice Jewish boys'

1

— that they were “tired of being told
where to live, tired of being told to

have lots of children and then left to
live 10 to a room, tired of schools run
by old religious men who prefer
speaking Yiddish to Hebrew and
know nothing of Morocco."

“THEY SPENT ages trying to

decide anything. We wanted the city

to run It. The city knows us and they
have the people who have been work-

ing with us. “ said a leader of Ohel.

one of several community
organizations that have sprung up
around the country during the past
few years,

"But then the government wanted
it, and the Jewish Agency wanted it.

and the city wanted It, and we... well.

like always, we got " He made a
well known Mediterranean gesture,
hand to biceps.

After Begin, Housing and Absorp-
tion Minister David Levy Is singled
out as a villain by the frustrated.
“He wanted to prove he was one of

us, that he was looking after us. But
when was the last time he was here?
IH tell you. Never," said an Ohel
militant.

"We won't be voting for him
again." added another of the 12
youths gathered for a meeting In a
one-and-a-half room flat that anyone
from Rehavia, or Ram at Hasharon.
or almost any kibbutz would call a
hovel.

BEFORE Project Renewal even had
a chance to get off the ground and
make profound changes. It lost the
confidence of its own constituency—
not the elderly, who were never arm-
ed with the middle class dreams that
one way or another have been fos-

tered in Israel, but today's youth, who
by the year 2000 will constitute near-
ly SO per cent of the country's adult
population.
"We voted for Begin, and he

promised us so much, and we have
nothing, while he plays with Sadat."
said one young activist in
Jerusalem's Nahlaot quarter.

Two elderly people sat in the
courtyard outside the "flat.'' The ac-
tivists' parents, four brothers and
three sisters have all managed to
move out — though most ofthem are
still in the same neighbourhood.
"My parents voted for Begin, they

believed him when he spoke to the
people. But this Project Renewal
[the words are almost spat out], this

Is it. They don’t believe anything
anymore."

If the project had managed to get
moving soon afterthe off-the-cuff An-
nouncement Begin made to a group
of overseas contributors, perhaps
much of the bitterness could have
been converted into positive energy.

"Oh, we met with him,’* said
another member of the group.
"Sure, once, and all he did was tell

us to be good and patient. And when
we tried to tell him what we wanted
he just shouted at us. Just like the
teachers we had who never un-
derstood us," he added. Then as an
afterthought, he said: "Tell the
readers not to believe Levy, he’s a
phoney."

None of the activists are ready to

go on record attacking any of the of-

ficials. They may still have to work
with them, If Project Renewal
programmes ever get rolling.

But, in private, their remarks are
scathing.

DryBones

and building playgrounds! for health
care and education."
"Now it’s going to be just one more

bureaucracy. One more piece of dog-

eared official paper the family will

have to hold onto tightly to get
another room— maybe — in another

10 years."
The hopes for the project have

been channelled Into other sources;

but as the number of slum residents

organizing into self-help groups
grows, perhaps the chances that

Project Renewal will be salvaged by
the slum residents themselves, Im-
prove.

in the favourite hang-outs of the’

young men, the post-army youths
. who can't find work— or someone to

give them the training they need.

Project Renewal, as envisioned by -

all the experts, called for a kind of
“participatory planning of policy
and implementation'.' in which
residents of areas targeted for
rehabilitation would be involved in

all stages.

"We've had psychologists, psy-
chiatrists, sociologists, social
workers, city social workers,
welfare workers, employment
counsellors, school counsellors.
We've been checked by everyone —
and usually by people who can’t
communicate with our parents, who
mostly speak Arabic,” said one.

"We had hopes. Project Renewal
was- going to organize It all under a
single umbrella. The best social
workers would be Involved. There
would be money for fixing houses

CITY SPOKESMEN in Jerusalem
speak of the inevitability of the pro-
ject's failure in its current form.
One of two things will happen,'said

one highly-placed municipal source
acutely aware of the city's social
welfare issues. “Either - Project
Renewal won'tfind anybody to work,
or they'll try to raid the cities for the
workers. And If the residents feel the
workers are driven by career con-
siderations, then respect, and more
important, cooperation, will dis-
appear."
Meanwhile, the bitterness Is in-

creasing in the^Blums. One can feel it

So far, the Katamonim slums of

Jerusalem have seen lots of wealthy
Diaspora Jews pull up in shiny, air-

conditioned buses for whirlwind
tours. They have heard lots of
pronouncements on television —
which is sometimes the only piece of

:

furniture in the living room — about
grandiose plans for the future. But
hardly anything has been ... done.

With each day that passes the
frustration mounts, and the
bitterness cuts deeper, and "par-,

ticipatory involvement" "by alum
'

residents becomes less of a possibili-

ty. And Project Renewal, which
started as a genuine call for a new

:

Israel, has become, a catchword In
.the neighbourhoods — not for. a'

dream, but for a nightmare.

IF PROJECT Renewal fails to take
off and keep the promises made
two years ago by Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, the 300.000 Israelis

whose slum neighbourhoods were to
have been rehabilitated may never
believe the government .— any.
government — again.
Unwittingly, the premier was

playing with fire when he grandly
announced the 61.2b. four-year pro-
ject. One-tenth of the country's pop-
ulation, mired In the hopelessness of
crowded and dilapidated housing,
with crime and violence outside their
doors, children in schools that don't
teach, and old people who have been
forgotten, are waiting for help. And
the chances of all of them getting
relief from Project Renewal are slim
indeed.
Begin could have held off from

making the project public until he
had developed, with the help of ex-

perts. a detailed mechanism for
making it work. Instead, two whole
years were wasted on false starts

and power struggles among local

authorities, government ministries
and the Jewish Agency. Meanwhile,
the disadvantaged watched, angrily
and discouraged, and contributors
and fund-raisers were appalled by
the delays.

One of the premier's first mistakes
was to make Deputy Prime Minister
Yigael Yadln the nominal head of
Project Renewal. Begin did this for
reasons of protocol and because
Prof. Yadln Is chairman of the

A promise that

boomeranged
Ministerial Committee on Social
Betterment. However, Yadln had
neither the Inclination nor the in-

fluence to put a stop to the wrangling
over the project, and Begin was
himself "too busy" to take personal
charge of U.

By JUDY
SIEGEL

CONTRIBUTORS abroad have been
bombarded with publicity films,
high-powered emissaries and in-
vitations to visit the slum
neighbourhoods. A donor may con-
tribute to Project Renewal only after
he has made his regular contribution
to the United Jewish Appeal or
Keren Hayesod. If Begin will some-
day soon have to abandon the pro-
ject, explaining that it has to be un-
dertaken at a later date, will the con-
tributors ever be able to take special
fund-raising campaigns seriously
again?
The prime minister does not have

to abandon the project completely.
He can announce that It has finally

found Its sea-legs, that day care cen-
tres. clubs for the elderly, libraries
and kindergartens ore being ap-
proved by the dozens in the inter-

ministerial professional committee.
But that would only hide the un-

deniable fact that construction of

such facilities falls far short of the
''rehabOitatioxi of the lives of 45,000
families" that was originally en-
visioned.
Dr. Eliezer Jaffe, of the Hebrew

University's School of Social Work,
was prescient when he wrote in The
Jerusalem Post an May IB, 1978:
"One of the most distressing

features of government In Israel Is

the lack of coordination and the in-

terdepartmental preoccupation with
territorial sovereignty over ser-

vices. What mechanises will
guarantee that these features will be
controlled?
“To avoid a fiasco, perhaps It

would be wise to promise less, to

spend at least a year dealing with
four or five neighbourhoods,
developing models for comprehen-
sive, Integrated physical and social
renewal and Inter-agency coopera-
tion. Even if the next parliamentary
elections are.three years away, the
public will appreciate a good start on
the housing issues. Grandiose
promises will boomerang, no matter
what the excuses or who gets the
blame."

.
resources could be concentrated, on
only & dozen at first, . and other
rehabilitation projects shelved u&tQ

flak- round is ftcpj&pleted or at

-least largely underway.- •

Trite, ft sounds good when ESiezer
Raphaell, the Jewish Agency’s coor-
dinator for Project Renewal, rejects
such a piecemeal approach because
“there are young people.in those
neighbourhoods in trouble. They
can't wait to be savedfrom drugs or
poor education and put in a glass
case until we're ready.” .

But the fact is that nothing will be
completed in 160 or even 60
neighbourhoods in one go.

.

Many of the disadvantaged will

have to wait — just as they have
waited for the last 30 years. And it is

much worse to raise their expec--
tations only to have their hopes
crash down on their heads.

THE GOVERNMENT could try to.

save Project Renewal by tackling a
smaller target. Instead of the 160

neighbourboods that Begin first

targeted for rehabilitation (after two
years, local steering committees
have been established In only five

dozen neighbourhoods), efforts and
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READERS' LETTERS,

SUPPORT FOR DULZIN
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I was astonished to read
Judy Siegel’s report of September li
which stated that Mr. Aryeh Dulzin's
position on aliya and absorption
received only “mild" support of the
Jewish Agency Executive. She also
reported that my "conciliatory"
resolution was "toned down." Her
reporting does not reflect the facts
as evident In my proposed resolu-
tion. which reads:

“The Executive of the Jewish
Agency and the World Zionist
Organization reiterates and con-
firms its full support of the proposals
to render efficient the system of

aliya and absorption and its unifica-
tion in one body. These proposals
were formulated by the Horev Com-
mission and were accepted by the
overwhelming majority of those who
work and arc knowledgeable In the
subject. Including the Prime
Minister."

"The Executive unanimously sup-
ports the chairman and calls on him
to continue In his endeavours to

achieve this vital goal and expresses
its hope that the interest of aliya and

absorption will overcome all other
particular interests."

My proposal was adopted un-
animously by all members of the Ex-
ecutive and clearly states, In no un-
certain terms or compromise to ob-
jectivity, politics or personalities,
the position taken.
I repeat and stress that It is the

opinion of all who are pained by the
prevailing conditions in aliya and ab-
sorption to support to the hUt the
proposal formulated by the Horev
Commission as vital to the future of
Israel.

PROF. RAANAN WEITZ,
Chairman,

Land Settlement Department,
The Jewish Agency

Jerusalem.

THE JERUSALEM CONNECTION
where the Altar of the Temple sub-

Judy Siegel comments:
Unfortunately the headline over

my story did not fully reflect the con-
tents of my report. In fact, the Ex-
ecutive — including Herut members
— unanimously supported the Agen-
cy Chairman in his efforts to make
"the aliya and absorption system
more efficient and concentrate care
of the Immigrant in a single body,"

PROTECTING ISRAELI LIVES
To the Editorof The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — The activities of the IDF in

the Lebanon have saved lives of

Israelis by preventing In-
discriminate PLO attacks on
civilians in Israel. Those who de-
mand that these activities cease, es-

pecially Israelis, should realize that,
if Israel should discontinue such at-
tacks, the responsibility for future

deaths and Injuries to civilians In

Israel would be theirs.

As to the attitude of the countries

of the world towards these activities,

it makes little difference to them
what stand Israel adopts. Israel will

always be at' fault because oil

overrides justice and logic.

OSCAR A. KATZ
Jerusalem.

SMALL CLAIMS COURT
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post
Sir. — I read Martha Mcisels’ July

article about the Small Claims Court
and decided to puVsue a claim
myself.

I was very pleasantly surprised to

find how easy it was and how very
helpful all the staff were. What Im-

pressed mo most of all was that,

when I appeared before the judge

and mentioned that I did not unders-

tand Hebrew, he kindly conducted
the hearing in English.

. Thanks, Martha.
/. LUCK

Ra'anana.

To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post
'Sir, — In his article, "Dating
Jerusalem's Holiness" (August 24),

Mr. Harcourt made a bizarre
attempt to "demonstrate that Dr.
Sharon's critical approach to
Islam's understanding of the Holy
City's sacredness is with equal
justification applicable to
Judaism's." Three points, in par-
ticular, cannot be permitted to pass
unrefuted.

Firstly, "the city’s Jewish sanc-
tity” was not, of course, first “Accen-
tuated and stressed... following the
Babylonian conquest of the city," —
but with the consecration of
Solomon's Temple, the realisation of

Jerusalem’s traditional sanctity and
divinely-appointed purpose.
More seriously, Mr. Harcourt

asserts that Jerusalem first ac-

quired sacred significance in

Judaism “hundreds of yeocs" after

Judaism’s origin — If dated from
Moses — but. If dated from
Abraham, one needs "a calculator to

determine the chronological
remove." Jewish tradition says
otherwise.
Mount Moriah (the Temple Mount

in Jerusalem) was the location, of

Abraham’s attempted sacrifice of

his son Isaac (Genesis 22) after

which Abraham named the place

"(Hashem)
- — Yireh" in recognition

of its holiness and future purpose
and received the Divine promise. At
that time Shalem, the area around

Mt- Moriah, was the domain of

"Malkizedck King of Shalem...
priest of G-d the Most High" (Gen.
14) whom our Sages unanimously
identify as Shem, the son of Noah.
Shem dcllbcrately chore this place

for the propagation of Tora, as he
knew Jerusalem to be the comple-
ment oil carth'of the heavenly seat of

the Shvchhw (Divine Presence)
later to dwcllTn the Temple. He was
also fully aware of the historic sanc-
tity of that most special, place. Our
tradition teaches that the altar on
which Abraham later sacrificed a
ram in place or his son (on the spot

sequently stood) was the selfsame
altar on which Shem’s fattier Noah
bad sacrificed after the Flood, on the

occasion when the Lord made a
covenant with Noah" and his descen-
dants.
Going, even further back, our.

Sages stale in the Talmud that the
sanctity of Jerusalem predated crea-
tion Itself, Jerusalem being one of

the seven links in the chain of dirine
purpose for. the fulfilment of which
the universe waa created.

Finally, to
.
the absurd contention

that "Judaism appears so un-
concerned by the fact that Its name
for the Holy City,- derives from Jeru-
Shalem, meaning originally ‘crea-

tion of Shalem’, Shalem being one
among many old Semitic deities,
possibly a wine god.” Judaism Is

naturally unconcerned by this fact,"
as her tradition considers this name
a synthesis of Stem's name
“Shalem” and that given by
Abraham, ‘‘(Hashem) Yireh”;
divine ratification of both were ac-
corded by the mention of the name
"Yferushalem" over 600 times in the
Bible. MICHAEL CSA YEN
Givataylm.
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